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President’s Welcome

Welcome to the 259th Commencement of the Georgia Institute of Technology. On behalf of the entire Georgia Tech community, I extend our greetings to friends, families, and guests gathered here for this significant event, and to those of you participating virtually.

These ceremonies on the Atlanta campus have additional significance. They will bring us back together again after our difficult decision in the spring to cancel Commencement amid the early months of the pandemic. Back then we held an online celebration, and I will never forget delivering my congratulatory remarks in an empty McCamish Pavilion. Since then, we have traveled a long and difficult journey together and, with everyone’s help, we have found innovative ways to get the job done and keep Georgia Tech strong.

Like everything we have done this year, these ceremonies will also be different. They are being held outdoors in the middle of December in Bobby Dodd Stadium with a host of safety precautions in place, and with many of our graduates and their families following online. Yet, rain or shine, no matter how cold it may be and how physically distanced we may need to sit, the Georgia Tech community will gather to celebrate the remarkable academic accomplishments of our graduates.

We celebrate the resourcefulness, resilience, and hard work of all 9,330 graduates: 3,800 from fall, 1,290 from summer, and 4,240 who graduated in the spring; bachelor’s, master’s, and doctoral degrees through our six colleges and 28 schools. Each of them completed their degree in unprecedented circumstances and had the resolve to do whatever needed to be done.

The past few months have been challenging for everyone. Yet Georgia Tech students, faculty, staff, and alumni have met the challenges with resilience, confidence, and a spirit of innovation. They have crafted sophisticated solutions to help us fight the pandemic on campus, in our community, and around the world. From designing new personal protective equipment, to developing and testing therapeutic and diagnostic tools, to analyzing and visualizing complex data to track and slow down the spread of the disease, the Georgia Tech community has stepped up and made a difference.

Over the past year, students, faculty, staff, and Georgia Tech supporters joined together to create a new 10-year strategic plan that we just launched. It is grounded in our commitment to developing leaders who advance technology and improve the human condition and is driven by a set of ambitious goals and bold actions to amplify the impact we have in the world.

As we celebrate these new graduates who are prepared to address some of the world’s greatest challenges, it gives me great pride to realize that they have already been doing that.

At the foundation of Georgia Tech’s success are our hardworking and incredibly talented students. Their creativity, dedication, and accomplishments are inspiring and should make us all tremendously hopeful about their, and our, future. Thanks also are in order to all the family members and friends who have inspired, guided, and challenged our graduates both before and during their time here at Tech.

Commencement marks the end of an important chapter for these graduates, but it is truly just the beginning as they step into a bright and successful future. We thank you for coming here today, as well as those of you joining virtually, to share this milestone in their lives.

Ángel Cabrera
President, Georgia Institute of Technology
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Order of Events

President’s Party Processional

Master of Ceremonies
Ángel Cabrera
President

National Anthem
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Mahdi Al-Husseini
Master’s Candidate
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Induction into the Alumni Association
Jocelyn Stargel
Chair, Georgia Tech Alumni Association
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Professor and Coca-Cola Chair,
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Commencement Address
Sachin D. Shailendra
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President, SG Contracting Inc.
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Presentation of Degrees
Charles Isbell
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Jonathan Clarke
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James Quincey
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Graduates and Audience
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Reflection
Malaikatu Kargbo
Bachelor’s Candidate
College of Sciences

Induction Into the Alumni Association
Jocelyn Stargel
Chair, Georgia Tech Alumni Association

Commencement Address
Wonya Lucas
Chief Executive Officer, Crown Media Family Network

Introduction of Academic Deans
Steven W. McLaughlin
Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs

Presentation of Degrees
Charles Isbell
Dean, College of Computing
David Shook
Associate Dean, Ivan Allen College of Liberal Arts
Michelle Rinehart
Associate Dean, College of Design
Maryam Alavi
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* Please turn to the inside back cover for song lyrics.
Ceremony Speakers

Friday Afternoon Ceremony Speaker
Sachin D. Shailendra

Sachin Shailendra is the founder and president of SG Contracting Inc. Throughout his career, he has earned a reputation for integrity, honesty, and commitment to client satisfaction. His extensive portfolio of construction experience and his ability to solve problems and effectively communicate plans and processes at all levels make him a valuable leader to assist owners, subcontractors, architects, and designers with new projects and renovation projects alike.

Shailendra is a graduate of the Georgia Institute of Technology and an alumnus of Woodward Academy, where he has served as president of the Alumni Association and as a member of the school’s Advisory Council. Currently, he serves as chairman of the Board of Regents of the University System of Georgia. He is also actively involved in numerous civic organizations, serving as a member of the Rotary Club of Atlanta and the Atlanta Police Foundation, as well as a board member of both the Georgia REACH Foundation and the Children’s Healthcare of Atlanta’s Sports Network.

He resides in metro Atlanta with his wife and their daughter and son.

Saturday Morning Ceremony Speaker
James Quincey
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
The Coca-Cola Company

James Quincey is chairman and CEO of The Coca-Cola Company. Quincey, who first joined the company in 1996, has held a number of leadership roles around the world.

He is leading Coca-Cola in its continuing evolution as a total beverage company. Coca-Cola is a growth company that provides brands and beverages that make life’s everyday moments more enjoyable, all while doing business the right way. The result is shared opportunity for communities, customers, employees, and shareowners.

Before becoming CEO, Quincey served as president and chief operating officer of the company. From 2013 to 2015, he was president of the company’s Europe Group. Under his leadership, the group expanded its brand portfolio and improved market share. Quincey also played a key role in the creation of Coca-Cola European Partners, one of the largest independent Coca-Cola bottlers in the world. Quincey served as president of the Northwest Europe and Nordics business unit from 2008 to 2012.

He joined the company in Atlanta in 1996 as director of learning strategy for the Latin America Group. He went on to serve in a series of operational roles in Latin America, eventually leading to his appointment as president of the South Latin division in 2003. He was president of the company’s Mexico division from 2005 to 2008.

Prior to joining Coca-Cola, Quincey was a partner in strategy consulting at The Kalchas Group, a spinoff of Bain & Company and McKinsey. A native of Britain, he holds a bachelor’s degree in electronic engineering from the University of Liverpool.
**Saturday Afternoon Ceremony Speaker**

**Wonya Lucas**

Wonya Lucas is president and chief executive officer of Crown Media Family Networks. Lucas oversees the company's portfolio of entertainment brands, including linear networks Hallmark Channel, Hallmark Movies & Mysteries, and Hallmark Drama; subscription video on demand service Hallmark Movies Now; and publishing division Hallmark Publishing.

Prior to joining Crown Media, Lucas was president and chief executive officer of Public Broadcasting Atlanta, where she oversaw Atlanta's NPR and PBS stations. Previously, she was president and CEO for TV One, where she was the second African American woman to be president and CEO of a cable television company. Prior to joining TV One, Lucas held several positions at Discovery Communications.

Her other professional experience includes serving as general manager and executive vice president of The Weather Channel Networks, where she was responsible for corporate strategy and development. At Turner Broadcasting System, she was senior vice president of strategic marketing for cnn.com, CNN radio, and CNN Networks Worldwide; vice president of business operations and network development for Turner Entertainment; and vice president of Entertainment Marketing for TNT. Lucas also held brand management roles within The Coca-Cola Company and The Clorox Company. She began her career with Westinghouse Electric as a product engineer.

Lucas currently serves on the Peabody Awards Board of Jurors and the Sundance Institute Board of Trustees. She also serves as a corporate board member for EW Scripps, and on the Georgia Tech Foundation Board of Trustees, Georgia Tech College of Engineering Advisory Board, Children's Hospital of Atlanta Board, and the Community Foundation of Greater Atlanta Board. She is a member of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority Inc. Lucas holds an MBA in finance and marketing from The Wharton School at the University of Pennsylvania and a B.S. in industrial engineering from Georgia Tech. She is the proud mother of two adult daughters, Alexis Kirton and Sydney Kirton.
On Sept. 1, 2019, Ángel Cabrera became the 12th president of the Georgia Institute of Technology. Cabrera came to Georgia Tech after serving for seven years as president of George Mason University in Fairfax, Virginia.

A top-10 public research university in the U.S., Georgia Tech has outstanding programs in business, computing, design, engineering, liberal arts, and the sciences. With 40,000 students and more than 170,000 living alumni who work in business, industry, and government throughout the world, Georgia Tech has become internationally recognized for the quality of its educational and research programs.

Under his leadership for the past year, thousands of members of the Georgia Tech community have contributed to a new 10-year strategic plan launched in Fall 2020. The plan is grounded on a new mission statement that reaffirms Tech’s commitment to “developing leaders who advance technology and improve the human condition.”

He is leading the Institute through one of the most critical times in its history in response to the coronavirus pandemic — internally to prioritize the health and safety of the Tech community and externally to develop innovative solutions to combat the disease.

Under his leadership at George Mason, the university accounted for more than half of all enrollment growth in Virginia, increased student outcomes, and joined the top tier of research universities in the Carnegie Classification. From 2004 to 2012, Cabrera served as president of the Thunderbird School of Global Management, now part of Arizona State University. Prior to that he was dean of IE Business School in Madrid.

As a business educator, Cabrera has played a key role in advancing professional ethics, internationalization, and corporate social responsibility. As a senior advisor to the United Nations Global Compact, in 2007 he was the lead author of the “Principles for Responsible Management Education,” now adopted by more than 700 schools around the world. He is also a co-founder of the University Global Coalition, an international network of universities working in partnership with the United Nations in support of the Sustainable Development Goals.

He’s been named a “Young Global Leader” by the World Economic Forum, a “Star of Europe” by Bloomberg Businessweek, “Henry Crown Fellow” by the Aspen Institute, and “Great Immigrant” by the Carnegie Corporation of New York. He has received honorary degrees from Miami Dade College and Universidad Politécnica of Madrid.

Cabrera serves on the boards of the National Geographic Society, the Atlanta Committee for Progress, the Bankinter Foundation for Innovation, and the Metro Atlanta Chamber.

Cabrera earned his M.S. and Ph.D. in cognitive psychology from Georgia Tech, which he attended as a Fulbright Scholar. He also holds a B.S. and M.S. in computer and electrical engineering from Universidad Politécnica de Madrid. He has published extensively in academic journals and has been featured or quoted in leading media around the world.

He is married to management scholar and Georgia Tech classmate Elizabeth. Their son Alex is a recent Georgia Tech graduate and currently a Ph.D. student at Carnegie Mellon University. Their daughter Emilia is a senior at Harvard University. Cabrera is the first native of Spain to serve as president of an American university.
Steven W. McLaughlin is the provost and executive vice president for Academic Affairs at the Georgia Institute of Technology. He is a professor in the School of Electrical and Computer Engineering.

McLaughlin first joined Georgia Tech as a member of the faculty in 1996. From 2017 to 2020, he served as the dean and Southern Company Chair of Georgia Tech’s College of Engineering, the largest engineering college in the country. Prior roles include the Steve W. Chaddick School Chair in the School of Electrical and Computer Engineering from 2012 to 2017, and the vice provost for International Initiatives and Steven A. Denning Chair in Global Engagement from 2007 to 2012.

In 2014 he co-founded CREATE-X, a campuswide effort to instill entrepreneurial confidence in students and help them launch companies. The program has successfully launched 225 student-led companies and engaged more than 4,000 students in the principles and practice of evidence-based entrepreneurship.

In 2011 he was awarded the honor Chevalier dans l’Ordre Nationale de Merite (Knight of the French National Order of Merit), the second highest civilian award given by France. He was the first Georgia Tech recipient of the Presidential Early Career Award for Scientists and Engineers and was cited by President Bill Clinton for “leadership in the development of high-capacity, nonbinary optical recording formats.” He is a past president of the IEEE Information Theory Society and is a Fellow of the IEEE.

McLaughlin’s research interests are in the general area of communications and information theory. His research group has published in the areas of forward error correction and equalization in wireless communications, magnetic/optical data storage, data security, and privacy. He has advised more than 50 master’s and Ph.D. students and postdocs. His group has published more than 250 papers in journals and conferences and holds 36 U.S. patents.

He holds a B.S. in electrical engineering from Northwestern University, a master’s degree in electrical engineering from Princeton University, and a Ph.D. in electrical and computer engineering from the University of Michigan.
THE MACE
In academic ceremonies, the mace is an ornamental staff carried as a symbol of authority. The office of the mace bearer, though purely ornamental, dates back to medieval England when special occasions required the use of a bodyguard. In colonial America, the mace became a symbol of office when it was used in conjunction with academic regalia.

The Georgia Tech mace carried in today’s ceremony was designed by Cabell Heyward, a former research scientist in the College of Design, and was first used in April 1988 at the presidential installation of John P. Crecine. The mace was made possible by a gift from the Georgia Tech Student Foundation and the Class of 1934.

The primary focus of the mace is its three brass rods, which demonstrate the principle of “tensegrity,” a concept of structure combining tension and integrity developed by R. Buckminster Fuller in 1927. The integrity, or wholeness, of the mace is maintained by each of the rods being held in place by the tension of the steel wire; the rods do not touch one another at any point.

The brass rods symbolize the three primary components of Georgia Tech’s mission: education, research, and service. The gold color of the brass and the white color of the steel wire represent Georgia Tech’s colors. The mace also incorporates three silver metallic seals, which are reproductions of the official seal of the state of Georgia, the original seal of Georgia Tech, and the current seal of the Institute.

The mace was fabricated by Heyward and Arthur Schoenfeld, another former research scientist in the College of Design, in conjunction with Atlanta jeweler Robert Nagle.

ACADEMIC REGALIA
The academic regalia worn by today’s participants is a colorful relic dating back to the Middle Ages, when education was a function of religious organizations. The monks’ habit and the cowl worn over their heads were predecessors of the modern black gowns and hoods. The mortarboard was developed from the skullcaps worn during medieval days by churchmen officiating at religious services.

In 1894, American universities standardized gown styles for the three different types of degrees. Doctoral candidates at Georgia Tech wear customized gold regalia with full rounded sleeves, velvet facings on the front, and velvet bars on the sleeves. Hoods are lined in Georgia Tech’s colors of white and gold. The doctoral hood is distinguished by its blue trim, which is the color representing philosophy. Doctoral candidates also wear a six-pointed tam in the same blue trim.

Master’s degree candidates wear the traditional black gown with full-length square sleeves that have a crescent-shaped piece hanging from each sleeve. The gowns are also adorned with the Georgia Tech seal. The master’s hoods are lined in white and gold and are distinguished on the outside by the color of their degree program. Recipients of the bachelor’s degree wear a similar black gown, but with no hood and no additional material at the bottom of the sleeves.

Caps used by master’s and bachelor’s graduates are traditional mortarboards, and tassels are white and gold.
ACADEMIC DEGREES

The Bachelor's Degree
The bachelor's degree is the oldest academic degree used by American colleges and universities. The degree, which represents completion of a four-year course of study, was first awarded in 1642 to the graduating class of Harvard College.

The Master's Degree
The master's degree represents the completion of one or two years of study beyond the bachelor's degree. The degree dates back to the oldest universities in Europe, and it usually requires a thesis and an oral examination.

The Doctoral Degree
The doctoral degree is the most advanced academic degree conferred by American institutions of learning. “Doctor,” which means teacher or instructor, was used as a title in the 12th century to denote men of great learning.

INTERNATIONAL PLAN
The International Plan is a challenging four-year program that works in tandem with an undergraduate’s academic curriculum to produce globally competent citizens. The International Plan utilizes existing study, work, and research abroad opportunities available through the Office of International Education and the Center for Career Discovery and Development.

COOPERATIVE PLAN
The Undergraduate Cooperative Education Program is an academic option designed to complement a student's formal education with paid, practical work experience directly related to the student's academic major. It is available in all engineering majors, as well as many majors in other colleges at Georgia Tech.

HONORS QUALIFICATIONS AND CORDS
Honor designations are for undergraduates at Georgia Tech who have met the minimum residency hours requirement of 60 hours, as well as the minimum GPA.

- To achieve honor, the minimum GPA is 3.15.
- To achieve high honor, the minimum GPA is 3.35.
- To achieve highest honor, the minimum GPA is 3.55.

Changes in honor status may also occur after final printing. Georgia Tech issues honor cords to recognize students’ academic achievements. White cords denote honor, gold cords denote high honor, and a braided white and gold cord denotes highest honor.

THE RAMBLIN' WRECK
The Ramblin’ Wreck is the 1930 Ford Model A Sport coupe that serves as the official mascot. The Wreck is present at all major sporting events and student body functions. Its most noticeable role is leading the football team into Bobby Dodd Stadium at Historic Grant Field, a duty that the Wreck has performed since 1961.

THE WHISTLE
Tech’s iconic steam whistle blasts its signal when Tech wins a home football game and for milestone events.

BUZZ
Legendary Tech icon Buzz made his first campus appearance at a student pep rally in 1980. Over the past three decades, Buzz has gone on to become one of the most beloved — and globally recognized — university mascots.

IN MEMORIAM
We recognize the passing of members of the Georgia Tech community with the floral arrangement at the front of the stage.

GUEST DECORUM
You are requested to refrain from loud expressions of excitement for individual graduates. Such expressions detract from the recognition due the next graduate in line. Your cooperation is appreciated.
Doctor of Philosophy

ROBOTICS
Ian Howell Buckley
Advisor: Dr. Magnus Egerstedt
Ching-An Cheng
Advisor: Dr. Byron Boots
Yen-Chang Hsu
Advisor: Dr. Zsolt Kira

COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Muyuan Li
Advisor: Dr. Kenneth Brown
Mathias Thibaut Louboutin
Advisor: Dr. Felix Herrmann
Philippe Andre Witte
Advisor: Dr. Felix Herrmann

BIOINFORMATICS
Hector Fabio Espitia Navarro
Advisor: Dr. Irving Jordan
Hamid Reza Hananzadeh
 Advisors: Dr. Charles Isbell and Dr. Gregory Gibson
Joshua Elliott Lewis
Advisor: Dr. Melissa Kemp

BIOENGINEERING
Katherine G. Birmingham
Advisor: Dr. Susan Thomas
Nicholas Bradford Bolus
Advisor: Dr. Omer Inan
Michael Thomas Griffin
Advisor: Dr. David Kau
Anna Liu
Advisors: Dr. Krishna Roy, Dr. Roy Krishnenda, and Dr. Todd Sulcheck
Ruxiu Liu
Advisor: Dr. A. Fatih Sarioglu
Tel Mitchel Rouse
Advisor: Dr. Hang Lu

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Nusaiba Fatemah Baker
Advisor: Dr. Edward Botchway
Brandon Grant Gerberich
Advisor: Dr. Mark Prausnitz
Roxanne Jo Glazier
Advisor: Dr. Khalid Salaita
Jackson Brooks Hair
Advisor: Dr. John Oshinski
Martin Thomas Halicek
Advisors: Dr. Baowei Fei and Dr. Sheila Keilholz
Kristina Alexandra Hallam
Advisor: Dr. Stanislav Emelianov
Shaquia Lashe Idlett Ali
Advisor: Dr. Shawn Hochman
Kelsey Paige Kubelick
Advisor: Dr. Stanislav Emelianov
Sitara Bala Sankar
Advisor: Dr. Levi B. Wood
Steven Karl Yarmoska
Advisor: Dr. Stanislav Emelianov

ALGORITHMS, COMBINATORICS, AND OPTIMIZATION
Kevin Alexander Lai
Advisor: Dr. Jacob Abernethy
Samantha Nicole Petti
Advisor: Dr. Santosh Vempala

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Eshwar Chandrasekharan
Advisor: Dr. Eric Gilbert
Shan Chen
Advisor: Dr. Alexandra Boldyreva
Xin Chen
Advisor: Dr. Richard Vaduc
Wonhee Cho
Advisor: Dr. Unakishore Ramachandran
Eun Ji Chong
Advisor: Dr. James Rehg
Michael Andrew Cogswell
Advisor: Dr. Dhruv Batra
Hanjun Dai
Advisor: Dr. Le Song
Abhishek Das
Advisor: Dr. Dhruv Batra
Yash Goyal
Advisor: Dr. Dhruv Batra
Steven Hickson
Advisor: Dr. Irfan Essa
Shagun Jhaver
Advisor: Dr. Amy Bruckman

Biomedical Engineering

Hyonjong Kim
Advisor: Dr. Hyesoon Kim
Liang Liu
Advisor: Dr. Jun Xu
Jiasen Lu
Advisor: Dr. Devi Parikh
Alireza Nazari
Advisor: Dr. Milos Prvulovic
Michael Joseph Pettinati
Advisor: Dr. Ronald Arkin
Ramprasaath Ramasamy
Advisor: Dr. Devi Parikh
Samira Samadi
Advisor: Dr. Santosh Vempala
Yannick Karl Daniel Schroeker
Advisor: Dr. Charles Isbell
Sriseshan Srikanthan
Advisor: Dr. Thomas Conte
Kaushik Subramanian
Advisors: Dr. Andrea Thomaz and Dr. Charles Isbell
Jianwei Yang
Advisor: Dr. Devi Parikh

International Affairs, Science, and Technology

Olufunke Taiwo Adebola
Advisor: Dr. Thomas Boston

PUBLIC POLICY
Evan Matthew Mistur
Advisor: Dr. Daniel Matisoff
Alexander Morgan Smith
Advisor: Dr. Marilyn Brown

ECONOMICS
Jingwen Qu
Advisor: Dr. Tibor Besedes
He Zhang
Advisor: Dr. Patrick McCarthy

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION

Soowon Chang
Advisor: Dr. Daniel Castro-Lacouture
Yuqing Hu
Advisors: Dr. Charles Eastman and Dr. Daniel Castro
Daniel Carneiro Paes
Advisor: Dr. Javier Irizarry

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY
Raymond Michael Winters IV
Advisor: Dr. Grace Leslie

CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING

Camille Victoria Barchers
Advisors: Dr. Bruce Stiftel and Dr. Steven French
Alayas Abibawa Widita
Advisor: Dr. Timothy Welch

ARCHITECTURE
Khateereh Hadi
Advisor: Dr. Craig Zimring
Alya Abdul Sattar Yaqoob Hashim
Advisor: Dr. Godfried Augenbroe
Shu Tang
Advisor: Dr. Dennis Shelden
Zhaoyun Zeng
Advisor: Dr. Godfried Augenbroe

APPLIED PHYSIOLOGY
Stephen Nicholas Housley
Advisor: Dr. Timothy Cape

MANAGEMENT
Maria Patricia Roche
Advisor: Dr. Alexander Oetl
Jordan Alexander Samet
Advisor: Dr. Jeffrey Hales

EARTH AND ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES
Amanda Rae Cavazos
Advisor: Dr. Jennifer Glass
Arnaldo Andres Negro Marty
Advisor: Dr. Antheasios Nenes
Shannon Marie Owens
Advisor: Dr. Martial Taillefert
Hang Qu
Advisor: Dr. Yuhang Wang
Daxun Sun
Advisors: Dr. Annalisa Bracco and Dr. Takamitsu Ito
Mengmeng Yang
Advisor: Dr. Felix Herrmann
Aoxing Zhang
Advisor: Dr. Yuhang Wang

BIOLOGY
Nicole Katherine Johnston
Advisor: Dr. Mark Hay
Luz Karine Medina Cordoba
Advisors: Dr. Irving Jordan and Dr. Joel Kostha
Chance Meers
Advisor: Dr. Francesca Storici

MATHEMATICS
Thomas Forrest Kieffer
Advisor: Dr. Michael Loss
Justin Dale Lanier  
Advisor: Dr. Dan Margalit

Kisun Lee  
Advisor: Dr. Anton Leykin

**PSYCHOLOGY**

David Anthony Illingworth  
Advisor: Dr. Robert Thomas

Keenan Russell May  
Advisor: Dr. Bruce Walker

Justin Charles Sabree  
Advisor: Dr. Ruth Kanfer

**CHEMISTRY**

Emily Alicea-Munoz  
Advisor: Dr. Michael Schatz

Natalie Christine Brown  
Advisor: Dr. Kenneth Brown

Luwei Ge  
Advisor: Dr. Martin Mourigal

Zachary Lawrence Jackson  
Advisor: Dr. Kurt Wiesenfeld

Anna Lisa Miettinen  
Advisor: Dr. Edward Conrad

**OPERATIONS RESEARCH**

Adrian Rivera Cardoso  
Advisors: Dr. He Wang and Dr. Huan Xu

Matias Ignacio Siebert Sandoval  
Advisors: Dr. George Nemhauser and Dr. Shabbir Ahmed

Timur Tankayev  
Advisor: Dr. Craig Tovey

**MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING**

Matthew Gray Boebinger  
Advisor: Dr. Matthew McDowell

Connor Patrick Callaway  
Advisor: Dr. Jang Seung Soon

Kevin Jeremy Chan  
Advisor: Dr. Preet Singh

Shreya Dwarakanath  
Advisor: Dr. Ruo Tummalu

Cameron William Irvin  
Advisor: Dr. Meisha Shofer

Jordan W. Key  
Advisor: Dr. Joshua Kacher

Morris Mandel Satin  
Advisor: Dr. William Johnson

Ah-Young Song  
Advisor: Dr. Glib Yushin

Yung Suk Jeremy Yoo  
Advisor: Dr. Joshua Kacher

Lei Zhang  
Advisor: Dr. Meilin Liu

**INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING**

James Fredrick Dickens  
Advisor: Dr. David Goldman

Taylor Joseph Leonard  
Advisor: Dr. George Nemhauser

 Xinran Shi  
Advisor: Dr. Jianjun Shi

Chuanping Yu  
Advisor: Dr. Xiaoming Hao

**AEROSPACE ENGINEERING**

David Blette  
Advisor: Dr. John-Paul Clarke

Georgios Boutsis  
Advisor: Dr. Evangelos Theodorou

Etienne Demers Bouchard  
Advisor: Dr. Dimitrios Marvis

Edwin Yun Tzer Goh  
Advisor: Dr. Jerry Seitzman

Kerianne Lanett Hobbs  
Advisor: Dr. Eric Feron

Benjamin Luis León  
Advisor: Dr. Claudia Di Leo

Kisun Song  
Advisor: Dr. Dimitrios Marvis

**CHEMICAL ENGINEERING**

Qandeel Almas  
Advisors: Dr. Carsten Sievers and Dr. Christopher Jones

Yadong Chiang  
Advisor: Dr. Sankar Nair

Omar I. Knio  
Advisors: Dr. David Sholl and Dr. Sankar Nair

Wei Liu  
Advisor: Dr. Yulin Deng

Yao Ma  
Advisor: Dr. Ryan P. Lively

Claudia Nwanne Okonkwo  
Advisor: Dr. Christopher Jones

Chinmay Charuhas Satam  
Advisor: Dr. James Meredith

Kong Ming Wong  
Advisor: Dr. Anant K. Paravastu

Wenqin You  
Advisor: Dr. David Sholl

Fengyi Zhang  
Advisor: Dr. Laurens Breedveld

**ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING**

Dong Gao  
Advisor: Dr. Rodney J. Weber

Srushri Karthikeyan  
Advisor: Dr. Konstantinos Konstantinidis

Raj Mohan Lal  
Advisor: Dr. Arminstead Russell

Alexander I. Wiechert  
Advisor: Dr. Satira Yiacoumi

Junchen Yan  
Advisor: Dr. John Crittenden

Weiqiu Zhang  
Advisor: Dr. John Crittenden

**CIVIL ENGINEERING**

Calvin Michael Clark  
Advisor: Dr. Kari Watkins

Courtney Anne Di Vittorio  
Advisor: Dr. Aris Georgakakos

Ashkan Golgoon  
Advisor: Dr. Arash Yavari

Olga G. Kemenova  
Advisor: Dr. Michael Rodgers

Daejin Kim  
Advisor: Dr. Randall Guensler

Jongchan Kim  
Advisors: Dr. Sheng Dai and Dr. Susan Burns

Cynthia Ting Lee  
Advisor: Dr. Iris Tien

Dan Li  
Advisor: Dr. Barry Goodno

Saubhagya Singh Rathore  
Advisors: Dr. Aris Georgakakos and Dr. Jian Luo

Yue Zhao  
Advisor: Dr. Jian Luo

**ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING**

Alexander Brooks Akins  
Advisor: Dr. Paul Steffes

Abdullah Alamri  
Advisor: Dr. Athanase Melopoulos

Salem Ali A. Aboalib  
Advisor: Dr. Emmanuel Tentzeris

Vahid Azimi  
Advisor: Dr. Seth Hutchinson

Chia-Lin Cheng  
Advisors: Dr. Alenka Zajic and Dr. Milos Prvulovic

Chieh-Feng Cheng  
Advisor: Dr. David Anderson

Evan Andrew Clinton  
Advisor: Dr. William Doolittle

Maxence Dominique Henri Dutreix  
Advisor: Dr. Samuel Coogan

Marc Alexander Hoggins-Rollins  
Advisor: Dr. Morris Cohen

Ishaque Ashar Kadamot  
Advisor: Dr. Matthieu Bloch

Andrew James Kerr  
Advisors: Dr. James McClellan and Dr. Waymond Scott

Fanpeng Kong  
Advisor: Dr. Gregory Durgin

Joseph Justin Lavrencik  
Advisor: Dr. Stephen Ralph

Chih-Yao Ma  
Advisor: Dr. Ghassan Al-Regib

Ngoc Luong Nguyen  
Advisors: Dr. Alenka Zajic and Dr. Milos Prvulovic

Abinav Parihar  
Advisor: Dr. Arijit Raychowdhury

Ali Payani  
Advisor: Dr. Faramarz Fehri

Supreeth Prajwal Shashikumar  
Advisors: Dr. Shamim Nemhauser and Dr. David Anderson

Parker James Singletary  
Advisor: Dr. Morris Cohen

Mehrdad Tahmassi  
Advisor: Dr. Matthieu Bloch

Caitlin Nicole Teague  
Advisor: Dr. Omer Inan

Sadegh Vejdani  
Advisor: Dr. Santiago Grijalva

Zongyang Xia  
Advisor: Dr. Ying Zhang

* Honor  ** High honor  *** Highest honor  • Co-op  ∆ International Plan
Jiahao Xie
Advisor: Dr. Athanase Meliopoulos

Nan Xing
Advisor: Dr. Gabriel Rincon

Liangbei Xu
Advisor: Dr. Mark Davenport

Shaojie Xu
Advisor: Dr. Justin Romberg

Yusuf Samet Yaras
Advisor: Dr. F. Levant Degertekin

Alper Yildirim
Advisor: Dr. Anthony Yezzi

Baki Berkay Yilmaz
Advisors: Dr. Alenka Zajic and Dr. Milos Prvulovic

**NUCLEAR ENGINEERING**

Jacob Kyle Startt
Advisor: Dr. Chaitanya Deo

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Jungho Ahn
Advisor: Dr. Yong Tue Kim

Evren Fatih Arkan
Advisor: Dr. F. Levant Degertekin

Ricardo Javier Bonilla Alicea
Advisor: Dr. Katherine Fu

Andrew R. Castillo
Advisor: Dr. Surya Kalidindi

Alfred Nicholas DeAngelis
Advisor: Dr. Asegun Henry

Khoudor Fayez Keniar
Advisor: Dr. Srinivas Garimella

Euisun Kim
Advisor: Dr. Jun Ueda

Mark Maged Mikhaeil
Advisor: Dr. Devesh Ranjan

Elham Mirkoohi
Advisor: Dr. Steven Liang

Mohammadreza Nazemi
Advisor: Dr. Mostafa El-Sayed

Svetoslav Valeriev Nikolov
Advisor: Dr. Alexander Alexeev

Ara William Parsekian
Advisor: Dr. Tequila Harris

Ushasi Roy
Advisor: Dr. Min Zhou

Olga Shishkov
Advisor: Dr. David Hu

Thomas Lee Spencer
Advisor: Dr. David Hu

Yaroslav Vladimirovich Vasyliv
Advisor: Dr. Alexander Alexeev

David Casey Woodrum
Advisor: Dr. Suresh Sitaraman

Huijuan Xu
Advisors: Dr. Alessandro Veneziani and Dr. Robert M. Nerem
Spring Master’s Degree Candidates

**Interdisciplinary Degrees**

**Master of Science**

**ANALYTICS**
Interdisciplinary with the College of Computing, the Scheller College of Business, and the College of Computing

Riyas Abdulkhadar
Eric William Adomaitis
Oludamini Ayomikun Ajayi
Kwabena Ampadu
Adam Awad
Fan Bai
Jared Chase Becker
Arnab Bera
Eric Clayton Berlinghoff
Jonathan Lee Boyte
Stacey Rae Brandsma
Mitchell Lee Briner
Qianqian Bu
Riyas Abdulkhadar
Eric William Adomaitis
Oludamini Ayomikun Ajayi
Kwabena Ampadu
Adam Awad
Fan Bai
Jared Chase Becker
Arnab Bera
Eric Clayton Berlinghoff
Jonathan Lee Boyte
Stacey Rae Brandsma
Mitchell Lee Briner
Qianqian Bu

**COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING**
Interdisciplinary with the College of Computing, the College of Sciences, and the College of Engineering

Christopher Joseph Baumann
Binze Cai
Tianchen Cai
Cheng-Kang Chao
Xiao Chen
Xi Cheng
Zhiyong Deng
Siawpeng Er
Liyan Fang

**QUANTITATIVE AND COMPUTATIONAL FINANCE**
Interdisciplinary with the Scheller College of Business, the College of Sciences, and the College of Engineering

Bo Guo
Moyi Guo
Kirsten Raina Hardnett
Hannming He
Donald Chibuzo Innocent-Ike
Peter John Marcellino
John Patrick Maxey
Mildred Salinas
Huayi Wang
Kaipeng Xu
Yahan Xu

**HUMAN-COMPUTER INTERACTION**
Interdisciplinary with the College of Computing, the Ivan Allen College of Liberal Arts, the College of Design, and the College of Sciences

Courtney Storm Allen
Mi Yeon Bae
Kelsie Paige Belan
Jordan Dahu Chen
Xi Chen
Yixin Duan
Henry Alexander Duhaime
Su Fang
Rachel R. Feinberg
Grace Ann Gaspardo
Matthew James Golino
Blake Jonathan Gruber
Swar Gujrania
Shubhangi Gupta
Yi He
Komal Hirani

∞ Undesignated + Summer Graduate
MASTER’S DEGREE CANDIDATES

Chia Hsieh
Shizhong Hu
Nia Lindsey
Yizhou Liu
Emma Kathleen Logevall
Anna Rose Malecki
Josiah Michael Mangiamele
Joseph Michael McCandless
James Neal McDowell
Jonathan Rexford Mckay
Rishma Mendhekar
Eyitemi Gisela Moju-Igbene
Savanthi Murthy
Whitney LaRose Nelson
Isabel DuPre Newsome
Cody Thomas O’donnell
Soumya Naga Venkata Pachigolla
Alana Lanette Pendleton
Thanawit Prasongpongchaisira
Aparna Ramesh
Tanuja Sunil Sawant
Megan Marie Shepherd
Pragati Singh
Taylor Ann Stillman
Gaurav Tamhan
Peiran Tan
Xuejin Tan
Suyash Sunil Thakare
Darsh Jayesh Thakkar
Bang Cong Tran
Alfredo David Vargas Peralta
Anusha Vasudeva
Xuetong Wang
Tsung-Yi Wu
Junjie Xu
Yangxin Xue
Xinhui Yang
Joshua P. Yao
Xiaoxiu Yang
Siyuan Zhou

BIOENGINEERING
Interdisciplinary with the College of Computing and the College of Engineering
Usman Ashraf
Robert Christian Ford
Yinghan Xu

STATISTICS
Interdisciplinary with the College of Sciences and the College of Engineering
Yiling Cao
Yaojun Chang
Yidi Chen
Yizhou Chu
Yuanyang Chen
Youmin Chen
Yuexin Chen
Zhisheng Zhao

CYBERSECURITY
Interdisciplinary with the College of Computing, the Ivan Allen College of Liberal Arts, and the College of Engineering
Subulekshmi Avudaiappan
Yi Xin Bai
Abhishek B S
Atharv Banerjee
Nitin Behari
Dhruv Deshpande
Krishna Deshpande
Sanjiv Deshmukh
Ashish Deshpande
Seema Deshpande
Prateek Deshpande
Preethi Deshpande
Niraj Deshpande
Abhishek Deshpande
Ashish Deshpande
Anish Deshpande
Nikhil Deshpande
Prateek Deshpande
Sanjiv Deshpande
Ashish Deshpande
Anish Deshpande
Niraj Deshpande
Priyam Deshpande
Abhishek Deshpande
Ashish Deshpande
Anish Deshpande
Niraj Deshpande
Priyam Deshpande
Ashish Deshpande
Anish Deshpande
Niraj Deshpande
Priyam Deshpande
Ashish Deshpande
Anish Deshpande
Niraj Deshpande
Priyam Deshpande
Ashish Deshpande
Anish Deshpande
Niraj Deshpande
Priyam Deshpande
Ashish Deshpande
Anish Deshpande
Niraj Deshpande
Priyam Deshpande
Ashish Deshpande
Anish Deshpande
Niraj Deshpande
Priyam Deshpande
Ashish Deshpande
Anish Desh

College of Computing
Master of Science

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Mohamed Saeed Fawy Abdelrazik
Shawn Micheal Abtey
Azeem Olawale Adams
German Andres Afanador
Aditya Aggarwal
Prince Adu Agyeman
Saad Ali Akhtar
Abdeladim Alfath
Jaime Allouca
Mohammed Alqasemi
Andrew Seth Amontree
Suganthy Anand
Sumeet Anand
Jacob William Anderson
Ryan Frederick Anderson
Trevor Scott Anderson
Arup Arcalad
Jack Arney
Aydin Atay
Srirama Avvari
Abhishek B S
Arthur Brian Baizy
Jose L. Baez
Michael James Bahr
Shriladha Balasubramanian
Mamadou Aliou Balde
Samuel Andrew Bartlett
William H. Bartlett
Matthew Gene Barulic
Sharmila Baskaran
Brennan Gregory Batalla
Joy An Beckenbach
Andrew Michael Joel Becker
Santosh Kumar Behuray
Brian Jackson Bender
David Barry Benton
Venkata Saikrishna Bhagavatula
Haresh Kishore Bhagchandani
Prashanth Kumar Bharath
Raghav Sriram Bhat
Kaila RaeAnn Billie
Allan R. Bittan
Benjamin Cody Blackburn
Bennett Charles Blazey
Jan Bobek
Sean Alan Boehnke
Saeid Mirzaei Boeini
Zachary Ryan Bolian
Ramyaa Sree Boppana
Jackson Matthew Borchardt
Pablo Boserman
Shane Thomas Boulten
Adam Noel Bousquet Jr.
Alexandra Ariel Bowers Schoen
Shawn Stephen Bradford
Kushagra T. Brahmbhatt
John Charles Brailsford Jr.
William Daniel Broniec
Jerem Mckay Browning
Federico Brubacher Laitano
Robert Packard Bryant III
Bradley Marshall Buckland
Thanh Bui
Nicholas Fredrick Bullock
Owen Andrew Burbank
Jordan Alexander Burdette
Darryl Glenn Buswell
Alyssa Gail Ferraris Cabacungan
Romeo Stephan Cabanban
Chris Don Cadonic
Joao P. Caine
James Leonidas Caldwell III
Joshua Ethan Cannell
Jaishen Cao
Kun Cao
Kimberly R. Caras
Carlos J. Carrion
Juan F. Castro
Bradley Brian Cave
Andrew Hui Chang
Jun Y. Chang
Muya Chang
Josh Chao
Kuan-E Chao
Edward Seiloon Chen
Evan Wei-Yu Chen
Huan Chen
Jingtao Chen
Ketao Chen
Letian Chen
Xi Chen
Yilun Chen
Xiang Cheng
Anne Chepekei
Hui Yuen Cheung
Justin Daniel Chilton
Hagyoon Choi
Woo Yong Choi
Ryan Chow
Amanda Chung
John Aaron Clark
Melanie Jo Clarke
Mark Evan Clifford
Peter John Colon
Christopher Michael Comfort
Tyler Joseph Comte
Seth Lee Cooper Baer
Zachary Anthony Correll
William Charles Cottrill
George Deven Bhim Cox
Jonathan Clark Cox
Christopher Hiram Davis
Philip Alan Dawson
Alyssa Marie De Leon
Trent Michael Deal
Levin Robert Dean
Salven Vincent DeMartino
Richard Demsyn-Jones
Abhijit Deshpande
Sagar Rajesh Dhana
Joseph Thomas Di Nardo
Kevin Richard Diggelmann*
Nabir Dinani
Visweswara Sai Prashanth Dintyala
Alberto Kintanar Dizon
Douglas Joseph Dlutz
Huyen Do
Mitchell Reid Donley
Brent Joseph Dornier
Brett Andrew Downey Jr.
Akshit Dua
Queen Duncan
Brendon Eric Duprey
Alexander Thys Dykstra
Sean Michael Easter
Yasmine Adel Elayyat
Jongsung Eo
Dasom Eom
Zackory Michael Erickson
John Escalera
Ehsan Falaki
Shahzada Farhad
Majid Farhadi
Fan Fei
Andrew Ferguson
Gilberto Gil Ferreira
Christopher Dana Fleisher
Austin Garrett Fletcher
Nathan A. Florez
David Wayne Folsom
Ka Wo Fong
Donald Thomas Ford
Mohammad Fotouhi
Joshua Jerome Fox
Andrew Medhat Gabriel
Sean Patrick Gallagher
James Rohan Gangaarapu
Vinayak Gargya
Eric Luc Adrienn Gastineau
Jason Christopher Gaulin
Richard Vadim Gavan
Peiyu Ge
Smitha Basil George
Pico Geyer
Yotam Zereghni Ghebre
Ashim Ghimire
Rajarshi Ghosh
Muyieng Ghuy
Andrew Tomson Giff
Jacob Allen Gilbert
James Michael Gilbert
James Andrew Gilbertson
Michael Lee Gilreath
Joseph John Gleeson
Corentin Godeau
Justin Daniel Gohe
Marissa Marie Gonzales
Brian David Goodman
Peter Michael Graening
Steven Don Gray
Melvin Pradeep Gregory
Max Grinchenko
Tyler Michael Grondahl
Itamar Haim Grutman
Shuo Gu
Abdul Jethro James Guillaume
Datong Guo
Aditi Gupta
Kuhu Gupta
Pranshu Gupta
Rosy Gupta
Rupal Gupta
Satish Gupta
Jonathan Guzman
David Onaldo Guzman
Valenzuela
Robert Ha
Christian Paul Hagen
Chase Brinkley Hagwood
Wesley Parker Hampton
Seunghul Han
Tristan Jay Hanson
John Nazareth Haroian III
Curtis Adam Harper
Joshua Mark Hatfield
John Alexander Hawkins
Jose Daniel Hernandez
Jorge Luis Hernandez Bravo
Daniel P. Higgins
Daniel D. Hill
Jared Dane Hill
John Hall Ho
Alicia Jean Hoag
Linh T. Hoang
Preston Alex Hoang
Blake Andrew Holtzen
Danielle Catherine Holzberger
Olivia Christine Hon
Charlotte Roche Hoo
Derrill Kenyon Hoover
Reza Hosseiny
James Brennan Howe
Jonathan W. Hoyle
Chennan Hu
Jianxiao Hu
Li Yue Hu
Tan Thien Hua
Courtney Jillian Huang
Jesse Huang
Junwei Huang
Weiguang Huang
Yujia Huang
Nathaniel Joseph Hughes
Shin Young Huh
Quang Van Huynh
Ashwin Samuel Ignatius
Hassan Ijaz
Robert Hiroshi Ikeoka
Walter Gary Ilijevich
Oksana Ilina
Roman Boyarow Isecke
Ioan George Istrate
Satoru Iwasaki
Aaron Benjamin Jackson
Edward Joseph Jackson
Nicholas Stephen Jackson
Jared T. Jacobsen
Jayant Jain
Sarthak Jain
Chanik Jang
Stefan Jansen
Zonera Javed
Abdul Haseeb Jehangir
Justin Russell Jenkins
Chan Mok Jeon
Rajan Pankajbhai Jethva
Priyal Ajay Jhaveri
Jiuheng Ji
Longchao Jia
Zhihua Jin
Henry Rene Jiron
Trevor Adam Jodoin
Jeyanth Paul John Britto
Kyle Thomas Johnson
Robert Forrest Johnson
Hadizah Ewauluwa Jolaoso-Perry
Daniel Ryan Jones
Nicholas Paul Jones
Benjamin Thomas Jordan
Mohit S. Joshi
Sam Chotrirkunakul Joy
Sudip Kafle
Sandep Kakkar
Dheeraj Kalra
Ankita Dinesh Kamat
Kevin Yuan Kao
Pallavi Vihang Karajgaonkar
Amr Ezzat Kassem
Mehmet Oguz Kazaikary
Yahui Ke
Todd Mitchell Kelleher
William Thomas Keller
Hussain Haroon Khan
Archit Khosla
Samuel John Kiekhaefer
Nagabhushan Kikkeri
Sundararakhina
Woojae Kim
Mark Joseph Kimmet
Marc Jordan Kirschner
Karan Rajesh Kishinani
Harsh Singh Kohli
Srilaxmi Komanduri
Sven Koppany
Nathan Alan Kopps
Mikalai Korbitch
Dana Alyse Koutsy
Kevin Krenz
Suresh Nalamgula Kripashankar
Abishek Krishnamoorthy
Kavin Shravan Krishnan
James William Krumenacker
George Olegovich Kudraytsev
Ramesh Kumar Kurasamy
Alexander James Peitzman
Sundarakrishna
Mukundan Kuthalam
Felix Bonard Kwizera
Jose Javier Laboy
Carlos Abraham Laguna Rueda
Yuhao Lan
Tyler C. Landle
Harry Jacob Lane
Tristan Joseph Lang

* Honor  ** High honor  *** Highest honor
Juan Cravo Lasheras
Anne Margaret Lazenby
Alex Thien An Le
Maxx Lee
Shawn Wonjoon Lee
Elgin Lee Wei Sheng
Anneli Marie Hedwige Lefranc
Matthew Michael Lehman
Jonathan Saul Levy
Hao Li
Mao Li
Mengru Li
Nathan Xilong Li
Sarah Lu Li
Yujuie Li
Zhi Li
Xujian Liang
Wesley Yi Cheng Liao
Windell Delane Liles Jr.
Ronny Salim Lim
Junchi Lin
Shu C. Lin
Tanner Charles Lindbloom
Alex Thomas Lipford
Edward William Lister IV
Brent Paul Marcoux
Aaron Alexander Mardis
Brent Daniel Marin
John Stuart Marion
Lance Carter Marks
Jason Michael Martin
Charles Wayne Martin III
Nelitza Martinez-Vega
Nicholas Ozan Martucci
Benjamin Davis Masters
Konstantinos Demetrios Matheou
Peter Kyle McAughan
Richard Clay McClure
Ryan Thomas Mcmahon
Donovan Frederic McMurray
Anuj Nikhil Mehta
Mannan Dilip Mehta
Robert Abraham Melvin
Andrew Jerome Meyers
Tian Mi
Neil Andrew Milchak
Michael Steven Miller
Nicholas Tyler Miller
Shahmeer Ali Mirza
Shrija Mishra
Raghu Raj Mittal
Mohammed Medhat Awadallah Mohammed
Ganesh Mohan
Janaka Jayalalal Jayarathna
Mohotti Bandara Rm
Fletcher John Moore
Robert Allan Morehead
Olivier Morel
Ryan James Mortimer
Andrew James Motika
Benjamin Mouscadet
Paul Njau Muchene
Arber Muharem
Jayesh Mukundan
Kalyan Chakravarthi Murahari
Vishvak Saivenkat Murahari
Remona Koamnathetayil Muraleedharan
Marcela Rocio Murillo
Frances McKenzie Murphy
Pradeep Murti
Komal Mutha
Athrey Easwaran Nadhan
Subhadeep Nag
Harish Nagarajan
Nathania Pang Nah
Sai Prakash Nanduru
Giorgi Nasrashvili
Saurabh Nayar
John Neubecker
Eric Collin Newton
Brian Hoang Tuan Nguyen
David Nguyen
Ho Chung Nguyen
Khanh Hoang Nguyen
Khanh Huu Nguyen
Mai Trinh Quynh Nguyen
Martin Vinam Nguyen
My H. Nguyen
Min Ni
Moss Harrison Normand
Steven James Novotny Jr.
Andrew Nicholas Nowotarski
Muslim Mukhamedovich Nurakhunov
Louis Bernard O'bryan
Preston Riley O'Neal
Jeffrey Ocker
Myong Sub Oh
Nay Oo
Anthony Pape Orlowski
Raymond Aaron Ortiz
Philip D. Owrutsky
Mukul Madhusudan Pai Chudong Pan
Ashley Ann Pancho
Premad Pankajakshan
David Sejin Park
Hyunsu Park
Su Young Park
Won Il Park
Erik Parra
Khusshman Patel
Raj Snehil Pathak
Dajiba Ramchandra Patil
Prachi Sanjay Patwardhan
Matias Paulez
Samuel B. Paulissian Jr.
Brian Peace
Bryan Thomas Pearson
Jaime Daniel Pena
David Ian Pendleton
Jeremy Alanano Pepino
Michael Christopher Perry
Ruth Ann Petit-Bois
Kevin Pfuhl
Alex Huy Pham
Adam Michael Pichoff
Rohit Pramod Pitke
Alexander Nicholas Fitzger
Joseph Polino Jr.
Tia Matlin Pope
Eloin Porras
Brandon Eugene Potocki
Baghu Prabhudev
Divya Pradeep Bendi
Jayant Prakash
Preetham Chandru Ramchandra
Scott Michael Presnell
Leon Carter Price II
James Andrew Pruett
Wanli Pu
Vijaya Kumar Purlehalli Thimmaja
Mark Xiaomeng Qi
Xuecian Qin
Eric Michael Rader
Hisham Ahmed Mohamed Bagheb
Ravi Raina
Vinay Sharanappa Raj
Prateek Rajvanshi
Ratish Krishna Ramakrishnan
Sumedha Ashok Raman
Roshna Ramchandani
Karthik Ramkumar
Girish Umanaheshwara Rao Umanaheshwara
Brandon Adam Raphel
Magesh Rathnam
Gopal Ravindhran
Adhithya Ravishankar
Zaheer Razak
Seyedmohammad Razavi
Daniel Reeves
Eric Scott Reeves
Jake Hunter Rejwan
Richard Thomas Rep
Shai Reshef
Christopher Edward Reynolds
Matthew Raymond Richter
Bijaya Rijal
Susan Rios
Oksana Riou
Jae G. Ro
Ronald Drake Rocker
Daniel James Romaniuk
Anthony Romo
Gary Alan Root
Kathryn Evelyn Royall
Santhosh Bhumarao Rupanagudi
Munaf Rashid Sahaf
Martin Saint-Jalmes
Jonathan Edward Salinas
Valery Yuryevich Samovich
Tharun Saranga
Anirudh Sarma
Nahir Sarmicanic
Herman Simon Schauf
Kenneth Arthur Scharm
Reed William Schelitzche
Stefan Nathaniel Curtis
Maximilian Hermann Schömber
Christopher Andrew Schultz
Andrew Christopher Schwabe
Marcus Emory Schwarting
Michael Brian Sebetich
Marc Anthony Sensenich
Chaitiya Bharat Shah
Muhammad Usman Shahbaz
Youssef Shahin
Nishant Sharma
Tarun Sharma
Snejana Shegeva
Ye Shen
Chenyang Shi
Martel L. Shorter
Visweswara Anantha Shreyas
Jie Shuai
Gurkirat Singh Sidhu
Harshvardhan Digvijay Sikka
Amandeep Singh
Harsimrit Pal Singh
Karamveer Singh
Kunal Kishore Singh
Taranjit Singh
Shubham Singhal
Anthony Singhavong
Satchit Sivakumar
Justin Paul Skycak
Michael Charles Slick
Nathan Isaac Smeal
Jared Nicholas Smith
Randall J. Smith
Christine Sobolewski
Zachary Benjamin Sogard
Annie M. Soh
Nitish Rajnish Sontakte
Maksim Sorokin
Joseph Robert Spracklen
Vatsal Srivastava
Jarrod Chet St Louis
Jesse Stewart Stills
Hsiao-Ching Su
Chandramouli Subramanian
Yu Sui
Matthew Robert Sulkosky
Jayden Sun
Christopher Glenn Surguine
Yohannes Zewge Tafesse
Aaron Joseph Tamenne
Andy Tsu Liang Tan
Wenting Tan
Xiaodong Tan
Yongquan Tan
Kenji Douglas Tanaka
Plamen Tzvetanov Tassev
Mark Thomas Tate III
Neda Tavakoli
Niranjan Dattatrey Thakurdesai
Kai Xin Thia
Marlon Allan Thomas
Rachel Ann Thomas***
Vincent Gregory Thomas
Michael Anthony Thornton
Chinmay Kaustubh Thosar
William Cleveland Tidwell III***
Gregory David Timm
Eldar Tinjic
Nathaniel Thomas Todd
Ka Wai Tong
Rafael Domingos Torres
Ryan Trachsel
Ludwik Jan Trammer
Kevin Huy Tran
Anthony Thomas Trezza
Jesse Van Truong
Ching-Kwock-Charles Tsang
Dan Tu
Mitchell Dale Tufford
Omasirichukwu Joseph Udeinya
Utkarsh Pradeep Vaidya
Luis Ángel Vaillant Correa
Thien Van
Benjamin Bernard Vargas
Ivdan Dimarco Vargas
Malarvizhi Vasudevan
Macedonio Austin Vazquez
Mario Andres Vazquez
James Calvin Vecore
Santhanu Venugopal Sunitha
Ria Verma
Ibis Verson
Paulson Vincent
Mark Vivanco
Salil P. Wadnerkar
Blake Chuanlun Wang
Duff Wang
Li Wang
Peng Wang
Ruiying Wang
Tianjiao Wang
Xi Wang
Yuying Wang
Zizhen Wang
Sarah Michelle Watson***
Scott Michael Weaver
Thomas John Weldon
James Wen
David Kaimei WENG
Xiaoquan Weng
Timothy Paul Werner
Michael Vaughan Wheatley***
Jacob Fredric White
Randall Ross Widell
Sarah Augusta Wiegreffe
Warren Thomas Everett
Wilkinson
Morgan R. Willis
Eric J. Wilson
Jonah Caleb Wilson
Kerry Ross Wilson
Christopher George Witter
Isaac Hong Wong
Bingqing Wu
Chunquian Wu
Ethan Wei-An Wu
Si Yan
Bowen Yang
Chun Yang
Chuo-Yun Yang
Kaiqi Yang
Nathan Rong-hua Yang
Xianqiao Yang
Yijia Yao
Grace Eunhyae Kim Yim
Jieyu You
Qian Yu
Zhou Yu
Ye Yuan
Dingjun Yue
Ali Zarræi
Matteo Zancanella
Haoran Zhang
Jessica Zhang
Kaizhen Zhang
Li Zhang
Mingxing Zhang
Xin Zhang
Yueqing Zhang
Boyong Zhao
Boyao Zhao
Chongchao Zhao
Kedi Zheng
Ruoyu Zhi
Yuan ZHONG
Zhehao Zhou
Haiqing Zhu
Jiaxiang Zhu
Junting Zhu
Min Zhu
Tianhang Zhu
William Zhan
Yelena Aleksandrovna Zlotopolsky
Yunhan Zou
Tianqi Zu

Ivan Allen College of Liberal Arts
Master of Science
ECONOMICS
Tyler Harrison Davis
Sujana Kumar
Xinyu Li
Jay Sanjay Patel
Jared D. Southers
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
James Joseph Galvin
Ashley C. Larrow
Nicolette Mehran
Elizabeth Nolan Osman
Laura Anne Schilling

HISTORY AND SOCIOLOGY OF TECHNOLOGY AND SCIENCE
Declan James Abernethy
Leslie A. Bennett
Amber G. Johnson

PUBLIC POLICY
Cecil Edwin Barker Jr.
Katelyn Jane Benson
Talia Alexis Capozzoli
Gabriel E. Carter
Rodney Loren Funk
Linda Donna Ho
Katherine Alana Martin
Pamela Bernard Rizkallah
Richa Singhania

DIGITAL MEDIA
Jatin Arora
Anuraj Bhatnagar
Christina Nguyen Bui
Allison Michelle Crochet
Grace Anelissa Halverson
Samantha Marie Hudock
Krista Marie Palmer
Christopher Sun

College of Design
Master of Science

MASTER OF REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT
Gerald Joseph Davis
Casey M. Huff
Matthew Reid Kuehn
Andrew Robert Nichols
Wayne Jabari Watson

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY
Beach M. Clark Jr.
Antoine C A de Meeus
dargenteuil Comte
Chalece Ariel Delacoudray
Jiawen Huang
Shauna Anne Morrisey

Sneesh Nag
Kaushal Hemant Mali
Raghadavsimhan
Sankaranarayanan
Jason Brent Smith
Ashvala Vinay
Yifei Yu

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
Shirley Annis
Hiroyo Aoyama
Daniel Christopher Budd
Christopher L. Chen
Xiaoyu Chen
Imani A. Deshpande
Andrew C. Harper
Leonardo Edward Hummel
Mikako Ann Munch
Caitlin Olivia Ryan
Sahana R. Srivatsan
Alex Christopher Velasquez

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION AND FACILITY MANAGEMENT
Rekha Elizabeth
Jonathan David Epstein
Brian Dennis Laverty
Shauryaveer Parmar
Spencer Gene Pursley
Sephora C. Raymond
Monica Viviana Sierra Aparicio
Charisse Alexandra Spence
Mahima Varadharajan
Brandi Leigh Williams
Kangyan Wu

ARCHITECTURE
Tyler James Pilet

MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE
Bianca Nicole Abad Campos
Tanya Agarwal
Bangsho Toh Akochu
Shantanu Kushalappa Balladka
Vijayakumar
Darcy Jayne Brown
Zachary Damon Brown
Michelle Nicole Bunch
Jackson James Cioffi
Matthew Tyler Denig
Sepidehsadat Fakhr
Wani Gao

Collin P. Grill
Akshaya Vinay Kapadnis
Devanshi Rajesh Kesaria
Emily Seraj Khalid
Hyung Sik Kim
Anna Belle Kinningham
Clay Samuel Kinningham
Michael Benjamin Koliner
Shreya Hareesh Kumar
Sara Mae Laudeman
Yuhang Li
Joshua Bennett Macbeth
Monica Magcalas
Daniela Marquez
Kaleia Alyssa Marsden
Marta McClelland
Alyssa Olga McKay
Aditi Nagabhushan Bharadwaj
Daniel Vincent Oddo
Maria Palma Pastorelli
Madison Walley Schultz
Conner Alan Smith
Carly V. Todd
Sushmita Tripathi
Robert Vaivodiss
Arti Rajiv Verma

MASTER OF CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
Kamau As-solaam
Christopher Lee Barnum
Cameron Boissiere
Jonathan Itela Braun
Ryan Lambert Colburn
Laurel Briana Corrao
Kelly Marie Dervarics
Andrea Luzinha Han Ferreira
Victor Pearce Haley Jr.
Mahalia A. Hart
Robert William Highfield
Shikha Kumari Jerath
Kelsey Rebecca Keane
Joshua Bennett Macbeth
Katherine Alana Martin
Caledonia Robinson Orsini
David J. Pedrick
Ruth Bay Pimentel
Kyla Ann Prendergast
Lucie D. Scott
Cooper Clark Scranton

Ernest Scheller Jr. College of Business
Master of Business Administration

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION — GLOBAL BUSINESS
Lalit Bhola

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Oladele Adegjobi Adegbeh
Parv Aggarwal
Atoosa Ryan Arfa
Zachariah S. Baker
Andrew David Barnhart
Patrick Clark Barron
John Nicholas Beall
Braden Jackson Beaudeau
Jordan Marie Bell
Philip J. Bencina
Andres B. Bequillard
Brandon Grant Berberich
Thomas Andrew Bledsoe
Scott Douglas Bora
Derek Tyler Brown
William James Callahan
Braddon C. Calloway
Joseph Kefifer Carothers
Carlos A. Carrillo
Xiaolong Chen
Mihir Manilal Chheda
William Hardy Childress
William Robert Correll
Samuel Stephen Craig
Jace Cranor
Ben Andrew Crom
Jerome Christopher Cuppia
Yann Pierre Francois de Luca
Victoria Denise Dean
Frances Theadora Dietrick
Emily Yue Dong
Wynona Maze Dowling
Ke Du
Michael William Egan
Stefan David Ellenberger
Kristin Fair Ethridge
Brandon Michael Finke
Rachel Laisne Flaen
John Joseph Franzetti
Madalyn Isabelle Freeman
Tyler Dean French
Tom Garis
Kiana Renea Glasper
Samuel Max Gollin
Randall Blake Gordon
Joshua Max Gorman
Bridget E. Graf
Bradley Shelvyn Gunter
Anurag Gupta
Stephen P. Harrell
David Townsend Hathaway
Matthew O’keefe Hayes
Mary Blaisdell Hickey
Benjamin Phillip Hollerbach
Jasmine Au Howard
Benjamin Frederic Ivey
Jason Alexander Jarman
Emily May Jennings
Minsung Danny Jeong
Gerald Jonah
Akshay Jyotishi
Pavel Eugenevich Karabanov
Bridgette Anne Krauter
Rudy Krehbiel
James Alexander Laflay
Yash Raj Ladhota
Stephanie Landaverde
Holly Anne Lane
Cynthia Pascale Latortue-Brooks
Sarah Marie Lencselski
Taylor Holliday Levy
Preston Mark Lucas
Michelle Tramaine Lumpkin
Michael Siyu Luo
Rahul Maini
Cassidy Martin
Jacob Lane Martin
Zachary Bernard Martin III
Vincent Arthur Mcdougall
Henry Broadus McGill III
Valerie Thanh Ho McKay
Suhayl Salim Mehio
Dhaval Jitendra Mehta
Osama Amr Mikawi
Neel Mitragotri
Dylan Jonathan Monteiro
Elizabeth Ashley Naron
Peter Nguyen
Diana Robin Nichols
Peter Clark Nicolay
Elizabeth Delaney Schunk Noe
Ogechi Joan Nwoko
Andrew Donovan Pate
Kiera Shaniece Patterson
Alexander Jay Paulsen
Andres Felipe Peralta
Cameron Michael Premo
William LeRoy Prosser
Derrick Lynn Pugh Jr.
Benjamin Alexander Rosenthal
Michael Andrew Salantrri
Kevin John Schroder
Subhachandhar Shanmugasundaram
Pawena J Puthaprasert Sloan
Savona Nakita Smith
Shannell Edith Smith
Anna Todd Smaok
Julia Elisabeth Snell
Matthew Jeffrey Snyder
Stephen Kline Spicher
Michael Paul Johnathan Spierer
Stephen Read Stradley
George Frederick Sustman
Bharat Thakre
Tanner Thompson
William Richard Thompson
Manasa Sree Tondepulu
Jonathan K. Tran
Richard Marion Ulmer III
Cynthia Elisa Valdez
Sharonda Annette Wamer
Minghao Wang
Donald R. Washington Jr.
Lindsey Ruth Waters
Nathaniel Owen Watkins
Meng Xu
John Alexander Yancey
Eric K. Yi
Karen Kai-Yen Yiu
Robert Joseph Zebrowski

**College of Sciences**

**Master of Science**

**EARTH AND ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES**

Chen Chen
Mark March Delgado
Seungchan Kim

**PSYCHOLOGY**

Zoe Marie Becerra
Sweta Parmar
Justin Charles Sabree

**BIOLOGY**

Kirti Abirami Karunakaran
Rozenn M. Pineau
Eric Von Strobel Woods

**BIOINFORMATICS**

Mansi Gupta
Sachin Kumar
Kristine Anna Lacek
Je-Hoon Michael Oh
Heather Patrick
Siddhartha Sharma
Jinkinson Payne Smith
Linglin Zhang
Di Zhou

**MATHEMATICS**

Caitlin Marie Beecham
Catherine Y. Chen
Yu Gao
Weiqiang Jing
Cassandra Marie Kierzkowski
Jiaheng Li
Siddarth Srinivasan
Tianhang Zhu

**PHYSICS**

Jag Gangemi
Akash Vardhan

**CHEMISTRY**

Reilly Ann Brennan
Weldon Claude Lane

**College of Engineering**

**Master of Science**

**SUPPLY CHAIN ENGINEERING**

Pabitra M. Saikee

**BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING JOINT WITH EMORY UNIVERSITY**

Joshua Isai Palacios
Katherine Monnet Young
Christopher K. Syed

**MEDICAL PHYSICS**

Christopher B. Bayer
Jodie Anne Schein

**HEALTH SYSTEMS**

William Clevert Espinoza
Joshua E. Morgan

**NUCLEAR ENGINEERING**

Justin Manuel Alexander
Alex Michael Shaw

**OPERATIONS RESEARCH**

Maad Mohammed Al Owaifeer
Zachary Robert Bluestein
Justin C. Bozonzier
Lauren Elizabeth Martha Brads
Taylor Joseph Leonard
Le Lu

**AEROSPACE ENGINEERING**

Chhavi
Jamey Lee Ackley
Fahraa A. Badruddin
Seumas Mackinnon Beedie
Jeffrey David Brown
Pierre-Axel Cappe
Christopher Andrew Carter
Yining Chen
Brittney Ann Coleman
Shane Tammen Connelly
Nathan Thomas Crane
Luca De Beni
Marie Deguignet
Zongxu Dong
Elliot Thomas Dowd
Thomas P. Dussauge
Wei Fang
Master's Degree Candidates

2020 FALL COMMENCEMENT

Master's Degree Candidates

Taylor Caroline Fazzini
Yicong Fu
David Benjamin Gomez
James Andrew Grissom
Nelson Giovanny Guecha-Ahumada
Stephen Burgess Hall
Leslie Hsiao
Richard Anthony John Hunter
David R. Jovel
Ethan C. Kee
Patrick O’Ryan Kelley
Kotaro Koike
Parth Kumar
Hyunki Lee
Jaein Lim
Raghu Manosh Kumar
Mary Catharine Martin
Madhukar Palgunachari
Mayakonda
Patrick Steven Meyer
Sara Grace Miller
Joshua A. Netter
Ulises Eduardo-Nunez Garzon
Ehremen Nathaniel Ogbon
Omoarebun
Andrey Pak
Javier E. Pascasio Chavez
Prachi Pratysusha Sahoo
Nicholas Taylor Shepard
Michelle Margaret Shoenberger
Luke Andre Somers
Phillip Alexander Szt
Xuanzhe Tian
Principio Tudisco
Anthony Matthew Velte
Brandon Leon Vernon
Csaba Attila Vigh
Dillon Michael Volk
Nathan Joseph Wang
Devin Wu
Man Xie
Angie Joy Zhang

Materials Science and Engineering

Ming Jui Li
Michael Zhi-Hong Liu
Hsin Lu
Adam P. Maffe
Nithin Jacob Nedumthakady
Anthony Joseph Pribble
Steven Andrew Schwartz
Carolyn Eva Stanek
Venkatavaradan Sunderarajan
Srinidhi Suresh

Chemical Engineering

Andrew Chen
Po-Wei Huang
Kathryn Jo Kicklighter
Tatyana Kirtyutina
Ga Hyun Lee
Eleni C. Papadopoulos
Daniel Cary Silverstein

Environmental Engineering

Samuel William Boyce
Hongyu Chen
Xiao Chen
Jordan Tyler Dobson
Smruthi Karthikeyan
Xiangyu Liu
Yutong Liu
Spencer Ryan Nelson
Rachel Michelle Samuels
Nevedita Sankararaman
Yoyui Shi
Christina Marie DeFrancesco
Chuyun Sun
Mason Fortin Totri
Kang Wu
Zilan Yang
Shuyi Yu

Civil Engineering

Stephen Andrew Chipman
Jacob William Cooper
Hannah Marie Davis
Meng Gao
Aaron S. Gordon
Ruqing Huang
Koochul Ji
Weiqiang Jing
Rebecca Ellen Kiriazes
Wajahat Latif
Xuesong Li
Yuyang Li
Ilia Lordkipanidze
Spencer Andrew Maddox
Qiwei Mao
Aaron A. Miller
Muhammad Ahmad Mustafa
Shubhneet Singh
Richard John Sinz
Giuliana Rose Stovall
Kailee Amber Unangst
Suwan Wang
Zhichao Wang
Maria Elizabeth Warren
Kaitlyn Zhi Qing Wang
Wenqing Yang
Shiqin Zeng

Electrical and Computer Engineering

Sajjad Abdolahramezani
Kevin Paul Abraham
Elizabeth M. Adams
Alexander William Agudelo
Irfan Al-Hussaini
Mohammed Alani
Umar Muhammad Ali
Chenyi An
Brighton Andre Ancelin
Vahid Azimi
Harsh Bajaj
Benjamin Carl Barger
Rahul Bhaskaran
Jigna A. Bhatt
Arnaud Michel Billon
Joshua Walden Bishop
Zachary Steven Boe
Boris B. Boeri
Eurydice Justine Anastas Cade
Ninon Daniele Lucienne Calleja
Nadine Danilou
Xiaojun Dai
Albillos
Xiaoming Dai
Yiliang Guo
Muralikrishna Guruswamy

Electrical and Computer Engineering

Melanie Sylvie Camille Charmasson
Prajaka Jayawant Chavan
Venkata Chaitanya Krishna Chekuri
Hua Chen
Richard C. Chen
Tianrong Chen
Yuhao Chen
Anoop Chidambaram Kulkarni
Shravani Choudhary
Muhammad Saad Chughtai
Christopher M. Conrey
Jianning Cui
Nicholas Dargi
Alexandre Jean Andre Dauquier
Daniel Gregory DeBord
Like Deng
Moumita Dey
Ruyi Ding
Anand Milind Dugad
Peter Raphaël Eid
Frederick Edosa Erebor
Aya Ermis
Nicholas James Foster
Matthew Moison Franklin
Karthikeyan Ganesh
Shambavi Ganesh
Jayadeep Reddy Ganta
Simeng Gao
Zhi Gao
Alfredo Moises Garo Monegro
Daniel A. Garon
Tess B. Gauthier
Jaison George
Maxime Gerstein
Simon R. Glicenstein
Aditya Suchit Gogwekar
Jonathan Gilbert Salomon Gomis
Vyshnavi Govindankutty
Daniel Alexander Grant
Kaining Jack Guan
Sanhita Guha
Bo Guo
Peng Guo
Tom Yuqing Guo
Xuan Guo
Yiliang Guo
Muralikrishna Guruswamy
Sethuraman
Soo Kwon Ha
Zhijian Hao

Materials Science and Engineering

Idea John Behforouz
Alyssa Jo Bronson
Bartlet Harrison Deprospero
Rachel Anna Furnish
Riccardo Goldoni
Camilla Erin Johnson

Environmental Engineering

Zhijian Hao
Gwenole Hascoet
Blake Austin Hayes
Ramzi Amine Hdija
Jingran He
Anish Ramachandra Hegde
Omid Hemmatyar
Marites Burcena Hendrix
Kevin Jeffrey Hilinski
George W. Hopkins
Mengxue Hou
Thomas Kaiwen Hu
Duoyang Huang
Pierfrancesco Maria Ingo
George Jacob
Jayadev Kumar Jayaram
Clancy A. Jembia
Haoyun Ji
Pengfei Jiang
Xiaoyou Jiang
Chen Jin
Yuejie Jing
Eli A. Johnson
Theodore Zhao Johnson
Amal Joy
Devesh Prabhakar Kadam
Joseph P. Kale
Sanmathi Kamath
Geon Woo Kang
Shivangi Sunil Kanitkar
Joshua E. Kassab
Ahmad Usman Khan
Teimur Khan
Jacob Patrick Kimball
Adam Holmes Kinsel
Kody Allen Kirkland
Sho Ko
Akhay Krishnan
Chinmay Kulkarni
Samruddhi Shreeram Kulkarni
Xiaoting Lai
Madhu Sudhan Lakshmipathy
Maxime Larue
Simon Jean-Raymond Le Goff
Jeehyun Lee
Bu Li
Guanlin Li
Qiang Li
Rui Li
Yinghao Li
Yuetao Li
Yunzhi Lin
Hao Liu
Huaxiang Liu
Ning Liu
Siyuan Liu
Xu Liu
Zelong Liu
Yue Lu
Zechen Lu
Saurabh Malik
Ted Mao
Alexandre Benoit Francis Mazzu
Matthew McBrien
Kristen A. McClelland
Sean Patrick McNeill
Steve Christian Medie Nebouet
Mohamed Mejri
Carlos Ricardo Menendez
Nour Mestiri
Brandon C.A. Metcalf
Hariank Rajiv Mistry
Siddharth Mittra
Sumit Mondal
Gauthaman Murali
Hiba Murali
Sanjeev Sripadraj Murthya
Vineet Nadella
Shreyas Nandi
Alexis Roger Johannes Navarian
Ngoc-Son-Dorian Nguyen
Thien-Anh Nguyen
Sai Surya Kiran Pentapati
Victoria Daniel Pino
Naresh Prabhu
Chuan Qin
Andrea Quirini
Shreya Rajkumar
Varun Amar Reddy
Hadrien Philippe Jacques Riviere
Daniel Andres Rodriguez
Kaushik Sambamurthy
Ressa Reneth Sayoto Sarreal
Aprameya Satish
Ankit Ajaykumar Sethi
Xiangwei Sha
Shreyank Shankar
Chengjia Shao
Sonali Shivakumar
Ayush Shukla
Martin Jordan Rodrigue Sihno
Mbeleg
Mosunmola Adenike Solebo
Lakshmi Laaya Sreeramagiri
Nithin Shrivatsav Srikanth
Andy Zixin Sun
Wenzheng Sun
Yichen Sun
Yutong Sun
Pradyumna Byappanahalli
Suresha
Chao Tang
Maham Taneer
Qiuyang Tao
Oviya Thanigaivelan
Wenxin Tong
Mason Fortin Totri
Siddharth Varughese
Aishwarya Venkataraman
Prateek Vishal
Gregory Hugh Walls
Robert Kenneth Walsh III
Aizhe Wang
Wang Wang
Derek Michael Watson
Matthew Austin White
Nathanael Stephen Williams
James Penniman Winslow
Catherine Jean Witt
William Xing Xia
Zirui Xu
Chao-Han Huck Yang
Yufeng Yang
Ningshi Yao
Kiran Yeragudipati
Mohammadreza Zandehshavvar
Bradley James Zarek
Huixin Zhanga
Oulun Zhang
Sheng Zhang
Yier Zhang
Zhiqian Zhang
Youpeng Zhao
Hai Zhong
Mi Zhou
Xuncheng Zhou
Dayu Zhu

**MECHANICAL ENGINEERING**

Nazar Abbas
Achraf Ait Oubahou
Diana Maria Alonso
Ishit Bhadresh Amin
Michael Willis Austin
Arielle Elise Berman
Felipe A. Betancor
Yacoub Boufbraou
Xinyi Cai
Trent Gardner Callcott
Clement Carnus
Michael Nelson Carpenter
Ahsan Jamal Cheema
Chao-I Cheng
Yuen Bak Ching
Yongmin Cho
Jungho Choi
Elizabeth Anne Kima Chu
Justin Riley Cole
Angelica Althea Connor
Youndo Do
Hunter Scott Doan
Clay Rutherford Dodson
Hugo Elae Durbecq
Auriane Faivre
Keivan Ali Farhan
Ahmed Ali Fawzy
Alexander Mills Fleming
Adam James Foris
Katherine Clair Freesemann
Ian James Gaudente
Thomas Frederic Marie Girerd
Christopher David Gerard Hanes
Robin Hansemann
Ian Harrison
Thomas Heissel
Ian Forest Herd
Jan Dirk Heyns
Elizabeth Grace Hildebrand
Alec Mitchel House
Ayende D. Ibere
Devin John Isabelle
David Christopher Johnston
Ravez Markesio Jones
Elliott William Jost
Anuja Anil Kandare
Ethan C. Kee
Samuel Lurie Kersten
Daniel Thomas Kimmel
Mason Clarke Kirchfeld
Dhorn Kosolpatanadurong
Kathen Thomas Kotay
Jason Matthew Krist
Alexander Riley Laake
Saad Lalani
Robert Clark Landerman
MASTER'S DEGREE CANDIDATES

Michael J. Lee
JiaJin Lei
Julie Anaïs Letourneur
Jason Ycoy Lim
Henry Luk
Samuel Bain Lutes
Kenneth Frank Maassen
Phillip Matthew Malloy
Corey James McCann
Alexandra Marie Melehan
Giordan Leo Meyer
Shroy Mukerjee
Jeremy Ramses Nashed
Edward Pham Nguyen
Kevin T. Orbine

Walker Lynch Poole Jr.
Joseph Emanuel Portillo
Evan Anthony Rapone
Sharan Rajesh Ravigopal
Ludovic Guillaume Reboux
Ivan Ren
Dominic Charles Renner
Joseph Myrl Saarem
Lucas Salvador
Daniel Paul Sblendorio
Noah Christian Schaich
Raphael Samuel Shackleford
Collin Mckee Sheppard
Karina Elizabeth Silva
Peter William Somers

Tao Song
Madhuvanthi Sridhar
Cory Steven Stine
Alexander Zinyu Sun
Michael Joseph Tambasco
Etienne Thollon-Pommerol
George Matthew Thompson
Kyle Thomas Varnedoe
Edward George Varty
Amanda June Vezendy
Jason Michael Vickers
Donald Jeffrey Ward
Mark Edward Wheeler
Mark Christopher White II
Pei Wen Janet Wong

∞
∞
∞

Yosuke Yajima
Avery Z. Yang
Jiabo Ye
Hongchang Zhu
Theodore Zirkle

∞ Undesignated
College of Computing
Bachelor of Science

COMPUTATIONAL MEDIA
Isabel B. Araneta*
Chloe Lynne Choi***
Patricia Beatrice Domingo***
Maura Meagan Gerke
Sorabh Kumar Gupta*
Kelsey Johnson*
Christopher Thomas Josey*
Ye-Ji Kim***
Joshua A. Baker***
Elijah Jonathan Bailey***
Sereym Baek***
Younmin Bae***
Farhan Ahamed Azad**
Ehsan Muzaffar Asdar***
Sahil Arora***
Athreya Anand***
Adriana Maria Amyette*
Yuri Ahn***
Sarah MacKenzie Weyand***

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Sarah MacKenzie Weyand***
Jasmin N. Voigtlander•
Joshua Robert Terry**•
Rachel Maria Maurene Techau***
Elizabeth Antonella Soos*
Annette Marie Cochran*
Mark W. Clayton
Jin Wook Chung***
Minho Choo
Austin Cho*
Justin Michael Chiu***
Edward Tingyi Chiao***
Stella T. Chen*
Benson Chau**
John Maxwell Gale
Carnahan IV***
Alicia Chan***
Emily Saewon Chang***
Jacob Grant Cheek***
Kevin Jing Chen***
Sarah Chen***
Nan Jiang***
Minho Choo
Azraf Galib Haider Chowdhury
Jin Woong Chung***
Mark W. Clayton
Annette Marie Cochran*
William Daniel Collins
Steven Corrales
Cristina Maria Covillion***
Abigail Christine Couvillon*
Rares Ciprian Cristian***
Anthony Joseph D’achille***
Karan Khosla***
Monira Ferdous Khan***
David Warren Key Jr.*
Shreya Keshive***
David Fahringer***
Khadija Khan***
Karan Khoja***
Akhil Vasuki Kikkeri***
Sreechithra Khan***
Tae Y. Kim
Yoonwoo Kim***
Caroline Rose Kish***
Alexandr Sergeyevich Kochengin***
Hisham Siraj Kodvavi***
Francisco de Borja Vicinay Pando**
Aryaman Deepak Vinchhi***
Joshua Miller Viszlai***
Maya Tiara Viust**
Eric Vizcaya-Eternod***•
Jake T. Vollkommer***
Nikolai Andrei Vorobiev
Lauren Cline Vossler**
Warren A. Waleed
David Wang***
Jingbo Wang**
Michael Chen Wang**
Ruinan Wang***
Zida Wang***
Edwin Shumin Wei***
Derek Allen Weiler*
William Charles Whitlow***•
Madison Corrin Wiggins
Harrison Wood Wilco***
Valentine Allegra Wilson***
Hyland Lowell Wolleat
Nicholas Worthington***
Tony Wu***
William Hao Wu***
Mikkel Kjaer Ormstrup
Taylor Morgan Poole***
Rebecca Emily Seippel***
Joseph Christopher Shaver***
Brendan Joseph Vasivl
PUBLIC POLICY
Emily Genevieve Anderson***
Elisabeth Balangue Balino
Jenna Elizabeth Cliatt
Jessica Anne Copenhaver***
Charlotte Rose Densmore***
Andrea Jordan Glaze*
Elisia Loryn Hamm**
Elizabeth A. Krakovski***
Nisha Laura Lee***
Averie Melinda Lico***
Sydney L. Little**
Kathleen Elizabeth McDougall*
Audra Marie Murphey***
Lindsay Elizabeth Peterson***
Joshua Luke Wall***
Rachel Rae Wexler***
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS AND MODERN LANGUAGES
Susan Grace Davis
Emily Rose Lopez**
Pooja Patel**
Emma Kate Schroer***
Emma Elaine Stutts**
Isabella Ann Webber* 
Joonmo Yoo
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
Samuel Gray Chappell***
July Choi***
Audrey Catherine Clark*
Edouard Jean-Claude Daniel Goguillon***•
Kaley-Catherine Mai Hecht***
Caitlin Virginia Hubbard***
Shine Yae Lee***
Genevieve Adaeeze Onyiuke-Kennedy
Taylor Morgan Poole***•
Sakshie Rao***
Taylor Brooke Reitano***
Dayana Alexa Rosas*
Maia Nicole Savage***
Rachel Suzanne Soper***
Angelica Yvonne Wagner***
ECONOMICS AND INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
Charles Haigh Angell***
Dwayne Anthony James Cooper Jr.
Charlotte Adele Cuccia***
Madeline Janina Joy Furlong***
Gemma Park***
GLOBAL ECONOMICS AND MODERN LANGUAGES
Ying-Chi (Derek) Tai*
ECONOMICS
Celine Rae Apollon***
Charles Flave Smith Boyter*
Joseph Cavan Dietrich
Jennifer Ann Guzdial***
Andrew Taehoon Heil*
Jacob Dakshinamurti Hejeebu
Oluwatofunmi Oluwatamilore Jegede
Richard Aaron Jenf***
Kathleen Elizabeth McDougall*
Jonathan William Montgomery**
Conner Joseph Reynolds
Anri Nikolov Sorel***
Christopher Hugh Walton*
Morgan Lucille Lee***
Enrique Josue Maradiaga***
Anna Mccuan***
Amelia Margaret McLean***
Parya Monjezi***
Montana Houston Ray*
Monica Magdi Rizk***
Yesenia Rodriguez*
Samantha Staviss***
Phuong Chau Tran**
Quentin Thomas Venable**
Isaiah Gibson Wilson

**INDUSTRIAL DESIGN**
Abigail Katherine Ambrogi***
Glover Clayton Beasley***
Savannah Noelle Black*
Victoria Chiang**
Charlie Dabbs**
Mary Yoonhee Han***
Mary Katherine Hirvela***
Omar Inshani Hitson***
Lucy Rose Kater***
Gyeongtae Kim***
Sung Tae Kim***
Susie Kim***
Yoo Jung Angela Kim**
Kenneth Aubrey Kirtland IV*
Francis Lin***
Martina Siweng Lo***
Tori Danielle Mitchell***
Jonathan Henry Moon*
Reid William Rosbottom***
Thomas Charles Schmelde***
Nicholas Ryan Sinclair***
Leah G. Slepian
Heyward McAlister Smith***
Eugie Eugenie Song***
Margaret Isabel Tanski***
Uyen My Cindy Tran***
Stephanie Jing Yu Lailine* Webster*
Kai Zhang***

Michael Lee Kurland
Matthew C. Rochester
Jessica Danielle Rosen
Drew Michael Shulman
Daniel Edward Travis

**BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION**
Christopher Gavin Acuff***
Emma Rose Adams***
Lillian Tate Andrews***
Jack Tyler Arndt***
Alexis Sydney Aronson***
Achintya Arora***
Tyler Trotter Ball*
Brooke Logan Barfield
Laura Grace Batten***
Lauren Ann Bidwell***
Lauren Elizabeth Bohling**
David Alexander Borukhov***
David Bryant Bostater***
Margaret Elizabeth Bowen***
Madeleine Elizabeth Brabrock***
William Jakob Brashear
Timothy James Brewer***
Jordan Cierra Anita Browne
Noah A. Bryant***
Ryan Christian Burke*
Ashley Redding Byrd***
Jalen-Michael Omar Camp
Erin Leigh Catherall***
Sarah Amelia Chambless***
Muhammad Faizan Chundrigar
Sam S. Chung
Evon Alexander Cole
Jarett C. Cole
Cody Benton Collins
Christopher James Connelly***
Alexis Leann Copeland*
Rodrigo Quadros Correia
Samuel Edmond Costa*
Jeffrey Wilson Coy***
Michelle Veronica Cramer***
Grace Caroline Curran***
Brennan Paul Day***
Viha Vipulkumar Desai***
Victoria Jon Despeaux*
Noah Benjamin Diaz
Chunyi Ding***
Anne Françoise Diouf
Cameron Leigh Dober***
Alexandra Rose Dorn***
Veronica Maria Dube
Ryan Christopher Durham***
Emily Sarah Dykstra***
Stephanie Ann Eubanks***
Sumaitha Sajjad Faija***
Faith Ashley Fallon***
Thomas Wyatt Farias***
Matthew Eric Fishman***
Mary Elizabeth Flatt***
Darby Morgan Foster***
Abigail Miller Fox***
Joshua Franklin***
Peter Thomas Franzek***
Kimberly Clara Fulton***
Rachel Elizabeth Garland***
David Hamilton Gibbs II***
Joshua Mark Goodman*
Stephanie Elizabeth Gorham
Rashaan Adari Grant
James Connor Hansen
Trisha Hariani***
Tyler Logan Harper***
Brandon J. Hattrick
Kaley-Catherine Mai Hecht***
Sara Olivia Hehir***
Summer Elizabeth Hendley***
John Spencer Christian Hendricks
Clayton Mallard Hering*
Usiel Omar Hernandez*
Claire Elizabeth Hillis
James Hamilton Hirsh
Sloan Laroque Hodges***
Satchel Tacumseh
Holmes-Williams
Jennifer Hom***
Kathryn Crosby Huckabay
Chase Arthur Hughes***
Jonathan Cory Hughes
Emily Ray Ilgenfritz***
Mayuri Rajyalakshmi Iyengar*
Cassandra Marie Izzii***
Mira Michelle Jani
Omahr Jarrett
Kenya Samone Jones
Kenya Samone Jones
Madison Juliet Jones***
Mitchell Alexander Kelly***
Jahron Ajani Kerr
Ethan Minjong Kim***
Daniel A. King
Hannah Maria Koenraad***
Megan Yehun Koh***
Kinsey Aimee Kotscher***
Chester Joseph Lagad II***
Deanna Pearl Lalo***
Shelby Robyn Lancaster
Christopher William Lao
Kyle Edward Laubenstein***
Caroline Rebecca Lee*
Lois Jooyeon Lee***
Phillip Stewart Lee***
Vincent Hui Lee
Michelle ZhiHua Liang***
Sidney Alexis Loftin
Victoria Lu
Allie Nicole Lutin***
Samantha Paige Maddin***
Isabella Wendy Many***
Mark Anthony Bondoc Martinez
DeJuan Marco McBurnie
Richard Kimball McClure***
Mitchell Lapeleur McIntire*
Amanda Faye McWaters*
Jacyln Carmeeene Mitchell***
Colyer Frances Montgomery***
Ariana Li Morgan***
Mackenzie Rose Morrissey
Nirha Music***
Carter James Neely***
Katelyn Heffner Neely***
Kalil Rashad Newell***
Kayla Lane Ngo***
Tung Anh Nguyen
Molly Grace Niemczyk***
Vishnu S. Nistala***
James Andrew Ogletree
Geovana Martins Oliveira***
Joseph Dawson Oliver***
Madeline Nicole Olivia
William Edwin Oswald***
Francesca Pan**
Kahan Parekh***
Krishna Shailesh Patel
Snehi H. Patel***
Lucas Patelles III
Aakanksha Anil Patil***
Stephanie Perez***
Jack Magnus Peters***
Camille Elise Pettit
Dylan Reese Pirro***
Matthew C. Pruitt
Drew Lynn Puckett***
Jason Patrick Quill***
Hassib Ahmad Rahmanzai*
**College of Sciences**

**Bachelor of Science**

**NEUROSCIENCE**
Yasmine Basili***
Tal Ben-Yishay*
Shivani Ketan Bhatgat*
Shaina Danielle Bolden***
Ellen Catherine Cottingham***
Yuyang Dong***
Anita Duong***
Anaqa Fatihama Faizer***
Shereen Faroog***
Sarah Austin Freeman***
Jayna Colleen Glover*
Brian Patrick Hack***
Mitchell Truman Hanson***
Kelleigh Albright Hogan***
Lindley Kate Hudson***
Anchal Praveen Kamat***
Austin Michael Karesh***
Emily Joy Keeton***
Sai Suraj Kollapaneni***
Maria Alexander Krakowski***
Claire Lee***
Lauren Ashley McClelland***
Anudeep Sai Nakirikanti***
Tyler J. Oliver*
Shivani Palaniwel*
Priyasha Pareek***
William Holtzclaw Roberts***
Mackenzie Kathryn Roy
Hannah Victoria Shotwell*
Emma Margaret Turner*
Katlyn Viphavanh Voravong***

**BIOCHEMISTRY**
Yaxuan Wang***
Sachit Anandan***
Justyn Deiondre Baker
Hannah Hayeon Choo***
Julia Elyse Clendenin***
Stephanie Leon Corona
Caroline Alice Culpepper*
Emma R. Evans
Mishma Ahmad Farsi***
Karen Gu***
Hasib Hashibullah
Roxana Ava Hojjatie***
Seba Khalousi***
Carter Kim***
Shreyas Govindaranga
Krishnapura***
Ritika Kumar***
Eunice Adeline Lazau***
Shanee Kiana Desmornae
Mortley***
Margaret McCoy Murphy
Tilak Dharmesh Patel***
Erick Vince Phung***
Steven Charles Rayburn
Tyler M. Seladi***
Michelle L. Tang***
Kayla Diane Tatum***
Sydney Taylor***
Victoria Kathryn Thomas***
Diana Lillian Toro***
Nicholas Michael Trinh***
Amitej Venapally***
Yihan Wang*
Jaram Nicole Whitehead***
David Hao-Ming Yap

**GROUNDSCIENCE**
Judith Kathleen Brennan***
Samantha Jane Johnston***

**DIVERSE MATHEMATICS**
Kaitlyn Lee Higgins***
Brianna Hayden
Lindsay Marie Hawkins
Chandler M. Grove***
Gina Marie Grenga**
Kristina Laura Giddens***
Katherine Elizabeth Ferguson***
Tajah Eleese Damm***
Sara Elizabeth Cleland***
Alicia M. Caughman***
Kate Elizabeth Bullock***
Logan Elliott Mann***
Riannon Kyla Colton
Emily Joy Keeton***
Emma Margaret Turner*
Katlyn Viphavanh Voravong***

**EARTH AND ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES**
Rihanna Kyla Colton
Elise Noelle Koepke***
Mckenzie E. Lane**
Logan Elliott Mann***
Gertrude Katherine Pavur***
Madeline Fleming Scheinost
Amy Weng

**BIOLOGY**
Emily Jane Adams***
Mohammad Shahid Awan***
Catherine Ann Bailey***
Emily Donna Becker*
Larkin E. Berrier
Savannah Margaret Berry*
Kate Elizabeth Bullock***
Alicia M. Caughman***
Sara Elizabeth Cleland***
Tajah Eleese Damm***
Katherine Elizabeth Ferguson***
Kristina Laura Giddens***
Gina Marie Grenga***
Chandler M. Grove***
Lindsay Marie Hawkins
Brianna Hayden
Kaitlyn Lee Higgins***
Jacob D. Holt***
Nolan Emmanuel Hubbard*
Abigail Elyse Jones*
Aditya Kakkar***
Sarah Karina Kuechenmeister
Hannah Lowndes Lachmayr
Alice Ann Lever***
Lillian Danielle Long***
Madison Elizabeth Luker***
Jackson Carey Maher***
Olive Katherine McKay***
Evgeniya Molotkova***
Addie Collett Murphy***
Christine Ho Nguyen***
Nami Otsuka*
Nancy Park***
Emma Marie Reinhardt***
Katherine Michelle Roberts***
Vanessa Rodriguez
Camille Ashlyn Saunders
Erika Liu Sheng***
Zain Gohar Siddiqui***
Minita Singh***
Margaret Mae Smith***
Collin Thomas Spencer***
Vunya Srinivasas***
Mary Routh Stephens***
Sophia Marin Sukestad**
Amber Ray Trip
Jolie Alyce Tucker*
Callie Brooke Valtierra*
Claudia Rose Varnedoe***
Allison Christine Wyman***
Kelly D. Yi

**PSYCHOLOGY**
Maya I. Berinhout***
Sara Kate Brockmeier***
Resa Emily Carroll*
Cristina Maria Covillion***
Madison Ann Crymes*
Meghan Grace Dietrich***
Lindsay Michelle Drummond***
Shreestha Dubey***
Shireen Holly Hashemi
Christopher Dean Jossart
Jacqueline Yelim Jung***
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MATHEMATICS
James Sumter Alton**
Justin Tyler Beck***
Ariane Calvache***
Mia Pomeleighe Colbert
Steven Emerson Creeche***
Daniel Gurevich***
Deanna Whitney Hickox
Jarad Mark Hosking***
Joe Wesley Kilpatrick III
Benjamin Robert Lashley***
Jacob P. Leuthold*
Haowei Li***
Arden McCarthy
Brooke Elizabeth Miller***
Courtenay Megan Morse***
Daniella Alwyn Noronha*
Heena Patel*
Jessica Nicole Pujols***
Sidhanth Venkat Raman**
Ariane Elizabeth Stark***
Zachary David Stiles***
Matthew T. Wallace***
Derek Wu***
Wonju Yoo
Yichen Zhao***
Laura Duffy***
John Webster Chiles III***
Andrew Dean Brown***
David Thomas Brooks***
Thomas Calvin Brindley***
Kenji John Bomar
Ryan Artin Babaie**
James Sumter Alton**
Peter L. Addison***
PHYSICS
Steven Licciardello***
Alexander J. Huang
Emmanuel C. Aneke Jr.
APPLIED PHYSICS
Haoran Zhu
Yichen N. Zhao***
Wonju Yoo
Derek Wu***
Matthew T. Wallace***
Zachary David Stiles***
Heena Patel*
Matthew T. Wallace***
Ariane Elizabeth Stark***
Courtenay Megan Morse***
Brooke Elizabeth Miller***
Arden McCarthy
Ariana Calvache***
MATHEMATICS
Skyler Tordoya Henckell**
Lesley Ann Brewer***
Abigail Lee McClain***
Paul J. Miloro***
Shivan Mittal***
Harsha Muddu***
Daniel Christopher Murphy**
Yoko Sarah Nakama***
Matthew Bryan Pellock**
Aradhya Pradhan Rakanala***
Adrian Zayne Rodriguez
Shawn William Sanderlin
Bridgett Wannetta Skaronea*
Jashwanth Sai Sompalli**
Richard Philip Udall***
William Ryan Waldron
Chayanon Wichitnithithed***
Kendrick Wong***
CHEMISTRY
Alex Edward Crolai***
Samuel Vincent Delmerico***
Anna Christine Dillon***
Olivia Regina Duan*
Darrell Enriquez
Sarah A. Ghalayini***
Alexander Carlos Gonzalez
William David Hopkins***
Mary Carolyn Hulgan
Benjamin Cody Jean
Sarah Nicole Leftwich
Katherine Mithamne Leydon***
Yifan Liang***
Breanna Elizabeth Mann***
Amy Katherine Moran
Eric Chase Morey***
Princess Ada Ezinwa Onyiri
Chloe Elise Pelkowski***
Tyler R. Pollard
Mohammad Rajabalioromi*
Joseph Christopher Shaver***
Simone Lena Tennyson***
Ella Rose Torch
Natalie Dow Wilkinson***
Breaunna René Wright***

College of Engineering
Bachelor of Science
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
Jessica Carol Bowman**
Abigail Loretta Brady
Lesley Ann Brewer***
Zephyrn Bivens Collinson*
Matthew Michael DeJonge***
Robert Filip Edstrom
Casey Frazier Erb***
Matthew Victor Falcone***
Mengqiao Gao***
Wiley Speir Helm***
Patrick Riley Heritier-Robbins***
Jacob Arnold Jackson
Emile Ghassan Kanazi***
Dylan Robert Lambeth***
Olivia Josephine Avery
Jacob Harry Banov*  
Sami Belhareth***
Austin James Bergquist***
Sami Belhareth***
Alexandra Bryn Lewis***
Brandon William Levy**
Caitlin Eve Bowles
Jared Michael Brown**
Mary-Catherine Bryant***
Nicolas Sebastian Castro***
Julius Chenjun Chai*
Gloria W. Chan***
Emily Ellen Chang***
Alexandra Bryn Lewis***
Caitlin Eve Bowles
Jared Michael Brown**
Mary-Catherine Bryant***
Nicolas Sebastian Castro***
Julius Chenjun Chai*
Gloria W. Chan***
Emily Ellen Chang***
Alexander Bennett Chapman*
Manzhen Chen***
Chloe Ahn Collins***
Nicholas A. Colonna*
Madelyn Nicole Conn***
Gabriel Andre Cruz***
Nya Dawson
Caleb Edward DiPrete*
Yuyang Dong***
Kalyon Ferrell Druhot***
Travis Edward Entrop*
Kathryn Margaret Farley**
Lauren Elaine Feely***
Jordan Paul Fitzgerald***
Sabrina Fletcher**
James Edward Forismo***
Emelia Marie Funnell***
Neal Piyush Gandhi***
Katherine Ann Genry***
Nina Jasmine Ghosn***
Neeraja Gollamudi*
Chimara Iman Good***
Alexa Raegan Graham***
Tess Miranda Greene***
Suraj J. Greenlund
Emily Gray Greulich*
Lina Belle Gu***
Andrea Guerrero Garcia**
Elizabeth I. Ham
Miranda Sophie Harmon***
Bethany Daniellle Harrison***
Kelleigh Albright Hogan***
Michael Taylor Holtzclaw***
Michael Minghao Hu***
Xueying Huang***
Karaleigh Nichole Irwin
Andzoo Nyaliste Jamus*
Kyle Alexander Jaworski
Madhuri Srilanka Jois***
Katherine Maya Joseph
Luke Alan Jourden*
Stacy Jungr
Nuzhat Tasnim Kabir***
Caroline Maria Kajzer***
Nishani Kanthasamy***
Alexander Karl Karius***
Samuel Justus Keller*
Anya Clarissa Kohnke
Michael Allen Kowalski***
Preksha Kukreja***
Rachit Kumaar***
Katherine Charlotte Lee***
Tiffanie Hannah Leeman***
Catherine Leii***
Brandon William Levy***
Alexandra Bryn Lewis***
Daniel H. Liubovich***
Jonathan Loi***
Fan Lu*
Brett Donald Manning
Basil Aston Alexander McIntosh***
Caroline Grace McKenzie*
Bailey Jaymes McLain***
Tatyana Medina***
Aaron Joseph Metykoo***
Laura Elizabeth Meyer***\(\Delta\)
Arshawn Sascha Mohnsena\* 
Awung Rose Morfaw
Priya J. Nair**
Brandon Nguyen*
Lee Cong Nguyen**
Margaret A. Nugent***
Debora Nikwendou Nya***
Cyndey Alexandra Opolka
Jillian N. Ortner***
Mia Gabrielle Paletta***
Andrew Pan***
Michael Pang***
Evan Thomas Parker***
Despina Ifgenia Pavlidis***
Andrew Scott Payton**
Katy Michelle Petersen*
Rahul Prabha*
Joshua Jon Preston**
Muskan Raghuvanshi***
Shravanavan S. Ravi
Marianna Kristen Reineker***
Nicholas Antonio Riccardelli***
Matthew Drummond Ritch**
Anna Michelle Romanov***
Gabrielle Patricia Rusch**
Suveer Sachdev***
Mohammed Shadman Saqib***
Cody Joerg Schoenfuss***
Elisa Schrader***\(\Delta\)
Zachary Scott Settelmyer***
Kajol Jayesh Shah***
Diya Sharma*
Katherine Pehn Sheffield
Fang Shi***
Corinna Leigh Shimalla***
Bianca Shrestha***
Shreenu Sivakumar***
Andrew P. Stevens**
Sydney Lee Ann Stock***
Glad Stolarski***
Zoe Elizabeth Stover***
Lee-Kai Sun***
Ranjani Mari Sundaresan
Kathleen Joan Szabo***\(\Delta\)
Hisham Temmar***
Courtney Ann Terrell***
Aaron Matthew Toporek***
Jonathan Taylor Tracey***
Christopher Upton Tugman
Daniel J. Turner-Figueroed
Gylianne Alexandre Tyndall
Anum Ul-Haqe***
Disha Vaswani***
Julian T. Vito***
Tue Dinh Vu
Suraj Vuduta***
Zhiaoh Wang***
Conor A. Wesolowski***
Corinna Elizabeth Wester*
Jacob Scott Zeiko
Samantha Mei Zhan-Moodie***
Hanhao Zhang***
Kai Zhang***
Yingnan Zhang***
Katherine Joyce Zhu***
Qing Zou***

**MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING**
Joao Paulo Azaro Berenguer***
Amanda Blair Bernardy
Christopher Blancher***
Allison Sue Brandvold***
Brandon Kenneth Brinker
Christine Tectora Brockman
Josephine Margaret Carlozzi***
Anthony Joseph Garcia Esteves***
Shaina J. Futch***
Pranav Gandham***
Carter Anthony Grabbe
Luke Christopher Gratier***
Kevin Alexander Heom***
Samantha Kristin Hestad***
Elin Louise Howard***
Nicole Alexandra Ihrrie***
Yasmine Jalali
Kelsey Megan Johnson
Emily Jordan Klein*
Tyler Daniel Knapp***
Andrew John Kresses***
Ankit Kuchhangi***
Max Lenk***
Jacob Hille Levin
Jordan Price Lightstone*
Lenno Dawei Liu***
Zachary A. Lowe***
Sarah Michelle Lucas***
Caroline Ann Mangum***
Andrew J. McCarthy
Connor P. McGgettigan
Nicholas C. Mitchell II*
Camden Alexander Moffet***
Timothy D. Monroe
Grace Catherine Mulcahy
Venkatesh Muppaneni***
Heath Randall Murphy*
Jonathan Gabriel Peraza
Nicholas Latimer Pizzolato***
Elizabeth Alexandra Popenow***
Rohit Patlola Reddy
Emily Leigh Register***
Alexis Leigh Rile***
Sean Christopher Ronayne***
Benjamin Garrett Scheff
Craig Michael Schwartz
Elizabeth Claire Sinner***
Casey Logan Smith
Colter Hunter Smith*
Colten C. Spivey
Lauren Anne Stefani***
Justin William Steiner***
Veronica Monique Thompkins
Mara Alexandra Tolksdorf*
Ozem Lal Tuzman*
Punita Ravijra Upadhya***
Bonnie Jean Vannatter***
Vaibhav Vasudevan***
Adam Seth Verga***
Nathan David Walter*
Sharon Lee White***
Samuel Cole Williams***
Simon Alexander Willis***
Lauri Cai Wu*
Zijian Yang***

**COMPUTER ENGINEERING**
Omar Reda Ahmed
Cameron James Adotev Allotey***
Matthew Stephens Aspinwall**
Charles M. Austin***
Ryan Artin Babaie***
Connor Douglas Barre***
Michael Angelo Bermudez*
Cameron Ernest Bertram*
Brooke Bridgeman Brennan
Brandon David Burnette***
Jonah Edward Carlisle***
Austin William Chin
Caitlin Elizabeth Choate***
Shiv Chopra***
Joshua Nathan Crane***
Robert C. Dabagia III***
Kevin Nole Dickerson***
Kristyn Andersen Digiovanni**
Luke Antonio Donovan*
Praneeth Erwin Luck Eedu*
Sidharth Eleswarapu***
Brennon Alexander Farmer***
Mahvish Fatima
Richard J. Fontaine*
Matthew Gregory Foster***
David Michael Goldfarb***
Ruthrajeevi Venkat Govindaraj
Daniel W. Greene***
Stephen Cooper Hamilton
Jacob Lint Hancock
Phillip Richard Hardy***
Anthony Blake Heard**
Jules Henry
Madison Elise Hester*
Michael David Hill
Keesook Hong*
Rachel Huang***
Suhani Jain
Nicholas Joaquin***
Justin Isac Kalloor***
Justin Chad Kelley***
Alison Kennedy
Selen Krigo***
Jacob Hunter Lattie***
Johnathan Michael Leach*
John Edward Lee
Won Jun Lee*
Marlon Li***
Matthew Lim***
Fanzhe Lyu***
Carolyne Rose Majane***
Nyle Usman Malik***
Aksaya Manickandan***
Matthew James Marting***
Connor Catherine McMahon***
Arya Mirshafii
Salomon Makarios Nabine***
Sanath S. Nagaraj***
Lucas Nativo***
Peter Minh Nguyen*
Stephen David Norod
Raven Matthew Nuega***
Brandon Joseph Olson***
Zeinab Ostadabbas
Tyra Ann Owens
Maya Padmalayam***
Jongheon Park*
Neha Parshica***
BACHELOR’S DEGREE CANDIDATES

Dave Bharat Patel***
Raj Patel***
Cameron Alexander Pepe***
Vijay Nilesh Prasad**
David Luca Prina*
Elizabeth Marie Prucka***
Jackson Bennett Quesenberry***
Shruti Ramanathan*
James Marshall Reed***
Alex Richard Rodriguez***
Andres Felipe Rodriguez
Aldo Mario Rogliero***
William Ian Rose***
Kevin Joseph Ruddy
Maria A. Saito**
Rishov Ryan Sarkar***
Graham J. Saunders***
Matthew Rowland Schilling***
William Ralston Scott
Kaleb Anthony Senator***
Kenneth Shaw***
Yifan Shen***
Raj Gopal Shiddapur***
Brian Geoffrey Singer**
Vijay Satyanarain Srivastava***
Edward Steven Stevens***
Shan Yu Suen
Ryan Neil Taylor
Austin Allen Terrell***
Jackson Bennett Quesenberry***
Maggie Elizabeth Corbett*
Sean Hong Chua***
Michael Christian
Katelynn Marie Christian**
Nosrat Jahan Chowdhury*
Erica Meran Cho
Nina Sarah Cherian***
Colby James Childers***
Erica Meran Cho
Norsat Jahan Chowdhury*
Katelynn Marie Christian**
Michael Christian
Sean Hong Chua***
Maggie Elizabeth Corbett*
Tatiana Michelle Cousins***

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

Erin Nicole Abbott**
Premon Unoma Akwule***
Amina Safa Al Araji
Farah Alrafah***
Shan Amin Ali
Anisha Veena Anand***
Adithi Mysore Anil
Hannah Elizabeth Arens***
Caroline Rose Balmer***
Emma Rose Baubly***
Rian P. Baxter*
Roberto Bazzarella***
Eugenio Andres Beaufrand III***
Julia Elise Bender***
Tyler Grace Bennett*
Robert Matthew Berman**
Maziar Bezyan
Efe Birkan***
Lauren Kelly Boddiford***
Maria Agustina Bolli***
Dylan Thomas Bose***
Rebecca Elizabeth Brannen
Judith Kathleen Brennan***
Sarabeth Miriam Budenstein***
Greyson Elisabeth Burnett***
Jessica Marie Buzzelli***
Madeline Claire Campbell***
Morgan McKenzie Carter***
Charles Willis Castle***
Nina Sarah Cherian***
Colby James Childers***
Erica Meran Cho
Norsat Jahan Chowdhury*
Katelynn Marie Christian**
Michael Christian
Sean Hong Chua***
Maggie Elizabeth Corbett*
Tatiana Michelle Cousins***

NUCLEAR AND RADIATIONAL ENGINEERING

Christopher Benjamin Adams***
James Neal Atkinson***
Hannah Elizabeth Brock***
Mario Louis Dinatti***
Kyle Briggs Holstein*
Victoria Grace Irvin***
Jonathan Dean Merritt***
Ian Russell Miner
William Andrew Nelson***
Isaac David Penman
Justin Cyril Richard*
Nathaniel Trevor Sharper*
Eric Lothar Zimmermann

Toral Kadakia***
Brandon Kang***
Selim Meherana Karagouz*
Daniel Jisu Kim
Dohyung Kim
Gunho Justin Kim*
Heeseon Kim*
Joseph Arthur King Jr.***
Sean Seongil Ko*
Lakshmi Krishnan
Sofiya Yevgen’yevna Kukharenko
Eun Ho Kwon***
Quinn Marguerite Larimer***
Christopher Alan Larkins***
Eunbin Lee***
James Lee*
Narae Lee***
Alexander Levy***
Zezhong Yangyang Li***
Youngjoon William Lim*
Iris Li*•
Paulina Jane LoCicero***
Ricardo Andres Lopez Vasquez***
Nicholas Matthew Loprinzzo***
Jonathan Jieming Lu**
Tina Lu*
Harrison Hunter Lyle*
He Ma***
Armando Jose Marimon*
Katherine Anne Markowski***
Christina Mamachan Mathew***
Marina Matos Amaro Da Silveira
Brian Edwin Matthews***
Margaret Mary May***
Charles Patrick McCarthy***
Sahas Mehta***
Juliana Isabel Menas*
Hannah Nicole Mills***
Rachel Carolyn Millsaps***
Emeritus Scott Morris
Hannah McNair Murray***
Philip Michael Murray***
Katie E. Neil***
Wendy Yeung Kow Ng***
Angela Nguyen***
Emily Ruth Nizialek***
Milcah Suubi-Kumugonza
Ntende*A
Shashvat Chirag Parikh***
Aakash Sudhir Patel
Nisha D. Patel
Harrison Rider Pettigrew
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Amâlique Avalon Acuna***
Arvin Joseph Ajmani**
Wyatt Michael Amacker***
Natalia Arango Geraldo***
Austin Levon Bankston***
Matthew Harrison Barlow
Nathanial Raymond Robert
Francis Berger***
Andrew J. Bernardi
Matthew Steven Bruehlman***
Brandon Louis Campanile
Kyle Anthony Carozza***
Yang Chen***
Joshua Cherian
Zachary Alexandre Chester***
Yash Hemant Chitale**
Philippe Bussiki Silva Clifton***
Romaine Don-Andrew Coley***
Sarajane Crawford
Benjamin Ryan Daghir***
Rocktim Datta***
Harrison John Woodward
Delecki**
Luke Gabriel DiStasio***
Peter Drozdziewicz
Brian Daniel Dunn***
Warren Andrew Eshpe***
Jonathan Khorsand Everett
Jack Norman Finnegan***
Connor John Flanagan
Mairead Elizabeth
Guwaryszewski**
Max G. Geissbuhler***
Eitan Ghelman
Matthew Ryan Gill
Dongwook Gweon***
Emily Veronica Hale***
Lenard Jose Nathaniel Halim***
Christopher Steven Hall***
Kathleen Elizabeth Hartwell***
Charles Crompton Heathon V***
Jeffrey Thomas Hernandez
Luke Timothy Heyerdahl***
Alexander Estes Hoffman***
Jared Keith Hollowaway***
Hamdaan Shams Jaleel
Gueorgui Georgiev Jeliazkov
Eleana Claire Jordan
Vansh Karleeer***
Ted Eugene Kemberling
Ryan William Kilgore
Megan Mi Kyung Kim
Nam Young Kim***
Yoobin Kim***
Derick Kamau Kinyanjui
Marc Benedict Larvie
Jenna Lightner LeCates**
Lacey Marie Littleton
Sebastian Gerard Lopez
Marcus Lorenzo***
Richard John Macke***
Denisse Aimee Madera
Dontae Jordan Mair***
Kaushik Manchikanti***
Himanshu Nath Mangla
Melody Lewis Marshall***
Beau A. Martin***
Alexandra Paige Matlack***
Abigail Lee McClain***
Holland Erik McTier***
Spencer Davis Mickus***
Patrick Brian Miga***
Michael Rousseau Molder***
Adrian Luke Mungroo***
Caroline Marie Nannis
Clay Cushnie Newman
Danny Nguyen***
Soon Keat Ong***
Mikkel Kjaer Ormstrup
Robert Branch Padgett
Easton Sathya Pal***
Adrian Luke Mungroo***
Caroline Marie Nannis
Clay Cushnie Newman
Daniel Nguyen***
Soon Keat Ong***
Mikkel Kjaer Ormstrup
Robert Branch Padgett
Easton Sathya Pal***
Jonathan Jeffrey Paravano***
Anand Kesavan Sarathy
Spencer Matthew Schiavo***
Ethan Michael Scott***
Anton Nicolas Seramian***
Gurjote Singh Sethi***
Sahana Bala Subramanian***
Kartik Shridhar Sundaram***
Alex Syriopoulos
Caroline Ann Taylor***
Gaelle Emilie Margaux
Teyssier***
Meredith Grace Thacker
Srikar Thammishetti***
Geoffrey Shybi Thomas***
Oneal Tien Tjha
Lu Tong
Miles Douglas Trumbauer*
Venkat Esware Tummala***
Harrison Clay Tyler***
Caleb Jeffeson Tysoy
Olivia Elsbeth Ulrich***
Dael Um
Irene Vargheese***
Oldrin Stefano Vasquez
Nehal Chaitanyakumar Vyas
Katie Thy-Van Wahl***
Caroline Elizabeth Wakefield***
Eric Wang***
CHASE Delaney Werner***
Llewellyn Wilder Weeks***
Xinlan Wei
Madeline Ann Weiland***
Sabrina X. Whitt***
*
**
***
Δ
Katherine Rebecca Burgener*
Farran M. Bush*•
Heidy Judith Cabrall
Mitchell Lawrence Carley
Sally Ann Carroll***
Parker Edward Chilton***
James Edward Ray Clancy***
Shane Kyle Clawges
Amanda Brooke Coleman
Joshua D. Congress***
Andrew D. Cornell
Shavonn Orion D’Souza***
Bailee Elise Decker*
Yaxin Deng
Andrea V. Diaz***
Timothy John Etheredge**
Robert Louis Evans
Jonathan Graham Faris***
Niya Janea Ford**
Cameron Dennis Garbarino**
Riley Kathryn Geran***
Justin Michael Goveas*
Sherry Guo***
Michael Eugene Gustafson***
Yoseph Amare Guta*
David Michael Hammett Jr.***
Alicia Kristen Hampton***
Kyle Andrew Hamrock***
Vivek Hariharan***
Sarah Rebecca Harris***
Matthew Aaron Havadr*
Mason Patrick Hebert***
Manuel Edgar Hernandez
Paul Taylor James*
Nematou Jawara
Alexandria Elizabeth Jenkins**
Dillon Christopher Jones*
Kelsey Nicole Juliun**
Megan Leigh Kaiser**
Zachary Daniel Karpenko**
Mayuri M. Kattare***
Landon James Keller***
Lilian Elisabeth King***
Samantha Taylor Klein***
Nishant Kumar
Grant Larkin***
Samantha Nicole LaRose
Jocelyn Amanda Lavarieta
Ji Hyun Lee
Alex John Lehman***
Carl T. Lehman*
Bridget Ann Leighton***
Yueyi Li***
Maxwell Nemec Lifiton
Katharina Verena Loske***
Renee Nicole Mallick
Danea Symone Manson
Kristina Rose Marquardt***
Eric Masterson**
Anmol Mathur***
Andrew Everett Matson***
Sophia Margaret Mavris*
Hannah Frewitt Mccullough**
Pooja Mehta***
Emily Anne Milburn***
Guilherme Molina Pinto
Samantha Gabrielle Morgan***
Anirudh Nagesha**
Alayna Alexandria Nicholson
Charlotte Marie
O’Brien-Russell***
Boluwaji Mosesbolatan Modele Jr.
Ayomikun Caleb Omaloyo
Carlos F. Orozco**
Aalok Pramthesh Patel***
Dharmin Mahesh Patel
Emma Catherine Pettitt***
Kim Anh Pham***
Quinton Taylor Pitts*
Joshua Yuan Qian***
Angela Marie Rao**
Jessica A. Reffitt
Brian Patrick Reymond*
Michael John Philip Robinson***
Luke Alexander Roeber***
Hailey Isabelle Rogers***
Grant Paul Rohlfing***
Atikud Jamain Rouf
Muhammad Afaq bin Sam Shol***
Rama Sambaturu*
Alyssa Brooke Sargones
Bailey Austin Scott**
Mirali R. Shah
Madelyn Rachel Shelley***
Katherine Ann Sloan**
Courtney Anne Smith
Dalton Avery Snyder
Noah Samuel Solomon**
Lilla Starr Stawara***
Alexandra Lynn Stolz
Crystal Briannia Terry
Craig Deshong Thomas Jr.***
Cassidy M. Tobin***
Tho Nam Van**
Giancarlo Emmanuel Vargas***
Hunter George Voltz
Soo Rajiv Vora***
Daniel Kyle Walburn***
Tony J. Wang
Ziyuan Wang***
Sean Kristopher Warren
Natalia Nicole Wauldron***
Jessica Anne Wellford***
Joshua Adam Whitley***
Bryan Putra Wijaya*
Eris Joy Winger
Bradley D. Wolters***
Caleb William Wowack
Bokyoung Won
Daniel Ryan Wood***
Xinjing Xu***
Szu-Hui Yang***
Lushuang Zhang***

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Olivia Despina Apergis***
Desta Demissie Belihu
Andreas Quintana Bonno
Robert Dupree Brown***
William Luke Burdette
Joseph A. Cathey II***
Zheng Yee Chin*
Andrew Joseph Cline***
Rachel Lindsey Cochran*
Ian Carter Cornicelli***
Matthew Read Covington***
Natalie Ann Daugherty***
Jeremy Lawrence Dodson
Haley Noel Eckert***
Andrew Jared Elliott
Ryan James Foster***
Schayne Victoria Fox*
Joshua Lewis Garrett***
Jennifer Nicole Goldberg
Marissa Angelique Grant***
Nicholas Christian Hall***
Grace L. Hamilton
Kameron James Hawkins***
John Thomas Hearn***
Theint Shwe Yi Htoo***
Bryce Alison Huber***
Timothy Stephen Hums***
Katelyn M. Iles***
Susan Suehyun Jin***
Laura Ruth Kelly***
Ronak Karim Lakhani***
Nicolai Jonas Lambiase***
Nancy Soohie Lee
Jordan Everett Locke
Cameron Michael Long***
Elyse Alexandra Martin***
Joshua James Matteson***
Hannah Marie Murray***
Ha Giang Duc Nguyen***
Kathleen Nguyen
Margaret Ortiz***
Jessica Michelle Padgett***
Mia Lizzanne Pendergast***
James Carson Pendleton Jr.*
Mariana Peralles***
Edoardo Peraza***
Kateryna Igorivna Polyakova*
Benjamin Allan Radak***
Joseph David Renta*
Daniel Roque***
Elisabet Ruiz-Torres***
Lindsay Elise Schneider***
William Bailey Smith***
Ariel Nicole Steele***
Rachel Leigh Still*
Shriji Ramesh Suhagia*
Jeffrey William Toler
John Robert Topping*
Alexander Grimaldo Vega***
Kayley Rene Weber***
Benjamin Orion Weishar***
David Pierson Wenas II
Elaine Marie Wheelan
Lauren Taylor Wright***
Ye Yuan***
Katherine W. Zahniser-Word•

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Prince Adamu Adamu
Shivani Adusumilli
Austin Mark Allen***
Kelsa B. Anderson***
Lillian Grace Anderson***
Cynthia M. Baweman
Rushindrur Birudala*
Bradley Martin Blaho***
Elia James Boyer***
Daniel Thomas Bruce****
MacKenzie Lynann Burger
Jared K. Canty*
Lauren Ann Cass***
BACHELOR’S DEGREE CANDIDATES

Benjamin Barkin Frumkin***
Robert Dickinson Garbee***
Jesus Rodrigo Garcia Kawas***
Tristan Gaskins*
Maia Gabrielle Gatlin
Maeve Ann Gawryszewski***
Abigail Faith Gianis
Elizabeth Noelle Gilbert**
Kevin Orlando Gomez
Jesse Thomas Goodwin***
Richard Forbes Granger*•
Graham Harris Grant***
Jake Tyler Grant***
Wallace Malcolm Gray*•
Thomas Haynes Gruber*
Robert Bruce Guild Jr.***
Nishan Guna Sakaran***
Devin Gunawan
Hersh Gupta**
Chirag Gurukiran***
Donghee Han
Cori Nicole Harber***
William Bailey Hawthorne
Carter Harrison Heckle***
Rico Terrell Henderson II
Joshua Matthew Hesprich
Amanda Catherine Hill***
Mason McKenzie Hodge**
Zoe Perrine Holderness***
Harrison Daniel Hornung*
Cole Jackson Hray*
Daniel Mitchell Jackson
Joseph Dylan Jackson
Thomas Benjamin James Jr.
Fatima Jamila**
Caeleb Michael Jenkins***
Kyle Siyu Jiang***
Matthew Benjamin Jones***
Kyle James Kaikkonen***
Kyungun Kang**
António Paulo Kawase De Queiroz Goncalves***
Michael James Keller
Trevor Weston Kelly**
Rafay Uddin Khan
HanSung Kim**
Jongsu Kim**
Lauren Pearline Kimbrough
Daniel Lee Klein*
Radoslaw Piotr Kochanowski**•
Emmett Harrison Kornfeld**
Mahouve Cheryl Marine Kounadio Jr.
Dylan Kristofer Kramer**
Vikram Krishnan
Beom Jun Lee***
Cheyvoneon Lee
Jaewon Lee*
Jae-Woo Lee***
Jongseong Lee
Carrie Li***
Jason T. Lieh***
Sarah Catherine Lincoln**•
Tianyi Liu*
Noah Paul Llorens*
Andrew Braden Lockhart***
Cameron Elizabeth Loyd***
Sean Michael MacMullan***
Archith Mahindra**•
Tu A. Mai**•
Brian Arthur Manning***
Christopher Chun-Hsin Mao**•
Erik William Marquez***
Jefferson McRae Churchill Martín
James Nicholas Mason**
Jacob Farrell Mauldin***
James Marshall McCormick III***
Eamon Jacob McFadden***
Ricardo Javier Meizoso***
Christopher Matthew Mickas***
Marland Micket
Don Aaron Miller***
Jordan Alan Mingo
Justin Drury Mitchell***
Imane Mokri
Alicia Molina***
David Eugenio Montemayor Flores***
Jonathan Ambrose Moreno
Collin Andrew Morris***
Mason Murray-Cooper***
Yudhishtira Narine***
Kayli Nicole Newton
Anthony Tai Nguyen
Erin Francis O’Hanlon***
Erin Hunter Oakes•
Lillian Yi-Ang Ong
Christopher Carter Page***
Christina Marie Paris**
Macey Elizabeth Parrott•
Kushang A. Patel**•
Nikhil Pradeep Patel•
Joseph Anthony Petroni**
Cameron Andrew Philbert
Mark Thomas Philpot**•
William George Plummer***
Max Shami Mai Poff***
Thomas Douglas Polski**
Eric Antonio Pollock
Brittany Jordan Powell***
Justine Clair Powell***
Patrick Larkin Prestridge**
Victor Ratmiroff Pria*
Jiankun Pu***
Sayali Punyarthi
Timothy D. Purvis***Δ
Evan Ashvin Ragooansingh***
Milosz Krzysztof Rajchel*•
Aditya Ramanathan***
Jack Vernon Rasmussen***
Zachary Richard
Rauschenberger*
Praveen Ravishankar*
Darby C. Reddaway
Brian Michael Reidy**
Edward Alexander Rivas***
Liana Marie Rix***Δ
Grace Josephine Rocco***•
Gabriella Danielle Rodriguez***
Emily Niel SiPei Rojewski***•
Owen Edward Rosini*
Robert McGown Roysen**
Marissa Lee Rubino**
Siddharth S. Salunkhe***
Danielle M. Saracino***
Brett Daniel Sauder
Michael Jack Schaja*
Jason Maxim Sebek*Δ
Owen Halligan Seeber***
Nyla D. Selby***
Benjamin Robert Seleha
Davin Seol***
Mark Yuriy Shapochka***
Chirag Sharma***
Nicholas Adams Shealy
Praise The Lord Harly
Shimosha***
Jacob Arthur Shuman**
Erik Benjamin Shuster***
Alison Brooke Shutzberg***
Anshul Sinha***
Ian Hartman Skop***
Brian Anthony Smith
Quinnell Tihan Smith***
Bhavesh Singh Soin*
Zachery Yap Son
Mulang Song***
Daniel Soto***
William Tyler Steen**
Braxton Omari Stokes•
Justan Su**
Caden Thomas Sullens
Austin Avery Summer***
Mary Lyddon Thatcher***
Andrea Lynn Tompkins
Seth Thomas Thurmond***
Amira Abdalla Tobasi***Δ
Nicholas Robert Toledano*
Johanna Elizabeth
Tomkiewicz***Δ
Clifford Henry Tribble•
Ranal Apeksha Tuduawee*
James Eugene Uglum III
Malvika H. Upadhyaya
Richard Jarek Vale**
Juan Francisco Vallejo Velez***
Pearson Scott Van Horn***
Alexander William Voor
Christopher Austin Wallace
Ryan Austin Waller
Daniel Wang***
Jenny Wang**
Carrie Ashton Wehmeyer***
Emma Claire Weinberg*
Hogan Matthew Welch***
Gregor P. Wettermann***
Michael Brent Willford***
David Kenneth Williams***
Evan Peter Williams•
Thomas Edward Williamson
Claiborne Wilson•
Douglas Ronald Winegarden
Olivia Ann Wogon**
Yongae Won
Edward Tianxing Xia**
Chloe Ann Yeates***
Tylor Haley Zeigler
Doris Shimosha***
Andy Xu Zheng***
Summer Doctoral Degree Candidates

Doctor of Philosophy
PUBLIC POLICY JOINT PROGRAM
Amol Soni
Advisor: Dr. Marilyn Brown

ROBOTICS
Samarth Manoj Brahmabhant
Advisors: Dr. James Hays and Dr. Andrea Thomaz
Gennaro Notomista
Advisor: Dr. Magnus Egerstedt
Xinyan Yan
Advisor: Dr. Byron Boots

COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Yuzhi Guo
Advisors: Dr. David Frost and Dr. James Frost
David Caleb Robinson
Advisor: Dr. Bistra Dilkina
Jordi Samuel Wolfson-Puu
Advisor: Dr. Edmond Chow

BIOINFORMATICS
Ruoyu Tian
Advisor: Dr. Gregory Gibson

BIOENGINEERING
Kathleen Elizabeth Bates
Advisor: Dr. Hang Lu
David Mark Francis
Advisor: Dr. Susan Thomas
Bailey Grace Hannon
Advisor: Dr. Christopher Ethier
Lina Maria Mancipe Castro
Advisor: Dr. Andres Garcia
Stephen Timothy Robinson
Advisor: Dr. Shuichi Takayama

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING JOINT PROGRAM
Congmin Xu
Advisors: Dr. Huaqin Zhu and Dr. Peng Qiu
Lingyi Zhao
Advisor: Dr. Changhui Li

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Aaron Thomas Blanchard
Advisor: Dr. Khalid Salaita
Michael Forrest Bolus
Advisor: Dr. Garrett Stanley
Joshua Mark Brockman
Advisor: Dr. Khalid Salaita
Simone Andrea Douglas
Advisor: Dr. Manu Platt
Jiexi Liao
Advisor: Dr. Cheng Zhu
Kalina Paunovska
Advisor: Dr. James Dahlman
Elda Alicia Trevino
Advisor: Dr. Johanna Temenoff

ALGORITHMS, COMBINATORICS, AND OPTIMIZATION
Digvijay Pravin Boob
Advisors: Dr. Guanghui Lan and Dr. Santanu Dey
Saurabh Sunil Sawlani
Advisor: Dr. Liang Peng
Uthaipon Tantipongpipat
Advisor: Dr. Mohit Singh

HUMAN-CENTERED COMPUTING
Matthew Kyung Soo Hong
Advisor: Dr. Rosa Arriaga
Jessica Annette Pater
Advisors: Dr. Elizabeth Bumgardner and Dr. Elizabeth Mynatt
Briania Jean Tomlinson
Advisor: Dr. Bruce Walker

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Farnaz Behrang
Advisor: Dr. Alessandro Orso
Tessa Kate Fitzgerald
Advisor: Dr. Ashok Goel
Long Gong
Advisor: Dr. Jun Xu
Ashish Gupta
Advisor: Dr. Jaroslaw Rossignac
Mehmet Emre Gursoy
Advisor: Dr. Ling Liu
Sanidhya Kashyap
Advisor: Dr. Tae soo Kim
Hyouk Jun Kwon
Advisor: Dr. Tushar Krishna
Weiyang Liu
Advisor: Dr. Le Song
Ankush Mandal
Advisor: Dr. Vivek Sarkar
Tarun Mangla
Advisor: Dr. Mostafa Ammar
Bahador Saket
Advisor: Dr. Alex Endert
Nader Sehatkhahsh
Advisor: Dr. Milos Prvulovic

AMIRREZA SHABAN
Advisor: Dr. Byron Boots
KAMAL SHADI
Advisor: Dr. Konstantinos Dovrolis
RAKSHIT S. TRIVEDI
Advisor: Dr. Hong yuan Zha
ASHWIN KALYAN VYAJYAKUMAR
Advisor: Dr. Dhruv Batra
EMILY BETH WALL
Advisor: Dr. Alex Endert
MENG XU
Advisor: Dr. Tae soo Kim
WENHAO YU
Advisor: Dr. Gregory Turk
YIMENG ZHAO
Advisor: Dr. Mostafa Ammar

DIGITAL MEDIA
Eric Jay Corbett
Advisor: Dr. Christopher Le Dantec
Firaz Ahmed Peer
Advisor: Dr. Carl DiSalvo
Anna Virginia Weisling
Advisor: Dr. Brian Mugerko

HISTORY AND SOCIOLOGY OF TECHNOLOGY AND SCIENCE
Ling Ming Huang
Advisor: Dr. Gerhard Krige
Renee Marie Shelby
Advisor: Dr. Mary McDonald

ECONOMICS
Xi Mao
Advisor: Dr. Tibor Besedes

CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
Benjamin Robert Kraft
Advisor: Dr. Nancye Leigh

ARCHITECTURE
Nirvik Saha
Advisor: Dr. Dennis Shelden
Shani Sharif
Advisor: Dr. Thomas Gentry

MANAGEMENT
Cheng He
Advisor: Dr. Omer Cem Ozturk
Toschia Menye Hogan
Advisor: Dr. Dong Liu
Mahdi Mahmoudzadeh
Advisor: Dr. Peter Thompson
Nikhil Dilip Paradkar
Advisor: Dr. Sudheer Chava

Fengrong Wei
Advisor: Dr. Cheol Eun

EARTH AND ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES
Yunle Chen
Advisor: Dr. Nga Lee Ng
Chenyu Li
Advisor: Dr. Zhigang Peng

BIOLOGY
Kelly Leorah Michie
Advisor: Dr. Marvin Whiteley

MATHEMATICS
Zhibo Dai
Advisor: Dr. Heinrich Matzinger
Qianli Hu
Advisor: Dr. Ronghua Pan
Josiah Park
Advisors: Dr. Christopher Heil and Dr. Michael Lacey

PSYCHOLOGY
Brittany Elise Holthusen
Advisor: Dr. Bruce Walker
Ursula Grace Saetzler
Advisor: Dr. Scott Moffat

PHYSICS
Kevin Joseph Driscoll
Advisor: Dr. Shina Tan
Yiran Hu
Advisor: Dr. Walter De Heer
Hsin-Ju Wu
Advisor: Dr. Phillip First
Jeremy Yang
Advisor: Dr. Farrokh Ayazi

CHEMISTRY
Paul Lauchlan Balding
Advisor: Dr. Paul Russo
Samuel J. Baxter
Advisor: Dr. Angus Wilkinson
Alyssa M. Blake
Advisor: Dr. Paul Russo
Zachary A. Duca
Advisor: Dr. Amir Haji-Ahmad
Cameron Hill Feriante
Advisor: Dr. Seth Marder
Santi Mestre Fos
Advisor: Dr. Loren Williams
Giorgio Gianini Morbioli
Advisor: Dr. Amanda Stockton
Ian D. Pelse
Advisor: Dr. John Reynolds
Anne Marie Sweeney-Jones
Advisor: Dr. Julia Kubanek
DOCTORAL DEGREE CANDIDATES

Marie-Helene Tremblay
Advisor: Dr. Seth Marder
Emily Ann Yasi
Advisor: Dr. Pamela Peralta-Yahya
Operations Research
Yufeng Cao
Advisors: Dr. Anton Kleywegt and Dr. He Wang
Lingsuan Ding
Advisor: Dr. Alexander Shapiro
Xi He
Advisors: Dr. Pinar Keskinocak and Dr. Yao Xie
Junqi Hu
Advisor: Dr. Sigrun Andradottir
William Bowers Lassiter
Advisor: Dr. Mathieu Savelsbergh
Yu Yang
Advisor: Dr. Natasha Boland
Zhiqiang Zhou
Advisor: Dr. Which Wang
Steven L. Zhang
Advisor: Dr. Zhiqun Lin
Neha Kondekar
Advisor: Dr. Matthew McDowell
Ningyuan Cao
Advisor: Dr. Arijit Raychowdhury
Min-Hung Chen
Advisor: Dr. James Eric Chapman Jr.
Prasanth Alapati
Advisor: Dr. Maryam Saeedifard
Alexandra N. Tsoras
Advisor: Dr. Andreas Tzes
Trisha Sen
Advisor: Dr. Matthew Realff
Alexandra N. Tsorop
Advisor: Dr. Julie Champion
Yifan Wang
Advisors: Dr. Pinar Keskinocak and Dr. Seong-Hee Kim
AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Komahan Boopathy
Advisor: Dr. Graeme Kennedy
Steven Chene Chetcuti
Advisor: Dr. Dimitrios Mavris
Joel Philip Dunham
Advisor: Dr. Eric Feron
Yanai Issac
Advisor: Dr. Dimitrios Mavris
Nicholson Konrad Koukpaizan
Advisor: Dr. Marilyn Smith
Lin Li
Advisors: Dr. Julian Rimoli and Dr. Robert Braun
Principio Tudosico
Advisor: Dr. Suresh Menon
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Adam Alexander Caparco
Advisor: Dr. Julie Champion
Gamze Eris
Advisor: Dr. Nga Lee Ng
John Marshall Findley
Advisor: Dr. David Shell
Robert Donald Franklin
Advisor: Dr. Andreas Bommarius
Yutao Gong
Advisor: Dr. Krista Walton
Akshay Korde
Advisors: Dr. Christopher Jones and Dr. Sankar Nair
Simple Kumar
Advisor: Dr. Mark Prausnitz
Byunghyun Min
Advisors: Dr. Christopher Jones and Dr. Sankar Nair
Trisha Sen
Advisor: Dr. Matthew Realff
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Prasanth Alapati
Advisor: Dr. Kimberly Kurtis
ABIGAIL LEIGH FRANCISCO
Advisor: Dr. John E. Taylor
Yashovardhan Jalan
Advisor: Dr. Baabak Ashuri
Rebecca Kay Nyl EA
Advisor: Dr. Lauren Stewart
Rachel Michelle Samuels
Advisor: Dr. John Taylor
Abhilasha Jairam Saroj
Advisor: Dr. Michael Hunter
Tu Xu
Advisor: Dr. Jorge Laval
ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Afshin Abdi
Advisor: Dr. Faramarz Fekri
Ningyuan Cao
Advisor: Dr. Arijit Raychowdhury
Min-Hung Chen
Advisor: Dr. James Eric Chapman Jr.
Shu-Han Hsu
Advisor: Dr. Linda Milor
Adrian Ildefonso
Advisor: Dr. John Cressler
Soyeon Jeong
Advisor: Dr. Emmanuel Tenzeris
Yubing Jian
Advisor: Dr. Raghupathy Sivakumar
Felipe Andres Larrain
Advisor: Dr. Bernard Kippelen
Omer Lateef
Advisor: Dr. Thomas Habetler
Sensen Li
Advisor: Dr. Thomas Habetler
John David Carter
Advisor: Dr. Shreyes Melkote
Yingdan Wu
Advisor: Dr. Anna Erickson
Fei Wang
Advisor: Dr. Hua Wang
Boqi Xie
Advisor: Dr. A. Meliopoulos
Ningshi Yao
Advisor: Dr. Fumin Zhang
Zhennuan Zhang
Advisor: Dr. Boris I. Prilutsky
Jonathan Sargon Zia
Advisor: Dr. Omer Inan
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
Luke James Maloney
Advisor: Dr. Anna Erickson
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Mahmoud A. Alzahra
Advisor: Dr. Seung Choi
Erik Christian Anderson
Advisor: Dr. Baratunde Coi
Vishnu Vardhan Reddy Busi
Reddy
Advisor: Dr. Suresh Sitaraman
Matthew David Frank
Advisor: Dr. Michael Leamy
Craig Michael Hamel
Advisor: Dr. Hang Qi
Timothy Omogheno Obru
Advisor: Dr. Antonia Antoniou
Amirreza Keyhani
Advisor: Dr. Min Zhou
Yang Lai
Advisor: Dr. Yuang Hu
Jung Yun Lee
Advisor: Dr. Andrei Fedorov
Alexander Limia
Advisor: Dr. Shannon Yee
Daniel Merle Newman
Advisor: Dr. Thomas Kurfess
Vinht The Nguyen
Advisor: Dr. Shreyes Melkote
Yingdan Wu
Advisor: Dr. Michael Leamy

MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
James Eric Chapman Jr.
Advisor: Dr. Ramamurthy Ramprasad
Evelyn Sze Wing Chin
Advisor: Dr. Nazanin Bassiri
Ye-Hui Harn
Advisor: Dr. Zhiquan Lin
Neha Kondekar
Advisor: Dr. Matthew McDowell
Kashyap Mohan
Advisor: Dr. Ruo Tummala
Graham Dalton Baker Parkinson
Advisor: Dr. Paul Russo
Aurelia Chi Wang
Advisor: Dr. Zhiquan Lin
Steven L. Zhang
Advisor: Dr. Zhong Wang
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Idil Arslan
Advisor: Dr. Mathieu Savelsbergh
Junying He
Advisor: Dr. Seong-Hee Kim
Ian Hodara Herszterg
Advisor: Dr. Martin Savelsbeeg
Li-Hsiang Lin
Advisors: Dr. Chien-Fu Wu, Dr. Roshan Joseph, and Dr. Roshan Vengazhiyil
Yasaman Mohammadshahi
Advisor: Dr. Pinar Keskinocak
**Interdisciplinary Degrees**

**Master of Science**

**ANALYTICS**

Interdisciplinary with the College of Computing, the Scheller College of Business, and the College of Computing

- Rena Agrawal
- Kasim Alam
- Andrew Alexander
- Naman Arora
- John Asplund
- Robby Emile Atala
- Jared Kevin Babcock
- Lauren L. Barnet
- Shashank Bhasker
- Ritwik Bhatia
- Nicholas Federico Bradford
- Wei Cai
- Mani Chandana Chalasani
- Jorge Antonio Chan-Lau
- Giovanni Antonio Chapa Cerviatti
- Govindarajan Chebrolu
- Sun Moon Choi
- Emily M. Christian
- Thomas Joseph Cobb
- Sean Ryan Cochran
- Kyle Contrata
- Kaja Teresa Coraor
- Benjamin H. Croft
- Benjamin Edward Daniel
- Thomas Wyatt Davis
- Katelyn Caroline DeBakey
- Sandeep Dhankhar
- Steven M. Dowd
- April Dawn Draper
- James Michael Drohny
- Gavin O. Dubberstein
- Akash Duseja
- Nicholas Anthony Elkik
- Daniel Jay Falkson
- Patrick James Fleming
- Panithan Laosopapirrom Floyd
- Marta Gaia Bras
- Gwanygha’a Bobongme Gana
- Abhinav Prakash Gandhi
- Shan Gao
- Clayton F.E. Gerstner
- Paula Mary Gluss
- Katrina Terese Green
- Thivikram Guntupalli
- Arsal Habib
- Daniel John Haight IV
- Richard Phillip Hardis
- Maria Cristina Herrera De Kontz
- Austin Tyler Himschoot
- Anna Maria Hoffman
- Collin Richard Hopkins
- Rachel Candace Howell
- Jinyu Huang
- Lucas Peter Carmen Italiano
- Cory Patrick Jez
- Phani Ravindra Kaligotla
- Supriya Kasibhatla
- Chitwan Kaudan
- Maria Atanasova Kaymakanova
- Wook-Joong Kim
- Ye Won Kim
- Chris James Kinkade
- Clayton George Knappenberger
- Adam Michael Kowalski
- Abhay Kumar
- Thibault Lagacherie
- Rebecca Gail Lally
- Ngan Thi-Bao Le
- Calvin Leather
- Hyun Jin Lee
- Xiong Lei
- Minhao Leong
- Zehan Li
- Jonah Donald Lierz
- Shu Jian Lim
- Lauren Ishen Liou
- Yu Liu
- Benjamin Taylor Lowe
- Andrew James Lyons
- Keith Maher
- Evan Paul Marcantonio
- Sean Taesoo Mcqill
- Jacob Patrick McKim
- Justin Waring Melnick
- Jackson Campbell Michalski
- Roberto Arturo Morales Cruz
- Tal Mullenbach
- Hartnell Ndungi
- Shu Hui Melissa Ng
- Sze Hung Ng
- Grayson J. Niehaus
- Ke Niu
- Haden Asher Nuckolls
- Gustavo Antonio Oliver
- Zachary Stephen Olivier
- Ma. Regina Paz Saquido Onglao
- Marjolein Therese Oostrom
- Cindy Edit Orosz
- George Anthony Pappy
- Mika Berkovitz Pegors
- Siddhartha Penakalapati
- Richard Carl Player
- Sergey P. Polgu
- Jacob Alexander Pridotkas
- Praveen Devaki Ravi
- Marine Regnault
- Nathaniel Parker Rich
- Nathan C. Rugge
- Frederick Joseph Sackfield II
- Samadipa Saha
- Sebastian Salazar
- Marcus Salouk
- Antony Michael Scaldaferrri
- Owen Myers Scott III
- Derek Austin Seinman
- Anurag Sen
- Erin Marie Sharifzadeh
- Gentry Sherrill
- Daniel Donghyeok Shin
- Amolak Singh
- Sapna Sonkusare
- Leqi Soon
- Arif Albadar
- Brandon Tran
- Joel Charles Verbist
- Katherine Chiu Verbist
- Yann Vestring
- Hector David Villatoro
- Arthur Nong Wang
- Jeffrey Randy Wang
- Mei Wang
- John David Welt
- Frank Bean Whitesell IV
- Jason Brian Widrich
- Christopher Michael Wilkinson
- Chi Pan Ben Wong
- Hyelim Yang

**COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING**

Interdisciplinary with the College of Computing, the College of Sciences, and the College of Engineering

- Lucas Alden Erlandson
- Zixiu Fu
- Achyut Panchal
- Wendi Ren
- Wenqing Shen
- Jingfan Sun

**QUANTITATIVE AND COMPUTATIONAL FINANCE**

Interdisciplinary with the Scheller College of Business, the College of Sciences, and the College of Engineering

- Yashovardhan Jallan

**HUMAN-COMPUTER INTERACTION**

Interdisciplinary with the College of Computing, the Ivan Allen College of Liberal Arts, the College of Design, and the College of Sciences

- Samuel R. Harvey
- Mariam Moattari

**BIOENGINEERING**

Interdisciplinary with the College of Computing and the College of Engineering

- Sahitya Movva

**STATISTICS**

Interdisciplinary with the College of Sciences and the College of Engineering

- Jialei Chen
- Xi He
- Dan Li

**CYBERSECURITY**

Interdisciplinary with the College of Computing, the Ivan Allen College of Liberal Arts, and the College of Engineering

- Rahim Khan Millious
Summer Master’s Degree Candidates

College of Computing
Master of Science
COMPUTER SCIENCE
Akeem Gbolagade Abodunrin
Yaw Osei Agyepong
Akhole A. Aji
Jazlyn Meichen Akaka
Charankumar Akiri
Amr Mahmoud Al-Hamad
Mahdi Al-Husseini
Mohammad Abdel-Mahdi Al-Husseini
Abdulazeez Ajewole Alugo
Deepti Anand
Genaro Alfredo Andazola Flores
Ryan D. Anderson
Richard Arcega
Jeffrey Thomas Baatz
Kevin Baba
Yu Bai
Pratush Bajpai
Brian Alan Baker
Joshua Derrick Baxter
Varun Behl
Zhiling Bei
Dilan Duan Bellinghoven
Kenneth Sheldon Bellows
Josef Darnell Benton
David F. Betancourt
Joseph Adam Bishop
Martin Wayne Borstad
Jeffrey Michael Bozek
Taylor Brennan
Robert Joseph Bruce
Dennis David Lovatt Burges
Adric William Cain
Geoffrey David Campbell
Sheng Cao
Brett Andrew Carpenter
David Lawrence Cassidy Jr.
Edward Staley Cates
Theodore Omar Cegelka
Nitin Chadha
Marquis Ali Chamberlain
Biswajit Chanda
Kedar Bhalchandra Chaudhari
Abhijeet Chavan
Haoyang Chen
Shuyu Chen
Terrence Naruaki Chida
Fidelia Chimombe
Chung Yau Jefferson Choi
Sang Hun Choi
Aileen Colin
Tyler John Como
Peter Luke Conlon
Benjamin Edward Cook
Sebastian Coronado
Lorenzo Andrea Costanzia di Costiglione
David Timothy Crater
Colin Charles Cubinski
Andrew Thomas Cubdworth
Robert Francis Cutmore
Amit Daga
Andrew George Dahdouh
Michael Daniels
Abhijit Das
Blaine Davenport
Michael Henry Day
David Christian Dekime
Michael Anthony Delfino
Vladimir Denisov
Dhiraj Dhule
Abhirm B. Diddigi
Melvin Maurice Dunn III
Attila Levente Egyedi
Robert Edward Ehlers
Khaled Elmahgoub
Grant Elpel
Eddy Wilhelm Espinal
Zachary Thomas Edgell Estep
James Joseph Famulare
Pierre Thomas Faure-Giovagnoli
Duane Harold Fish Jr.
Andrew Burton Fisher
Narasimham Venkata Gadiraju
Xing Gao
Kevin T. Gaughan
Geoffrey Holland Gibson
Kasif Lionel Gilbert
Marc Steven Gressel
Aaryn Glynn Gloster
Nitin Mahesh Gode
Dewin Goh
Rienzi Patrick Gokea
Manu Gopalakrishnan
Venkata Ashok Kumar Gorantla
Hunter Austin Green
Benjamin Walter Greenwood
Gilad Gressel
Eugen Grosu
Nicholas Raymond Groszewski
Alejandro Guizar Ramirez
Sudeep Gupta
Suraj Gupta
Brett W. Haines
Christopher McCallum Hardage
Chenyiing He
Xiangnan He
Carl Alfonso Keller
Michael Winfried Hesse
Aaron Christopher Higdon
Steven Philip Hillerman
Richard Albert Hintze Jr.
Elizabeth Eunji Hong
Joshua Mikel Hooks
Andrew Charles Hosokawa
Ming Sum Hsu
Yong Hu
Guoyang Huang
Shuyan Huang
Zhao Huang
Jeffrey Alan Hughes
Robert James Hunter
Abhinav Jain
Arjav Jain
Putak Jain
Rohit Reddy Jakkam
Nicholas William James
Eldon B. Jenkins
Michael Adam Jeszenka
Shanshan Jiang
Sheng Jiang
Stephen Greg Joachim
Anne Kathleen Johnson
Dana Royce Johnson
Cory Robert Jones
Jasmine Jose
Euisun Jung
Fiacre Kabayiza
Sheffield Hunter Kaelin
Benjamin Jay Kalb
Moonsu Kang
Andrew Kalman Kapocsi
Anmol Kapoor
Amrita N. Kiranakaran
Ateeb Tahir Khawaja
Fabian Kilgar
Junhyun Kim
Petr Kirkach
Richard Joseph Klima
Frank W. Klucznik
Russel Jaroslav Klincek
Samantha Rose Kossey
Xiang Kou
Nicholas Pearce Kousen
Jeffrey Steven Kranski
Zheng Kuang
Amit Kushwaha
Michael Robert Landolfi
Holden Nicholas Lanier
Matthew Larson
Paul Anthony LaShier
Aron Koon Wai Lau
Adam Casey Lawrence
Parker Johnathan Leblanc
Jeremy Daniel Lee
Bochao Li
Dun Li
Felix Li
Jens Shihao Li
Jiong Sen Li
Xingchi Li
Yisong Li
Cole Richmond Lillard
Min Hyuk Lim
Chao Lin
Chang Liu
Dan Liu
Nan Liu
Qiaoling Liu
Shuo Liu
Farzad Lotfi
Ryan Michael Lothe
Kah Yi Low
Jorge Alejandro Luna
Cody Luu
John Cecil MacLaughlin
Peter Eugene Madruga
Jonathan Alexander Maglievaz
Suhas Vinayak Mahajan
Michael David Mandeville
Kiran Kumar Manku
Kushagra Mansingh
Kailong Mao
Yaser Mohye Mahmoud Ahmed Merey
Kevin Mirai Marume
Jeffrey Dean Mason
Christopher Mathew
Alexander James Matthers
Matthew Alan Matuscak
John Parker Mauney
Armand Lee Mayo
Benjamin Ryan McBurnett
Michael J. Mcgoolkey  
Paul Hunter Mcmullen  
Punit Mukeshbhai Mehta  
Anthony Mejia  
Hari Shankar Sriekumar Menon  
Venkata Pushpak Teja Menta  
Sadiq Merchant  
Neal Anthony Messer  
Andrew Michael Mettlach  
Wen Miao  
Alex Brandon Miller  
Caleb Reilly Miller  
Hope Nicole Miller  
Victor Montgomery  
Jason Edward Morris  
Carson Geoffrey Mould  
Matthew Daniel Muccianti  
Evan Lee Mueller  
David Paul Murphy  
Gautam Naha  
Ross Anthony Nelson  
Tham Tam Nguyen  
Kevin J. Niemczyk  
William Andrew Nolan  
Andres Osorio Plata  
Esteban Ossa Alarcon  
Dylan Graham Overstreet  
Amit Paliwal  
Yi Pan  
Elaine Ann Pang  
Aditya Parakh  
Keshav Parwal  
Mrugesh J. Patel  
Rohan J. Patel  
Ronak Anit Patel  
Nathaya Pattharakositkul  
Phudith Pattharakositkul  
Zachary Parker Pearson  
Hiram Perez  
Arokiarajesh Peter  
Neale Angelo Petrillo  
Gregory Joseph Petty  
My Thanh Nhu Pham  
Paul Vinh gia Phan  
Laura Kathleen Poss  
Prajesh B. Pradhananga  
Sanjeev Prasada  
Pedro Barrocas Preto  
Matthew Alan Price  
Steven Bruce Prichard  
Chao Pu  
Vijayalakshmi Radhakrishnan  
Shamant Raghav  
Vincent Paul Raymond  
Matthew Weatherley Redington  
Mannohit Rekhi  
Mickey Ola Riley  
Bonnie Lynn Rind  
Evan Rivera  
Allen E. Ross  
Oyvind Roti  
Arturo Samanez  
Catherine Baslan Sambula  
Ashish Dhondiram Sanagar  
Hugo Miguel Baptista dos Santos  
David Frank Schiliro  
Mian Haider Shah  
Abhishek Shanthkumar  
Jason Shao  
Pranav Shenoy  
Akshay Gangadhar Shinde  
Ganesh Shivashankaraiah  
Manjina Shrestha  
Edik Simonian  
Punit Singh  
Meenu Sinha  
Adam Thomas Slijar  
Michael Wayne Sloss  
Kelly Michael Smith  
Matthew James Snider  
Yunjae Sohn  
Andy Rajesh Soobrian  
Michael Francis Squires  
Gregory Walter Stevens  
Emily Stickels  
John Michael Stone Jr.  
Nathaniel David Stornetta  
Sarah Marie Strauss  
Prashanth Subrahmanyan  
Ancy Susan Mathews  
Atsuhiro Sean Suzuki  
Hironori Takahashi  
Zhaoying Tang  
Rahul Manoharali Tanwani  
German Vladislav Tavrisov  
Purva Milind Tendulkar  
Shuyi Tong  
Yu Tian  
Boyo Todorov  
Michael Tong  
Pranshu Gaurang Trivedi  
Bryce Alexander Turner  
Timothy Mark Vanetten  
Geza Velkey  
Srikanth Vemparala  
Benjamin Jacob Versaw  
Carlos Villa  
Michael George Vlaicov  
Quyen Kenny Khai Vong  
Michael Charles Wagner  
Karen Walker  
Huijun Wang  
Kaiyue Wang  
Lawrence Wang  
Qi Wang  
Ruifeng Wang  
Tom Tong Wang  
Xiangxue Wang  
Xiaochen Wang  
Yang Wang  
Zixin Wang  
Saad Shahbaz Waraich  
Andrew Weng  
Bradley Lewis Wile  
Brice Fletcher Williams  
James Bradley Willis  
Qiong Wu  
Wenhua Wu  
Yinan Wu  
Joshua Blake Wycuff  
Jiejun Xie  
Bin Xu  
Peng Xu  
Zheng Xu  
Ying Yang  
Zhenzhen Yang  
Zimu Yang  
Sina Yazdanbod  
Daniel Kwasi Yeboah-Kordieh  
Don Xiaodong Yu  
Xueliang Yu  
Zhuoran Yu  
Eunsu Yun  
Shang Zeng  
Cong Zhang  
Ke Zhang  
Qifan Zhang  
Weifeng Zhang  
Yan Zhang  
Hong Zhao  
Derek Weilong Zheng  
Zhixia Zhong  
Chen Zhou  
Tianji Zhou  
Yu Zhou  
Kristopher Zimmerman  
Yi Zong

**Ivan Allen College of Liberal Arts**  
**Master of Science**

**APPLIED LANGUAGES AND INTERCULTURAL STUDIES**

Samantha Louise Bay  
Selena Brianna Harris  
Neta Kanny  
Alaina Joyce Mclarin  
Emily Ann Wright

**MASTER OF SUSTAINABLE ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT**

Sydney-Alyce Bourget  
Charlotte L. King  
Alyson Anne Laura  
Katherine Margaret Maxwell  
Kaiya Denise Murphy  
Becky D. Rafter  
Haley Nicole Randolph  
Valentina Sammiguel Herrera  
Hamilton McLaurin Steimer  
Caleb Weed

**GLOBAL MEDIA AND CULTURES**

Bryant Campbell Beadles  
Pablo Andres Fernandez  
Shaiddah Jordyn Herron  
Camden Joseph Hine  
Nathania Pang Nah  
Maria Daniela Rodriguez  
Leighton Michele Rowell  
Meredith Grace Stickels  
Oriana Indira Valencia  
Cassidy Chreene Whittle

**ECONOMICS**

Suvranil Basu  
Daniel Everhart Blanchard  
John Thomas Cronin Jr.  
Octavio Cruz Silva  
Jiahe Du  
Kim Nicole Hallowes  
Shengrong Hu  
Charles Ethan Lucas  
Jonathan Bradley Morgan  
Thomas M. Perkins
Leonard Miller Stendig  
Yuee Wu  
Suqin Yu  
Xingbing Zheng  
Wenjia Zhou  

**INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS**  
Grace Janeth Huber  
Alicia Elena Martinez  
Sarah Kathryn Moore  

**PUBLIC POLICY**  
Jasmine Sky Burnett  

**DIGITAL MEDIA**  
Katherine E. Bennett  
Charles Massimo Denton  

---  

**College of Design**  
**Master of Science**  
**OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH**  
Michael Saiichi Baut  
Lisa Marie Blotsky  
Patrick Kevin Boyd  
Laurie Foster Carlton  
Kathryn Paige Cawood  
Brent Eugene DeBoard*  
David Glenn Drennan Jr.  
James Preston Easterwood  
William Milne Ewing III  
Frank V. Fombutu  
Robert James Hendry  
Elizabeth Johnson  
Tretobia Denise Jones  
Avron Darion Khan  
Richard Thomas Langheim  
John Michael Mitcham  
Tara R. Rolley  
Cheryl Miller Smith  

**GEOPHYSICAL INFORMATION SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY**  
Morgan Alexandra Alzate  
Sambhavi Joshi  
Shruthy Nair  
Alton Garrett Pullon  
Hannah Lee Slep  

**URBAN DESIGN**  
Joel Jassu  

Eleni Kroi  
Jun Wang  

**MASTER OF INDUSTRIAL DESIGN**  
Siran Liao  
Xinyang Lu  
Robert Allen Patterson  

**ARCHITECTURE**  
Emanuel J. Ferro  
Niloofar Nikookar  
Tarek Ahmed Sherif  

**MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE**  
Amy Leanne Stone***  

**MASTER OF CIVIC AND REGIONAL PLANNING**  
Daniel Fernando Arias  
Emily Jane Baxter  
Jasmine Sky Burnett  
Luben Vassilev Baytchev  
William McKendree Daniel Tucker  

---  

**Ernest Scheller Jr. College of Business**  
**Master of Business Administration**  
**MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION**  
Remi Jacqueline Bagwell  
Mridula Bhasin  
Maitrayee Bose  
Gonzalo Carrillo  
Ellen Collazo  
Tara Danielle Davis  
Marta Gaia Bras  
Cory Robert Gierczak  
Caulder Alan Harvill-Childs  
Julia Frances Hodum  
Jameson Ryan Lietzke  
Nikhil Dilip Paradkar  
Joseph Alton Pfeffer  
Eric Orlando Rodriguez  
Stefan Nathaniel Curtis  
Schembor  
Caroline Susan Still  
Tochukwu Joseph Yaba  
Patrick Joseph Young  

---  

**College of Sciences**  
**Master of Science**  
**EARTH AND ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES**  
Justin Byongchan Min  

**PSYCHOLOGY**  
Robert T. Ashwill  
Kate Elizabeth Kidwell  

**BIOLOGY**  
Audra M. Davidson  

**BIOMEDICAL INFORMATICS**  
Aaron Ruben Pfennig  

**MATHEMATICS**  
Zaiwei Chen  
Yoan Nedyalkov Delchev  
Monica Flamann  
Minghao Li  

**PHYSICS**  
Benjamin A. Lichy  

**CHEMISTRY**  
Jiayuan He  

---  

**College of Engineering**  
**Master of Science**  
**BIOMEDICAL INNOVATION AND DEVELOPMENT**  
Nawal Ahmed  
Zoe Bilis  
Olivia Marie Conroy  
Cody Dong  
Jennifer Kang  
Shipra Khatri  
Benjamin Moss Marks  
Anastasia Gabriel Nassios  
Aditi Nayak  
Shakiratu Abiola Ogunfuyi  
Trung Quach  
Prahlad Ram  
Manit Kaur Sabharwal  
Katelyn Jean Turner  
Sara Katherine Van Kalker  
Ronald Bené Woods Jr.  

---  

**MANUFACTURING LEADERSHIP**  
Adam Steven Bowers  
Rebecca Leigh Doyle  
Haley M’Kenzie Ericson  
Katry Marie Fedeli  
Colleen Arden Fellows  
Andrew David Ferguson  
Moises Augusto Garcia  
Emily Grace Guskey  
Scott Charles Moyer*  
Jose Maria Rico Quijada  
Chang Shen  
James Lee Tharp  
Luisa Maria Velez  

---  

**APPLIED SYSTEMS ENGINEERING**  
Steven Lee Bailey  
Robert Thomas Barnes  
Andrew James Braun  
Clayton August Allen Breitenfeldt  
Daniel Zvi Cooper  
Jeremy Adam Doerr  
Peterjohn W. Gentles  
Kyle Clayton Green  
Matthew Michael Henry  
Jacob Michael Herbst  
Adrian Terrance Hewitt  
Thomas Kelly Indeck  
Theodore Kellen Kleinsorge  
Vaishnav Krishnan  
Nicole Latka  
Paul Lupas  
Nathan Lee Millard  
Hugo Fernando Miltos  
James Moore  
Joseph Pantalone III  
Magda Elena Ramos  
Citlalli Rincon Zuniga  
David Leonard Roberts  
Kayla M. Sanders  
Andrew Louis Schoen  
Richard Charles Threlkeld  
Mehmet Onur Tufekci  
Margaret Ann Viola  
Jessica Sarah Weems  
Kirk Yates  
Bilun Zhang
SUPPLY CHAIN ENGINEERING
Alejandro Decrescenzo Guadalajara
Nicholas Ryan Franco
Pallav Anil Jain
Phuridej Jaitrong
Petrus Stephanus Jansen Van Rensburg
Joseph Anthony Marques
Eleana Leonor Padilla Acosta
Prabodh Vidupankal Shastry
Jerin Varghese
Kelvin Xing
Yujia Xu
Haonan Zhou

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING JOINT WITH EMORY UNIVERSITY
Michael Nael Sayegh

MEDICAL PHYSICS
Zachary Michael Diamond

NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
Corey Daniel Smith
Daniel E. Vizoso

OPERATIONS RESEARCH
Adam Bernard Behrendt
Ian Hodara Herzterg
Moussa Hodjat-Shamami
Sarah Huestis-Mitchell

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Ivanna Passapera
Adam Ladha Sullivan
Hekai Xu

AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Caitlin Siobhan Berrigan
Yue Guan
Anthony John Hollywood
Sara Ann Huelsman
Grayson Michael Huggins
Xiao Jing
Sai Jagannath Kaza
Christopher Curtice Kitson
Alexander Conrad Lambert
Luke William Renegar
Barbara Sampaio Felix
Anish Anil Shenoy

Zachary A. Smythurst
John Thomas Valco
Aravind Chandh
Velayuthapattam Shannugam
Gregory T. Wellman
Joshua Scott White

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Samuel Scott Hays

ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
Drew S. Capone
Zhaoyang Xiong

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Luna Al Hasani
Daniel Fernando Arias
Daniel Joseph Benkeser
Qiuhun Chen
Xi Cheng
Peter Schmidt Lander
Renee Taylor Rios

ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Amr Ahmed Saad Ahmed
Kyle Paran Bates
Arpan Tushar Bhavsar
Andrzej Jan Borzecki
Jacob Louis Campbell
Duran Castelino
Jindong Chen
Blaine C. Costello
Akshata Arvind Desai
Margaret Ilorieuse Dieudonne
Ghita Filali
Anthony Arthur Gaskell
Nathan R. Grice
Pranav Gupta
Tomer Harari Hamam
Yuhua Huang
Pratik A. Kunapuli
Frances Lee
David Samuel Lehman
Daniel B. Li
Lehan Li
Changrui Liu
Shicong Ma
John Benjamin Mains
Zeinah Mousavi Karimi
Michael Jin Park
Fleur Phelps
Abdul Qadir Quazar
Lan Qi
Xueyuan She
Xufan Song
George Nikolaev Tzintzarov
Aleksanteri Benjamin
Vattulainen
Binyan Xiong
Jin Xu
Qihuah Zang

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Omar Adel Youssef Allam
Ty Joseph Anderson
Anna Marie Awald
Aurelio Angelo Bellotti
Jaime Michael Schnaier Berez
Adam Bezdek
Bryan Blaise
Sarah Christine Blakeslee
Vishnu Vardhan Reddy Busi Reddy
Anthony F. Chirumbole
Ashley R. Clendenen
Omar Hesham Elsayed
Carlos Arturo Fernandez Otero
Jason Earl Gaska
Siddharth Gore
Christy Delene Green
Clay Thomas Griffis
Rohan Katoh
Bill Min Kim
Ellen Paulette Leibowitz
Lance Chengyuan Lu
John Ryan Luepke
Karleigh Nicole Madej
Richard Elders Meshell *
Jennifer Lacole Molnar
Daniel O. Okegbu
David Benjamin Ritter
Timothy Jacob Sawchuk
Lucy Zhonghui Tang
Austen Edward Thien
Zachary B. Towner
Hunter Edwin Walraven
Phoebe Jade Welch
Ashley Simone Wilford
Samuel Lee Wolfson
Ning Yang

* Honor    ** High honor    *** Highest honor    • Co-op

MASTER OF SCIENCE FOR MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Fabia Ute Bayer
Marcel Fabian Neumann
Summer Bachelor’s Degree Candidates

College of Computing
Bachelor of Science

COMPUTATIONAL MEDIA
Michelle Zheng

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Rohun K. Atluri
Luke Chandler Baggett
Oscar Andres Becerra**
John William Beckner III
Ali Ehsan Bharwani***
Shishir Vinod Bhat***
Rosemary Ann Blair
Sara M. Branham**
Max Headley Brauer***
Kyle Thomas Bulkley
Matthew Alexander Busch***
Jacob Corvin Cianci**
Julia Lisette Corona
Dylan John Cripe
Alexander Gadiel Diaz
Elizabeth Rachel Dworkin
Roshni Ghosh*
Andrew Taekyu Han**
Andrew Min Ho
Tanner Randall Jones**
Donghyeon Kang
Caleb Timothy Kim***
Eric Seunghoon Lee
Kar Shin Lin***
Ashwath Karthik Manivannan
Priya J. Mehta***
Anushk Mittal***
Harsha Muddu***
Yetunde Maria Anjolaoluwa Ogunsusi
Philip A. Ogunshola
Eric Max Poliashenko**
Dylan Jacob Rees*
Ricardo A. Rosa*
Dilip Shekhar**
Trevor Jansen Stanfield
Huda Tahuah*
Benjamin Vaiisberg
Joshua E. Vayle**
Harry Shangwen Wang**
Matthew S. Wang***
Jeffrey Olotu Wongo***
Haoyong Xue**
Audrey Aurora Yarmovich*** • Xinpei Zhang**

Ivan Allen College of Liberal Arts
Bachelor of Science

APPLIED LANGUAGES AND INTERCULTURAL STUDIES
Paul Hway-Hau Griffin

PUBLIC POLICY
Sarah Cannan Offner***

HISTORY, TECHNOLOGY, AND SOCIETY
Morgan Marie Bruce
Emma Kathryn Shumway***

LITERATURE, MEDIA, AND COMMUNICATION
Daniel E. Autry III
Alli Shea Brightwell***
Kenna Rose McKenzie***
Jaylend Ratliffe
Christopher Ryan Underwood

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS AND MODERN LANGUAGES
Ann-Marie Carter Sills***

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
Emili Sabanovic***
Emma Kathryn Shumway***

ECONOMICS AND INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
Athena Sichi Zhang*Δ

ECONOMICS
Mihir Dhoot***
Robert Daniel Eisenhardt Jr.

College of Design
Bachelor of Science

ARCHITECTURE
Robert Steven Feagans Jr.*
Luke Jennings**
Victoria Oluwafolakemi Olaogun*
Dennys Roberto Pozo Ortiz**
Emily Catherine Wilson***

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
Alazar Gedafie Abebe

William Morgan Abney
Mary Teres Alsayar***
Daniel Elijah Derochers***
Ryan J. Fuller**
Olivia Grace Hennington
Taft Elizabeth Kilpack***
Da Hee Kim
Chernia Ginae Mathis
Caleb T. Platt
Jonathan W. Schmidt
Tymirra D’andra Smith
Stefamikha Suwisaar***
Baylor Scott Ward
Zijie Zeng***

Ernest Scheller Jr. College of Business
Bachelor of Business Administration

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Aatif Ahmed**
Farhad Ashrafrishi* Bethany Amelia Bell***
Ana Chavez*
Tiny Chen**
Jose De Bonilla*
Lucas Santos Figueiredo**
Xavier Malachi Gantt
Chandler Rebecca Hurst*
Daijah R. Jefferson*
Tianbo Jiang***
Amber Kalyn Johns**
Brenton Jesse King
Hannah Elaine Kuter
Emerson Yung-Liong Lee
Madeline Claire McClish***
Vibhav Mishra
Shrimi Nandan
Noemi Nath*
Fatima Zahara Ndiaye
Yei Ryun Park**
Monil Anil Patel*** •
Brett Mitchell Reel*
Graham Hill Russell*
Jennifer Salcedo***
Aiman T. Shahab***
Anne Kendall Strickland***
Michelle Zhang***
Zhaoxin Zheng***

College of Sciences
Bachelor of Science

NEUROSCIENCE
Dylan Tillman Avian
Siena B. Tetali***
Meira Sarah Zibbit***

BIOCHEMISTRY
Caeden Daniel Meade
Anna Izabella Nemeth***
Kirsten Kaitlin Reynolds***

EARTH AND ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES
Holt Gardner Thomas*

BIOLOGY
Chloe Grace Miller**
Hannah-Marie Nikaouli Wieser

PSYCHOLOGY
Samar Abdelmageed
Alyssa Stacy Bardin***
Kate Elizabeth Ferencsik***
Eli Colby Koscw* Omer Said Oncul**
Maria Tahir

PHYSICS
Sarah Anne Bowling*
Jack Magnus Peters***

CHEMISTRY
Soham Sinha***

College of Engineering
Bachelor of Science

ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
Daniel James Tremor

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Jesutoyosi Joseph Awoyeye*
Colton Lee Bennett
Lisa Marie Meyer-Baese***
Oluwadamilola Chukwufumnaya Ojomo
Joseph Conrad Patrick
Asher Cole Sutherland
Akshaya Uthayakumar
### Materials Science and Engineering
- Rachel Beth Borrelli***
- Christopher Thomas Carlson*
- Faith Anika Hong***
- Gavin McGuire**

**Bachelor's Degree Candidates**
- * Honor   ** High honor   *** Highest honor   • Co-op  ∆ International Plan

#### Computer Engineering
- Yatong Bai***
- Blake Lane Ballew***
- Connor Parkerson Brothers
- Kyle Maximillian Carter*
- Victor Tshombe Crawford
- Jessica Yesenia Rodriguez Hernandez
- Jordan Isaiah Keller**
- Michael Ellsworth Knudson
- Yanbaihui Liu***
- Moraa Sabina Onwonga
- Ricardo Pinheiro Fernandes Lages**
- Muhammad Safwan •
- Alexander Maxwell Schwartz***•
- Yash J. Shah*
- Ning Zhu

#### Industrial Engineering
- Spars Bhardwaj
- Reagan Braswell Cink
- Oluwafunmil Fawunamilelo Jegede
- Eric Seunghoon Lee
- Abhita K. Moorthy*** •
- Wataru Tamura**
- Maria Monica Yagnye

#### Aerospace Engineering
- Amenti Demissie Bonja
- Lorenzo Eduardo Capasso**
- Matthew Nicholas Corrado***
- Abhaneel Dutta***
- Dennis Obregon**
- Kajun Peng***
- Diananassia Daniel Ukpone

#### Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering
- Nicholas Steven Agunzo**•
- Anant Bajpai
- Oladipo Boluwatife Bakoare
- Phillip Paul Blackwell Jr.
- Josiah Stephen Brown
- Hyunwoo Chung**
- Alexander Isaiah Cruz
- Blake Steven Daniels***
- Ankita Das*
- Thomas Edward Galvin
- Richard L. Haury III**
- Brian Thomas Healy*
- Matthew David Hester**
- Angela Ho
- Maeve Ann Hoey
- Elizabeth Jewon Lee
- Maria Jose Lozan
- Megan Ann McLaurin •
- Tyler Phillip Messer**
- Soohyon Min***
- Kenneth Crane-Moscovitz*** •
- Amamihechkuw Sopuruchu***
- Jinh Noh*
- Bradley Hale Porter*
- Joseyn Sharee Ray*
- Cristina Teresa Rosello*
- Zefanya Adrienne Rotua
- Elsa Samantaray
- Cascade Grace Sculley*
- Abigail Marissa Sequeira
- Alice Danny Shen***
- Sydney Katherine Shepherd
- Soham Sinha
- Patrick Charles Snyder***
- Carl-Simon J. Sokolke
- Valerie Rita Stolf
- Michael Edward Stopford
- Jack Franklin Terrell***
- Kimberly Hope Watson •
- Noah Michael Wilson**
- Ashleigh Nicole Wright

#### Civil Engineering
- Salsabila Nur Ainina***
- Ferdinand Kablan Aka
- Santiago Escobar***
- Kevin Mark Frank**
- Andrew Ciares Garcia***
- Midel A. Gomez
- Jannifer Hong*
- Veronica Lena Howell***
- Jessica Rose Kissel
- William W. Landers*
- Qi Lin
- Sheeba V. Mathew
- Darryl Joshua Oswald*
- Zhiwen Wei

#### Electrical Engineering
- Henri K. Bouchard**•
- Brandon Kyle Goddard***•
- Alex T. Mathis
- Luke Callahan Rucker
- Jesse Ryan Sperrey
- Omar Wali

#### Mechanical Engineering
- Alpravinosh Alagesan***
- Eduardo Enrique Alfaro Marroquin
- Chase Russell Anderton*
- Gardy T. Anger
- Bryce Connor Aring***
- Alex Holden Arnold**
- John Clark Auer
- Yatong Bai***
- Joshua Daniel Batista***
- Robert Gunter Bowden
- Jackson William Bowers
- Alejandro M. Campos Villacres
- Megan Lorraine Chiles***
- Gared Nathaniel Colton***
- Isaac Daniel Dagostino
- Amanda Anne Dungan*•
- Quinton Anthony Dzurny***
- Emily Nicole Farmer
- Chad E. Foster
- Henry Chase Freeman
- Audrey Elizabeth GilleN
- Parker Douglas Gordy
- Nicholas Bernard Grant
- Sydney Avalon Grell***
- Christina Jo Grillo•
- Nolan Cameron Gulledge
- Quoc Cuong Thanh Ha
- Hunter James Harris
- Greyson Matthew Holcomb
- Tiffany Y. Huang***
- Clark Parker Jacobs
- Seth Andrew Kempke*
- Hang Kim
- Tanner Hayes Korb
- Paulo Du Mont Lacombe
- Michael Levi Lanning
- Curtis Pendleton Lary**
- Benjamin Hugo Leimkuehler*
- Andrew Sterling Lippsen
- Joseph Patrick Lobley***
- Carla Lorente Anon***
- Kyle Burnside Lucas***•
- Thomas Allan Mauger
- Amina Jabrilah Muhammad**
- Nicholas Steven Mulka**
- Haluki Arthur Nakaya***
- Myviet Huynh Nguyen
- Jesus Pacheco
- Stephanie Peng
- Pramod Chandy Philip
- Daniel Tyler Reich*
- Eli William Ricker***
- Alizay Shah***•
- J Daniel Shuman
- Keegan Jeffrey Smeenk
- Tristen Thomas Smith*
- Daniel Howard Smotrich
- Quentin Demetrius Spear II
- Jeremiah David Stephens**•
- Shobhanna Marielle Sunder
- Haley Wing-hei Tam
- William Ka Tran***
- Connor John Trembley
- Anna Hillary Wang***
- Walter Ross Young III***

* Honor   ** High honor   *** Highest honor   • Co-op  ∆ International Plan
Fall Doctoral Degree Candidates

**Doctor of Philosophy**

**ROBOTICS**
- Jonathan Camargo Leyva
  - Advisor: Dr. Aaron Young
- David Dawei Fan
  - Advisor: Dr. Evangelos Theodorou
- David Eben Kent
  - Advisor: Dr. Byron Boots
- Lakshmi Velayudhan Nair
  - Advisor: Dr. Sonia Chernova
- Jared Adam Nisbett
  - Advisor: Dr. Harvey Lipkin
- Andrew Roy Price
  - Advisor: Dr. Henriek Christensen
- Laura Gail Strickland
  - Advisor: Dr. Matthew Gombolay

**BIOENGINEERING**
- Nicholas Michael Beskid
  - Advisor: Dr. Julia E. Babensee
- Ge-Ah Robin Kim
  - Advisor: Dr. Shuichi Takayama
- Jacob P. Misch
  - Advisor: Dr. Stephen Sprigle
- Anish Mukherjee
  - Advisor: Dr. James Dixon
- Timothy Wayne Sowers
  - Advisor: Dr. Stanislav Emelianov
- Marcus Anthony Walker
  - Advisor: Dr. Branislav Vidakovic
- Laura Delaney Weinstock
  - Advisor: Dr. Levi Wood
- Junho Yoo
  - Advisor: Dr. Erin Buckley
- Zhou Yuan
  - Advisor: Dr. Susan Thomas

**BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING JOINT PROGRAM**
- Fatiesa Sulejman
  - Advisor: Dr. Jimeng Sun

**BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING**
- Donald Bejleri
  - Advisor: Dr. Michael Davis
- Daniella Marie Corporan
  - Advisor: Dr. Murali Padala
- Shreyas Narendra Dohotre
  - Advisor: Dr. Gabe Kwong
- Nathan J. Dwarshuis
  - Advisor: Dr. Krishnendu Roy
- Ryan Alan Hoffman
  - Advisor: Dr. Dongmei Wang
- Amrit Kashyap
  - Advisor: Dr. Shella Keilholz
- David Robert Mertz
  - Advisor: Dr. Shuichi Takayama
- Ian Contado Miller
  - Advisor: Dr. Gabe Kwong
- Joshua Isai Palacios
  - Advisor: Dr. Mark Prausnitz
- Li Tong
  - Advisor: Dr. May Wang
- Hang Wu
  - Advisor: Dr. Hanjoong Jo

**HUMAN-CENTERED COMPUTING**
- Zane Ray Cochran
  - Advisor: Dr. Elizabeth Disalvo
- Sucheta Ghoshal
  - Advisor: Dr. Amy Bruckman
- Ian Bruce Stewart
  - Advisor: Dr. Jacob Eisenstein
- Rui Zhou
  - Advisor: Dr. Carl DiSalvo

**COMPUTER SCIENCE**
- Seonmyeoong Bak
  - Advisor: Dr. Vivek Sarkar
- Ashish Bijiani
  - Advisor: Dr. Umakishore Ramachandran
- Prasanth Chatarasi
  - Advisor: Dr. Vivek Sarkar
- Chao Chen
  - Advisor: Dr. Santosh Pande
- Bobin Deng
  - Advisor: Dr. Tom Conte
- Wadud Pradeep Rangana
  - Advisor: Dr. A. Gavrilovskaya
- Prasun Gera
  - Advisor: Dr. Hyesoon Kim
- Ramyad Hadidi
  - Advisor: Dr. Hyesoon Kim
- Hannah Kim
  - Advisor: Dr. Haesun Park
- Panagiotis Kintis
  - Advisor: Dr. Emmanouil Antonakakis
- Pushkar Jayant Kolhe
  - Advisor: Dr. May Wang
- Xiangyu Li
  - Advisor: Dr. Alessandro Orso
- Ravi Mangal
  - Advisor: Dr. Alessandro Orso
- Girish Murururu
  - Advisor: Dr. Santosh Pande
- Himanshu Sahni
  - Advisor: Dr. Charles Isbell
- Arjun Srinivasan
  - Advisor: Dr. John Stasko
- John Roger Thompson
  - Advisor: Dr. John Stasko
- Caleb Andrew Voss
  - Advisor: Dr. Vivek Sarkar
- Insu Yun
  - Advisor: Dr. Taesoo Kim
- Dingtian Zhang
  - Advisor: Dr. Gregory Abowd
- Qi Zhou
  - Advisor: Dr. Joy James Prabhu
- Arulraj

**ECONOMICS**
- Anthony Rydell Harding
  - Advisor: Dr. Juan Moreno-Cruz

**BUILDING CONSTRUCTION**
- Irish L. Horsey
  - Advisor: Dr. Javier Irizarry

**MUSIC TECHNOLOGY**
- Siddharth Kumar Gururani
  - Advisor: Dr. Alexander Lerch
- Takahiko Tsuchiya
  - Advisor: Dr. Jason Freeman

**ARCHITECTURE**
- James David Hallam
  - Advisor: Dr. Jim Budd
- Heather Michelle Ligler
  - Advisor: Dr. Athanassios Economou
- Zorana Matic Matic
  - Advisor: Dr. Craig Zimring
- Marietta Coleman Monaghan
  - Advisor: Dr. Laura Hollengreen
- Mayuri Rajput
  - Advisor: Dr. Godfried Augenbroe
- Yifu Shi
  - Advisor: Dr. Godfried Augenbroe

**EARTH AND ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES**
- Hannes Arnold
  - Advisor: Dr. Arias Monje
- Gabriel Logan Eggers
  - Advisor: Dr. James Wray
- Youngji Joo
  - Advisor: Dr. Emanuele Di Lorenzo
- Shashin Sharan
  - Advisor: Dr. Felix Herrmann
- Filippos Tagkliis
  - Advisor: Dr. Annalisa Bracco
- Biao Wan
  - Advisor: Dr. Yuanzhi Tang

**BIOLOGY**
- Emily Rose Brown
  - Advisor: Dr. Julia Kubanek
- Rakhee Ganti Chhabria
  - Advisor: Dr. Yury Chernoff
- Ana Gabriel Clavere Graciette
  - Advisor: Dr. Brian Hammer
- Zachery Jordan Deckner
  - Advisor: Dr. Yury Chernoff
- Timothy Sean Patrick O’Sullivan
  - Advisor: Dr. Sam Brown
MATHEMATICS
Yoan Nedyalkov Delchev
Advisor: Dr. Sung Ha Kang
Benjamin Christopher Ide
Advisor: Dr. Sang Ha Kang
Hangfan Li
Advisor: Dr. Christian Houdre
Kathryn Mikel Narciso
Advisor: Dr. Paul Verhaegen

PSYCHOLOGY
Laura May Schaeffer
Advisor: Dr. Richard Catrambone
Jordan Lea Sparks
Advisor: Dr. James S. Roberts
Rachel Elizabeth Stuck
Advisor: Dr. Bruce Walker

PHYSICS
Di Chen
Advisor: Dr. Zhigang Jiang
Jason Findley Dark
Advisor: Dr. Dragomir Davidovic
Zachery Allen Enderson
Advisor: Dr. Phillip First
Deborah Lynn Ferguson
Advisor: Dr. Michael Chapman
Matthew N. Gudorf
Advisor: Dr. Deirdre Shoemaker

MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Pedro Jose Arias Monje
Advisor: Dr. Satish Kumar
Bartlet Harrison Deprospo
Advisor: Dr. Rao Tummala
Edward Thomas Dilorato
Advisor: Dr. Kyriaki Kalaitzidou
Kasey Lee Hanson
Advisor: Dr. Preet Singh
Ejaz Sajedul Haque
Advisor: Dr. Kyriaki Kalaitzidou
Eric T. Hoar
Advisor: Dr. Hamid Garmestani
Mohammad Hamza Kirmani
Advisor: Dr. Satish Kumar
Augustus W. Lang
Advisor: Dr. John Reynolds
Jonathan Fok Wai Leung
Advisor: Dr. Richard Neu
Hongfang Lu
Advisor: Dr. Mo Li
Adrienne Marie Muth
Advisor: Dr. David McDowell
Sepideh Parvinian
Advisor: Dr. Hamid Garmestani
Francisco Javier Quintero Cortés
Advisor: Dr. Matthew McDowell
Jyotsna Ramachandran
Advisor: Dr. Satish Kumar
Travis John Voorhees
Advisor: Dr. Naresh Thadhan
Morgan Renee Watt
Advisor: Dr. Rosario Gerhardt
Gary Francis Whelan
Advisor: Dr. David McDowell
Yulian Yao
Advisor: Dr. Nazanin Bassiri Gharb

CHEMISTRY
Crystal Nacolle Bell
Advisor: Dr. Faisal Alamgir
Martin C
Advisor: Dr. Nicholas V. Hud
Eric Thomas Drew
Advisor: Dr. Z. John Zhang
Danning Huang
Advisor: Dr. Facundo Fernandez
Anthony Jeffrey Lloyd II
Advisor: Dr. Angus Wilkinson
Adriana Loxoya Colinas
Advisor: Dr. Nicholas V. Hud
Zhiheng Lyu
Advisor: Dr. Younan Xia
Katily A. Ramirez Andrade
Advisor: Dr. Todd Sulchek
Ming Tong
Advisor: Dr. Ronghu Wu

OPERATIONS RESEARCH
Pornpawee Bumpensanti
Advisor: Dr. He Wang

MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Pedro Jose Arias Monje
Advisor: Dr. Satish Kumar
Bartlet Harrison Deprospo
Advisor: Dr. Rao Tummala
Edward Thomas Dilorato
Advisor: Dr. Kyriaki Kalaitzidou
Kasey Lee Hanson
Advisor: Dr. Preet Singh
Ejaz Sajedul Haque
Advisor: Dr. Kyriaki Kalaitzidou
Eric T. Hoar
Advisor: Dr. Hamid Garmestani
Mohammad Hamza Kirmani
Advisor: Dr. Satish Kumar
Augustus W. Lang
Advisor: Dr. John Reynolds
Jonathan Fok Wai Leung
Advisor: Dr. Richard Neu
Hongfang Lu
Advisor: Dr. Mo Li
Adrienne Marie Muth
Advisor: Dr. David McDowell
Sepideh Parvinian
Advisor: Dr. Hamid Garmestani
Francisco Javier Quintero Cortés
Advisor: Dr. Matthew McDowell
Jyotsna Ramachandran
Advisor: Dr. Satish Kumar
Travis John Voorhees
Advisor: Dr. Naresh Thadhan
Morgan Renee Watt
Advisor: Dr. Rosario Gerhardt
Gary Francis Whelan
Advisor: Dr. David McDowell
Yulian Yao
Advisor: Dr. Nazanin Bassiri Gharb

Katherine Townsend Young
Advisor: Dr. Eric Vogel
Chuchu Zhang
Advisor: Dr. Richard Neu

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Ahmad Ali Baubah
Advisor: Dr. Natasha Boland
Shannon Buckley
Advisor: Dr. Benoit Moncreuil
Yu Cao
Advisor: Dr. Eva Lee
Mariana De Almeida Costa
Advisor: Dr. David Goldsman
Louis Valentin Reginald Faugere
Advisor: Dr. Benoit Moncreuil
Pravara Manasa Harati
Advisor: Dr. Nicoleta Serban
Zhuonan Li
Advisor: Dr. David Goldsman
Toyya Amber Pujol Mitchell
Advisor: Dr. Nicoleta Serban
Yassine Ridouane
Advisor: Dr. Benjamin Haaland
Zixing Wang
Advisor: Dr. Chelsea White

AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Jai Ahuja
Advisor: Dr. Dimitrios Mavriss
Taofiq Omoniyi Amoloye
Advisor: Dr. Marilyn J. Smith
Nathan Parnell Brown
Advisor: Dr. Mitchell Walker
Hanna Maria Ek
Advisor: Dr. Timothy Lieuwen
Yanxun Shao
Advisor: Dr. Dennis Hess
Md Tausif Salim
Advisor: Dr. Ajit Yoganathan

ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
Su Liu
Advisor: Dr. John Crittenden
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Mahmut Burak Okuducu
Advisor: Dr. Mustafa Aral
Brittany Sutner
Advisor: Dr. Konstantinos Konstantinidis
Chunyan Xu
Advisor: Dr. Yongsheng Chen
Kevin Jian Zhu
Advisor: Dr. Joe Brown

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Leonidas Philip Emmenegger
Advisor: Dr. Frank Stewart
Seyed Mohammad Ali Etezady
Advisor: Dr. P.L. Mokhtarian
Oliver Giraldo Londoño
Advisor: Dr. Glaucio H. Paulino

ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Sinan Adibelli
Advisor: Dr. Alenka Zajic
Majid Ahadi Dolatsara
Advisor: Dr. M. Swaminathan
Maad Mohammad Al Owaifeer
Advisor: Dr. Athanase Meliopoulos
Mabrouk Mabrouk
Advisor: Dr. Athanase Meliopoulos

DOCTORAL DEGREE CANDIDATES

2020 FALL COMMENCEMENT
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Advisor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Akash Gupta</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Surya Kalidindi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sungkun Hwang</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Seung-Kyum Choi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Almambet Maratovich Iskakov</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Surya Kalidindi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sourabh Kumar Jha</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Ari Glezer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William R. Johnson</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Massimo Ruzzene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dongjune Albert Kim</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. David Ku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaekang Kim</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Michael Varenberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitish Kumar</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Satish Kumar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dehao Liu</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Yan Wang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minliang Liu</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Wei Sun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zixiang Liu</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Cyrus Aidun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yanglong Lu</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Yan Wang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen Michael Malone</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Berdinus Bras</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alex Benjamin Miller</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Jerry Seitzman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zackery Brice Morris</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Berdinus Bras</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marc Robert Papakyriakou</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Shuman Xia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curtis J. Peterson</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Ari Glezer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxwell R. Pranievicz</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Chris Saldana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aparmeya Satish</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Karim Sabra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garrett Luke Schieber</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Brant Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott Schoen Jr.</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Costas Arvanitis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sushruta Shashidhara Surappa</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. F. Levant Degertekin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wenqing Shen</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Satish Kumar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yaochi Wei</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Min Zhou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yiwei Xia</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Alper Erturk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yang Xie</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Kok-Meng Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shan Xion</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Hailong Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huaidong Yang</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Itzhak Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huaidong Yang</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Itzhak Green</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Honor  ** High honor  *** Highest honor  • Co-op  Δ International Plan
Interdisciplinary Degrees

Master of Science

ANALYTICS

Interdisciplinary with the College of Computing, the Scheller College of Business, and the College of Computing

Khwala Abdulhamid Abdulgader
Julian M. Adams
Tyler Matthew Addison
Kunaa Ahuja
Olaoaluwa Oluwadamilola
Alebiosu
Ahmad Ali
Christopher Andrew Anderson*
Ayrton Jemison Angus II
Chukwudi Daniel Anya
Aviad Atlas
William Au
Aldrin Aviananda
Ali Azad
Puneeth Gayatri Venkata
Banisetti
Jakob James Barke
Steven Todd Barlow*
Brent Allen Barth
William Ashley Bass
James Les Beasley
Matthew Cole Beaver*
Gregory Lee Bennett
Susan A. Bennett
Jonathan Bentata
Ankur Bhardwaj
Graham Gene Billey Jr.
Claudia Hays Bittmann
Michael Deon Blackshire
Adam Christopher Blair
Jonathan C. Bong
Lorenzo Bonomi
Paul Isaac Brems
Victor Ray Brooks II
Rishi Rakesh Bubna
Levent Bulut
Nicholas Andrew Burk
Peter F. Butler
Clarence Kay Nuezca Cabang
Guangyue Cao
Paul Cao
Maximilian Sheridan Castelli
Daeli Cha
Vincent O. Chan •
Nicholas Cody Chao
Michael Corbett Chapman
Waqar A. Chaudhry
Chao Chen
Fei Chen
Wuguo Chen
Xiaodong Chen
Xinyi Cheng
Maksym Chernenko
Saharsh Chordia
Garon Kar Hon Chu
Seng Kin Chu
Joshua Charles Cochran
Kelly Rose Condon
Colin Coppersmith
Will Adams Culpepper
Andrea D’etorre
Zisis Daffas
Xiaoning Dai
Patrick Scott Dayhoff
Victor Jaime De La Rosa Perez
Ryan Michael Degon
Michelle M. Dennison
Shuyu Ding
Jiawei Du
Grayson Paul Duren
Logan A. Dymond
Kevin Blaine Elmer
John Matthew Evans
Matthew Joseph Finan
Kelly Elizabeth Fleckenstein
Sean Thomas Ford
Sateesh Ganesh
Vijaya Gaur
Paul Christopher Gerlach
Andrew David Gibson
Tyler Keith Gilbert
Ashvic Alister Godinho
Aditi Goenka
Michael Johnson Goodman
Arjun Goyal
David J.T. Grant
Gheorghe Grecea
Ahmad Saleem Grewal
Hanna Marie Hamilton
Jason David Harris
Dylan Tate Hart
Adrian Kane Henke
Christopher Brian Hershberger
Alison Karinen Hightman
Takafumi Hoshino
Margaret Hotle
Yue Huang
Erwin Olaf Huizenga
Brian Reynolds Hults
Nawida Hussaini
Hari Shankar Ilangovan
William Vernon Jackson II
Jiaqi Jiang
Lydia Marie Johnson
Nathan Louis Jones
Suresh Kadavath
Chen Kang
Sarnath Kannan
Christopher Kao
Rajat Kashyap
Bajesh Kavadi
Kristiana Kavo
Brian Thomas Kearney
Robert Leon Kendall III
Conor Patrick Kennedy
Benjamin Kester
Jin Oh Kim
Apurva Reddy Kistampally
Marshall Philip Krassenstein
Wendy Ling Yiu Ku
Ryan Nathaniel Kuhs
Rajeev Kumar
Akash Kumara Pillai
Shelly Gaye Kunkle***
Ruth Amy Kurian
Steven Curtis LaBrecque
Luc Lagace
Anna Chia Lan
David Andres Larrea
Isaac Lawrence
Sang Yeob Lee
Charles Bradley Leifheit
John Alexander Lemmon
Prasanta Kumar Lenka
Daniel G. Levere
Joseph Levy
Jingyu Li
Ting Li
Xiaolin Li
Yingjie Li
Matthew Capen Liedtke
Daniel George Lipetzky
Chen Liu
Jenny Yue Liu
Jiajun Liu
Alan Lo
Luis Felipe Lopez
Xiaodong Lu
Jiatuan Mark Luo
Marika Ilyana Manuud
Timothy Jasper Marx
Kyle Aaron Mazlik
Molly Anne McGlathin
Jack Taylor McPherson**
S. Chase Mechem
Gauthaman Melayur Sezhian
Alexander Zamora Mendoza
Ryan Keith Miller
Thomas Alexander Milne
Jonathon Reece Minor
Alfonso Miranda
Melissa Mohrenweiser
John Marvin Montgomery Sr.
Matthew Stephen Morrill
Shoaib Akhtar Mughal
Mary Munro
Arunchalam Muthu Valliappan
Shyamsree Nandi
Mitchell Lee Naylor
Adarsh Nednur
Shin Kan Kent Ng
Huy Quang Nguyen
Minh N. Nguyen
Tri Quoc Nguyen
Viet Quoc Nguyen
Sean Patrick O’neill
Bastian Offermann
Ariel Opelt
Drew Lewis Owen
Olivia Marine Paganini
Blair Suna Park
Hyun Jae Park
Dikeep Kumar Patchigolla
Ronak Prakash Patel
Abhishek Patria
Reynaldo Antonio Peña Miranda
Dylan Ian Peters
Kieutran Theresa Pham
Franco Piccolo
Sai Abhishek Pidaparthi
Jose Antonio Porta
Ankush Prakash
Jordan Bassett Pranger
Kathleen Lauren Price
Spencer James Price
Sivadas Radhakrishnan
Utkarsh Raj
Ramakanth Ramini
Veronica Ramos
Nathan Scott Ramquist
Arindam Ray
Jon Reifsneider
Chauntal Alicia Reynolds Branche
Pedro Henrique Ribeiro Pinto
Matthew T. Riddle
Anna Maria Riehle
Daniel Patrick Robbins
Greg Robert Romrell
Benjamin Matthew Rosenthal
Rebecca Lynn Runkle
Natawat Saigosoom
Parvathy Sarat
Gregory James Schreiter
Daniel Joseph Seal
Neel Nilesh Shah
Qiuyan Shao
Andrew Shie
Pragyan Shrivas
Spenser Connor Sickle
Rajeev Ranjan Singh
Brian Phillip Smith
Spring Elizabeth Smith
Brent Edwin Snyder
Abir Rahman Sohel
Jorge Ramon Soto Avendano
Derek Alan Sparks
Uma Sreeram
Colin Adam Stiegeltz
Santosh Subramanian
Qian Sun
Xiangbo Sun
Alzbeta Talarovicova
Kelly Kayi Tallau
Anthony Alexander Temeliescu
Mingheng Teo
Geowynn Yee En Teoh
Neil N. Timmermans
Khanh Hy Tran
Gregory Owen Trautman
James Willingham Trawick
Joseph Michael Tritchler
Anierudh Vishwanathan
Benjamin A. Waite
William Russell Waite
Xinze Wang
Adam Saul Warner
Brett Kaoru Watanabe
Jian Wen
Rizki Wicaksono
Douglas Sean Wirtz
Ryan Christopher Woods
Philip Liyu Wu
Kenton C. Wyckoff
Li Xiao
Jing Xie
Xuanxuan Xue
Yan Xue
Huaxu Yang
Sophy Yuxiao Yang
Yanxin Ye
Haohua Yu
Cheuk Man Kelvin Yuen
Farbod Zahiri
Numaer Zaker
Justin Fatong Zhang
Qihang Zhang
Kai Zhao
Ruoqi Zhao
Shuang Zheng
Jingyu Zou
Shikhar Shah
Jing Shi
Youyi Shi
Chuyun Sun
Haodong Sun
Yanli Sun
Ziqi Tang
Erol Unal
Wenyue Wang
Xingjian Wang
Jini Yan
Huaidong Yang
Shang-Han Yang
Yian Yao
Jiayi Ye
Shiqin Zeng
Cheng Zhang
Danrong Zhang
Tianyu Zhang
Weiwei Zhang
Xinyi Zhang
Shushu Zhao
Peng Zheng
COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Interdisciplinary with the College of Computing, the College of Sciences, and the College of Engineering
Shubhi Agarwal
Sanket Navin Agrawal
Rojin Aliehyaei
Rajat Bhavnani
Aslihan Celik
Anirudh Choudhary
Yanjun Ding
Rao Fu
Lan Gan
Yiming Ge
Karl Gemayel
Muyang Guo
Sooji Ha
Jiaying He
Haoxiang Huang
Rui Jia
Sun Hye Kim
Xiangyi Li
Ziyu Liang
Prathamesh Pravin Mhatre
Xiaotong Mu
Joseph Senan O’Brien
Ananya Dharmendra Ojha
Gregory Robert Parry
Luis Fernando Patino Ramirez
Apurv Priyam
Dushyanth Rajaram
Karan Nirav Shah
HUMAN-COMPUTER INTERACTION
Interdisciplinary with the College of Computing, the Ivan Allen College of Liberal Arts, the College of Design, and the College of Sciences
Nandita Gupta
Jordan Elizabeth Hill
Yannu Li
Varun Nambiar
Roger Smith II
Yuan Zhou
QUANTITATIVE AND COMPUTATIONAL FINANCE
Interdisciplinary with the Scheller College of Business, the College of Sciences, and the College of Engineering
Madhur Adlakha
Andrew Morgan Buzzell
Xuguang Cao
Akhil Cheekati
Qingyuan Deng
Connor J. Depeter
Zhaolu Dong
Carson Thomas Fletcher
Akshay Gangavalli
Sidney Mackenzie Genrich
Shan Huang
Kamyu Iyer
Deepsha Jain
Bo Jiang
Monil Jagdeesh Joshi
Rupaditya Kammula
Charles Yang Kang
Prateek Kedia
Clemens Simeon Cornelis Franciscus Koolen
Zijie Li
Linlin Liu
Aayush Mulye
Andrew Tracy Palmer
Ajinkya Dipak Panaskar
Hsuan-Chen Pu
Yining Qian
Ashwin Raman
Bisola Adijat Rufai
Paul Haddon Sanders IV
Srishti Sardana
Akshay Sekar
Toyaj Singh
Yiming Tong
Benjamin D. Wisehaupt
Tian Xia
Lei Yang
Runze Yang
Shigang Yang
Xin Yi
BIOENGINEERING
Interdisciplinary with the College of Computing and the College of Engineering
Yanina Kuzminich
Likhit Kumar Nayak
Kristy Sue Yun
STATISTICS
Interdisciplinary with the College of Sciences and the College of Engineering
Zeyuan Cai
Hsiang-Jui Chin
Xuanting Huang
Arjun Kudva
Kevin Young Lee
Beili Li
Abhijeet Mavi
Heejune Sheen
Zexing Song

* Honor ** High honor *** Highest honor • Co-op
Peter Alexander Williams
Li Wei Yap
Qiu Zheng
Yuwei Zhou

CYBERSECURITY

Interdisciplinary with the College of Computing, the Ivan Allen College of Liberal Arts, and the College of Engineering

Marco Tupaz Colasito
Grayson Cody Collins
Omar Feras Darwish
Alexander Sterling Drake
Manuel Freitas
Brian Richard Gzemski
Malik A. Hayes
Jingyuan He
Jayanth Kancherla
Sahithi Puligundla
Ramachander Rao Racharla

College of Computing
Master of Science

COMPUTER SCIENCE

Thomas Samuel Abend
Michael Steven Abrams
Karan Achtani
Saurabh Agarwal
Ankur Aggarwal
Parul Aggarwal
Aman Ahluwalia
Mohammad Noor Ahmad
Tae Wook Ahn
Norio Akagi
Jake Yasuo Akers
Mazin Ali Al-Shalash
Anis Khalil Alazzawe
Johnathan Albert Alexander
Jordan Thomas Alexander
Robert Roland Joseph Alix Jr.
Jordan Lawrence Allen
Justin Colby Allen

Lauren Michele Aloia
Amiya Alok
Shrey Anand
Ryan Thomas Anderson**
Lay Min Celeste Ang
Sriram Anne
Frederick Michael Armanino
Guerrmit Singh Arora
Sagar Arora
Rafael Marino Arvelo
Aysegul Askan
Suresh Aswathanarayana
Krishna Kanth Atmakuru
Mehdi Azabou
Tariq Aziz
David H. Bailey
Liam Andrew Bailey
Abigail Nicole Baker
Ahmed Balogun Mohammed
Sumanth Bandi
Harrison Banh
Collin Eugene Banigan
Shaw nasty Bankovich
Christopher J. Banks
Deven Bansod
Shuchita Bantia
Hilal Abdul Bari
Joshua Benjamin Barron
Lindsey Bates
Anandakishore Bathina
Edgar D. Bautista
Michael Josh Monzon Bauzon
Marguerite Gloria Bednarcik
Jacob Daniel Beel
Anthony William Belton
Jonathan Beltran
Diya Benjamin
Kevin Robert Benton
Partha Sarathi Bera
Artur Bessa Cabral
Tanvi S. Bhagwat
Abhishek S Bharadwaj
Prithi Bhaskar
Prakash Bhatta
Pranay Bhattacharyya
Yuanfei Bi
Adam Bin Idu Jion
Mehrab Bin Morshed
Abdullah Bin Salm
Matthew Alan-Jang Hoon Bladex
Jason Thomas Blahovec
Lerone John David Bleasdille
Ravi Kishore Boggarapu
Connor Michael Bohan
Alexander William Bores
Douglas Bryant Bost
Peter Kendrick Boucher
Erick Boyzo
Gary Chad Braden
Alexander Kyle Brady
Donald Conrad Branson
David Herring Brear
Francis Herbert Breetz
Justin Dean Brewer
Gregory Lanspeary Brewster
Anthony Xavier Brown
Benjamin Brown
Benjamin Patrick Spence Brown
David Charles Brown
Shannon Marie Bryant
Avery Bub
Kevin Lloyd Buley
Vlad Stefan Burca
David Gordon Burchill
Andrew Lacy Burks
Robert Allan Burrus
Sarah Elizabeth Byers***
Danyang Cai
Sam Nicholas Calabrese
James Dean Calhoun
James Douglas Campbell
Jiujun Cao
Steve V. Cao**
Bruno Ribeiro Cardoso
Christopher R. Carney
Jonathan Carothers
Clayton Alan Carpenter
John Allen Higgins Carruth
Paul McNair Cassell
Keenan Michael Cates
Nicholas Dino Cedor
Anthony Francis Cerrato
Jackley Cesar
Junyi Chai
Janani Chakrapani
Alex Chan
Henry Daniel Chan
Siu Hang Chan
Malcolm John Chance
William Chang
Andrew Michael Chapman
Anand Chaturvedi
Kevin Lam Chau
Kevin Minh Chau
Piyush Kailas Chaudhari
Prabhav Chawla
Lauren Che
Andy Wei-Rong Chen
Dasheng Chen
Huan Chen
Julia Yi Min Chen
Kai Chen
Kun Chen
Patrick Xie Chen
Shuai Chen
Shuo Chen
Ye Chen
Suraj Chetnani
Carol Carlin Cheung
Gary Ka Wai Cheung
Wesley Enok Cheung
Priyank Chhipa
James Ching
Hemanth Sai Chittanuru
Christine Wei-Shing Cho
Wooseog Choi
Sendhil M. Chokkalingam
Aadil Jaleel Choudhry
Andrew Jihoon Chun
Yu-Lin Chung
Tanya Alana Churaman
Mile Cilic
Dante Ciolfi
Bradley Jordan Cline
Felipe Coelho Silva
Rachel Cohen Yeshurun
Riley B. Condon
Benjamin James Confer
Sara Elizabeth Cooksey
Evandro Coradini
Christian Naresh Cortner
Bulent Coskun
Steven Matthew Cottrell
Patrick Thomas Coughlin
Edward James Cox
Chris Alan Crabtree
Christopher Adam Curtis
Steven J. Cywilko
Cristiano Da Costa Cunha
Varun Dagar
Yinghe Dai
Rushabh Dalwadi
James Edward Damgar
Disha Das
Siddharth Dave
Josue Hiram Davila Liceaga
Caroline Lenore de Simon
Matthew Deakos
Brian Christopher Deckard
Richard Della
Adriana Michelle Deneault
Zhilan Deng
Komal Desai
Quinn Bryan Detweiler
Kavinder Singh Dhaliwal
Chamikara Jayasak Dharmasena
Tejas Ramesh Dhawale
Sahil Ding
Jesse David Dixon
Thomas Doan
Charles Edward Dobbs
Andres Rene Dominguez
Amith Patrick Dsilva
Fangming Du
Sargis Dudaklyan
Melanie RoseAnne Duffin
Evan Dufraisse
Alejandro Duque
Aditi Dutta
Arvin Ebrahimkhanlou
Helen Frances Edelson
Nzinga Sara Eduardo Rodriguez
Philip Richard Edwards
Omar Elabd
Jordan DeLeon Elizaga
Stephen Troy Ellis
Simon Escapa Otani
Shielou Vicencio Estrada
Evangeline Daza Eusebio
Eric Neil Evans
John Richard Evans
Andrew Fakhry
Gaurav Bharatbhai Palia
Joseph Maxwell Fassbender
Naila Fatima
Timothy Wiliam Fatout
Kristopher Matthew Fildeur
Jason Edward Fiduk
Bradley John Fischl
Zachry James Floro
Dylan Michael Floyd
Sophie Marie Foreman
Bryan Christopher Fox
Kyle Fox
Antonio Franchini
Jayson Samir Francis
Matthew Dale Freeze
Michael Ian Friedrich
Jiming Pu
Derrick LeRon Fyfield
Kevin Daniel Gaan
Damodara Venkata Narendra Gadidasu
Cameron Douglas Gallahue
Trika Galperin
James Yu Leong Gan
Tarushree Gandhi
Andrew Charles Garber
Arnaldo Garcia
Pablo Ivan Garcia Camou
Rajesh Garg
Sonika Garg
Kumar Gaurav
Tarun Gehlaut
Dalong Geng
Adam William George
Jitin George
Kevin George
Levis Mathew George
Timothy Adam Geraghty
Casey John Gerena Jr.
Nicholas Anthony Ghinazzi
Haroon Saifullah Ghori
Swati Ghosh
Vincent Anthony Giannone
David Chadwick Gibbons
Shiva Kumar Gidigam
Anthony James Giovannelli
Thomas Arthur Gish
John Joseph Glynn
Robert Michael Gobao
Rohan Goel
Advait Suhas Gogate
Guan Kwee Goh
Matthew C. Goldman
Victoria Elizabeth Goliber
Andrew John Gomez
Pushan Aditya Gore
Sarthika K. Govindan
Patrick L. Grady
Martin Raphael Edgar Greco
Benjamin David Greene
Jonathan Lee Greene
Kurt Russell Grossnickle
Justin Frederick Grotton
Sai Sateesh Gudapati
Shlok Nikhil Gujar
Qianjie Guo
Yang Guo
Yilin Guo
Abhiruchi Gupta
Dipanshu Gupta
Manik Gupta
Monica Gupta
Neetu Gupta
Nikhil Gupta
Tho Dong Ha
David Brent Hackett
Nathan Leigh Hadder
Nathanael Robert Hagan
Maxwell Thomas Hallum
Carey Joy Halton
Ashot Hambardzumyan
Benjamin Andrew Hammad
Si Chong Han
Rafael Jun Hanashiro
Mark Gregory Hanley
Arthur Dean Hanson
Dylan Seamus Hantula
Robert Joseph Harden
Nicholas Brian Harman
Kylie Elizabeth Harris
Kaolin Levi Hart
Amal Faour Hashky
Nadi Hassan
Rashmi Vinaykumar Hasyagar
Emil Joseph Hatfalvi Jr.
Tomoki Hattori
Klayton Miller Hawkins
Brigit Elizabeth Hawley
Collin Hazlett
Foley He
Huan He
Xuan He
Yujie He
Horace Julian Heaven
Christopher Michael Heidt
Jim Edward Helm Jr.
Kelvin Heng
Travis Alan Henning
Alfonso Miguel Hernandez
George Barnett Herson
Nicolas Paul-Stringall Higuera
Brian Gabriel Hill
Ian Rami-Ben-Raja Hill
Charity Anne Hilton
Zachary John Hine
Jonathan Randall Hirscher
Patricia F. Ho
Anh Quoc Hoang
Patrick Michael Hoge
Nicholas Chase Hohman
Derrick Hong
Sung Jae Hong
Matthew Hudson Hostetler
Christopher Michael Hourihan
Harlan George Howe III
Xiaosong Huang
Xicheng Huang
Yaolong Huang
Zan Huang
Benjamin Allen Huber
Wyndham Carson Hudson
Dale Edward Huettenmoser
Freelin Noah Hummel
Benjamin Hurtado Meza
Shaun Dean Hutchins
Tyler Andrew Hutchison
Fady Ibrahim
Vikram Kumar Goud Idiga
Amir Iftal
Don Jacob
Kalyani Prasanna Jagdale
Amruta Pushkaraj Jahagirdar
Brihati Jain
Andrez Jakubowski
Guharaman Janakiraman
Kanika Jashrerpura
Swaminathan Jayaraman
Steven Jean
Todd Alan Jenkins
Arnav Vidyaaprasad Jeurkar
Angelina Vidhula Jeyachandra
Ashwin Jeyaseelan
Hua Jiang
Shiyam Jiang
Yuanjie Jin
Vidhi Jindal
Shan Jing
Issara Jirapaisitnukul
Andrew James Johnson
Jay William Johnson
Sean Robert Johnson
Christopher Jones
Katherine Jones
Logan Bruce Jones
Owen T. Jones
Sean Christopher Joplin
Jubin Jose
Damian Vinodhan Joseph
Jowanza Raheem Joseph
Kruti Joshi
Sagar Jounkani
Sungjin Jung
Neha Kachchhara
Inokenty Kadilov
Bharath Venkata Kalidindi
Parag Kalra
Amit Suksamautha
Voradows Komolpornwijit
Vaishnavi Kannan
Yashal Shakti Kanungo
Dylan T. Kapp
Jitesh Karamchandani
Pavan Karkun
Nissim Karpenstein
Carlin Mark Kartchner
Kathan Kashiparekh
Genc Kastrati
Hunter John Kauffman
Pranit Kaul
Amanpreet Kaur
Nishant Kelkar
Randall Scott Kelley
Benjamin Joseph Kelly
Michael Sean Kelly
Thomas Anthony Kenney
Ralph Jacob Kershner
Bhargav Kumarpillai
Chandrika Kuttty
Bhargav Kunkulaqunta
Lyudmyla Kurenkov
Matthew James Lappin
Travis Michael Latzke
Dexter Sean Lau
James Yves Lau
Johann Lau
Vincent Calais Laurenzano
Bryan law-Smith
Steven Kien Lay
Oleksandr Lazurka
Spencer Thornton Le
Kara Lianne Leary
David Andrew Leazer
Arum Kumar Reddy Lebaka
Botao Adam Lee
Soobum Lee
Josh Paul Leib
Isaac Pui Mink Leung
James Phillips Lewis
Clement Henghui Li
David Li
Guanying Li
Hong Li
Hung-Yi Li
Jingjing Li
Nan Li
Qingjia Li
Robert Kar-Shing Li
Shuangke Li
Sifei Li
Xinyi Alice Li
Xiufei Li
Yi Li
Ziyang Li
Shichao Liang
Vernon W. Liang
Shu Liao
Huan Hock Lim
Fu Lin
Georgianna Enwei Lin
Menglu Lin
Chen Liu
Danna Liu
Jianan Liu
Xu Liu
Yang Liu
Yingdi Liu
Yuli Liu
Jonathon Ryan Lo
Ran Long
Yanxin Long
Marcus Lone-Ting Loo
BJ Andrew Lougee
Junle Lu
Mingting Lu
Sean Lu
Tianguang Lu
Yi Lu
Yuting Lu
Peter Charles Lucia
Henry Peter Ludgate
Andrew David Luebek
Alan Luke
Joves Yung-Hsiang Luo•
Nam Tri Ly
Michael Thomas Lynch
Huijun Lu
Haoxin Ma
Xuejian Ma
Alexander Colin Macdonald
Keith Michael MacKinnon
Vasudha Madugula
Juan Carlos Maggi
Crispino Joseph Mahajan
Anas Mahmoud
Shawn Raymond Mailo
Manish Malik
Dinesh Malneedi
Aswin Gigi Mampilly
Sudhan off Bharadwaj Manda
Amir Arvind Mankikar
Michael J. Mankos
Shahaa Mansuri
Jia Mao
Liguang Mao
Michael Anthony Martin
Austin Michael Martinovich
Harry Anthony Masson
Joshua Caleb Maughon
Kyle Patrick Maun
Franklin Edward Mayo
James Michael McCracken
Anita Gail Mcdowell
Christopher Alan Mcgehee
Michael R. McGrail
Daniel Devaud McIlvain
Derrick Mcmillen
Sean Renee Mcneil
Douglas Gordon Mead
John Paul Meanor
Rohan Medhekar
Dhruv Sanjay Mehta
Satwik Pavan Mekala
Michael Livio Melati
Sowmya Mellatur Sreedhar
Dewei Meng
Dary William Michael Merckens
Venkata Nursing Rao Metpally
David Charles Mewkalo II
Douglas Jay Middleton
Michael Milkeyas Minnemo
Yoshihisa Miyamoto
William Aleksandr Maria Moegelein
Jon Christopher Moeen
Mariyam Mohamed Ayoob
Rajesh Mohan
Winslow Benjamin Mohr
Matthew Joseph Molinaire
Saifil Nizar Ali Momin
Sarah A.W. Monaco
YahNica Cheri Montford
Ceslee Dineen Montgomery
Malikah Hidejah Montgomery
Jared Arthur Moore
Wayne Markeis Moore
Krushnat Sitaram More
Alexander Ryan Moreno
James Paul Morris
Paul John Morris
Schuyler Kenneth Mortimer
Timothy Jake Moses
Kamran Mostafavi
Maziar Motahari
Eytan Moudah
Omer Ali Mubarek
Shubhodeep Mukherji
Marla Mulero Ortiz
Timothy Zane Mullins
Megan Purcell Murray
Moniksha Murthy
Andrea Mandrea Guycroft
Mycroft
David James Myers
Deepti Nagesh
Brendan Francis Nagle
Andrew Paul Nahlik
Milap Rajesh Naik
Neha Hemant Naik
Monilkumar Ashokbhai Patel
Venkat Rohit Patnala
Sindhu Poomagame
Pattabhiramaiah
Arindam Paul
Nishchal Pawar
Rohit Pegallapati
Arda Pekis
Farui Peng
Carlos Felipe Perea
Ethan Louis Perez
Michael Anthony Perrotte
Dylan Forest Perry
Grégoire Petit
Carl Thomas Petrucci
George Philip
Jonathan Daniel Pietkiewicz
Guilherme Pires
Christopher William Pitts
James Daniel Plagianis
Thomas Aaron Pledge
Alen Polakof
Jean Tui Popone
Jason Jwala Prasad
Chenhui Qian
Jing Qin
Yuetong Qu
Kevin Scott Quinn
Andrew Ryan Radke
Vinay S. Raghuram
Nilofar Zarlashta Rahmani
Shashank Rajkumar
Samiathan Raju
Luka Raic
Vandana Ramesh
Jeffrey Evan Randow
Aravind Ramakrishnan
Ranganathan
Sanskriti Manoj Rathi
Sheryl Freeman Ratnam
Ramesh Arvind Ravi
Aishwarya Ravichandran
Kathryn Rita Reading
Valerie Helen Reiss
Jing Ren
Robert Clayton Reynolds
Edward Rivera
Tyson Michael Roberts
Jeffrey David Rogers
Tyler Joseph Roland
Hector Luis Roman Lebron
Juan Gabriel Romero

Doori Rose
Divyansh Kumar Roy
Dane Arthur Rubado
Phalguna Nrusimha Rupanagudi
Felly Rosaline Rusli
Adrian Austin Ruth
Alexander Malcolm Ryder
Saumya Ranjan Sahu
Dina Ali Salama
Avik Samanta
Sridhar Sampath
Amit Kumar Samrani
Stephen Anthony Sanchez
Deniz Sanli
Bernardo Andres Santana
Kevin Lyndon Sapp
Mohammed Solaiman Sarraj
Siddharth Sathyam
Aaron Lee Saul
Beno Jeya Savarimuthu
Alireza Sayah
Christopher Alexander Scherban
Marah Lynn Schrum
Steven Paul Schwengels
Jacob Austin Scott
Mahesh Chandra Sehalli Jagadish
Levi Ray Self
Ayan Sengupta
Shimlee Sengupta
Ravi Seshadri
Preethi Sethumadhan
Christopher Lee Shaffer
Devanshee Vijaykumar Shah
Jaimil Shah
Yuxi Shan
Andrew Boyd Shannon
Shoabe M. Shariff
Aditya Sharma
Amitabh Kishorekumar Sharma
Arvind Kumar Sharma
Chaitanya Sharma
Rajiv Tilakraj Sharma
Rajshree Shekhar
Chong Shen
Hao Shen
Qinfang Shen
Sijun Shen
Yang Shen
Warren Charles Shenk
Joshua Aaron Sherfey
Jhanavi Sanjay Sheth
Adhirit Vidhyadhar Shetty
Aditi Shetty
Akshad Vidhyadhar Shetty
Hamsaraj Shetty
Prabhanjan Shetty
Prathiksha Dayananda Shetty
Hrishikesh Vijay Shirodkar
Pauline Sho
Heather Michelle Shrewsbury
Akilesh Anilkumar Siddhant
Sreedev Sidharthan
Joseph Koehn Sieber
Gabor Siffel
Sheril Silvister
Robert Jeffrey Simpson
Badal Singh
Nihal Kumar Singh
Sushmita Singh
Sreecharan S. Sivadevuni
Deepika Sivakumar
Any Skomorokhova
Joseph Skonhovd
Deron B. Smith
Drew Smith
Justin Michael Smith
Stephen Edmund Smith
Evan Jacob Snapp
James W. Snow
Kalan Garrett Snyder
Yanting Song
Kimberly Denise Sorrell
Amanda Joy Sparr
Sagarika Srishti
Priyansh Srivastav
Angelica Leilani St Rose
Jason Alan Steinbruegge
Phillip Russell Stephens
John Russell Straus**
Shannon Marie Strum
Tianshuo Su
Prakash Subramanian
Ramanathan Subramanian
Tala M. Suidan***
Jiankun Sun
Miao Sun
Yi Sun
Yuan Sun
Srirav Sundararajan
Eric Sung
Hamza Tahir Surti
Nayan Amrutlal Suthar

* Honor ** High honor *** Highest honor • Co-op
TIMOTHY SCOTT SWEENEY JR
AMAL SYRIAC
PERRY CHRISTOPHER AKIO TAGA
PARTH SANDEEP TAMANE
GILBERT HOI WING TANG
WENJIE TANG
ZUOXIN TANG
ANURAG TANGRI
PETER TAO
GODA TARCIJONAS
VINCENT TATAN
WEI REN TAY
AARON CHRISTOPHER TAYLOR
ADAM LEE TAYLOR
ROBERT ANDREW TAYLOR
JOHN ROBERT TPO
VICTOR BEN TERRES
JASON L. TERRY
PRANSHAV SARKET THAKKAR
MUHAMMAD BASHEER THAVANNOOR
KRISTINA ANASTASIA THEROUX
CHARISSA THOMAS
EMMANUEL SEBASTIEN THOMAS
N'DIA AYANA THOMAS
MICHAEL L. THOMPSON
DANIEL JAMES THOMSON
FENGYUAN TIAN
ETHAN TIENT
ANIL SHYAMMOHAN TIWARI
HANI TIZNOBAIK
COLBY WILLIAM TOBIN
PAUL RYAN TOBIN
ZACHARY THOMAS TODD
ANTHONY DAVID TODESCO
ANTON BORISOVICH TOLSTYKH
WESLEY BRIAN TOMJACK
ALEXANDER CHARLES TONETTI
JAMES ROSS TOWN
LAURA TRAN
LEON SI TRAN
PHONG HUY TRAN
ALEXANDER TUBMAN
ROBERT CURRIER TUCK
DANYAL JACOB TURKOGLU
NICOLAS REY TURNER
RYAN ELLIOTT TURNER
SANNESHKUMAR UDHYAKUMAR
NISHTI HEMANT UNDALE
SCOTT LUKENS UNDERWOOD
ELDAR URMANOV
MEGAN VAN DER WALT
MARC ALLAN VAN DENBERG

DANIEL MICHILO VANDERMEER
NIKOLE ELIZABETH VARHEGYI
SHUBHAM VARMA
DANIEL VASILYONOK
ALLISON LEIGH VELEZ
DANIEL VELEZ
GANADHARAN VENKATARAMAN
ARUN VENKATESH
LISA VENTURA
PRASHANT VERMA
VIVEK VERMA
RAUL E. VIERA MERCA DO
ALBERTO J. VILLAR
EVERARDO VILLASENOR IV
EMELY GUADALUPE
VILLEDÁ-PRÍNCE
DAVID VILLEGAS
JOSEPHUS CORNELIS VISSER
SUKRIS VONG
DONALD YU
MANISH RAJKUMAR WADHWANI
AMOL NANDKISHOR WADHWAR
SAMARTH WAHAL
AKARSHIT WAL
CHARLES AARON WAYNE WALKER
TEVON J. WALKER
ERIC WAYNE WALLACE
CLAIRE DIANNE WALTERS
JOSHUA CHEN WANG
NICHOLAS SEE WANG
ALAN WANG
FANGXIANG WANG
GUOMEI WANG
JAMES WANG
JIAQI WANG
KEVIN WANG
LI WANG
LIHE WANG
SIHAO WANG
XING WANG
YIFAN WANG
ZONGQING WANG
DONALD WAYNE WARD JR.
DYLAN N. WARNock
PARKER REED WATSON
JONATHAN FRITZ WEISS
VICTOR ABRAHAM WEISS
QIANG WEN
ALEXANDRA MACE WHIRLEY
CHRISTIAN GEORGE WHITTINGTON
NORA PEILIN WICHMANN
SIDDHANTA DAS WIESNER

JASON WILKINSON
BRENDAN JAMES WILLIAMS
MARIUS LERONE WILLIAMS JR.
CALEB DAVID WINNINGHAM
ERIC ROBERT WITYK
ALFRED HENRY WONG
TANG TAT WONG
BEAU CAMERON WOOD
BROOKE CHRISTINE WOOD
TAMARA KAY WRIGHT MUCCIA
ANDELLA A. WU
CHUN WU
TONG WU
WEN BANG WU
WILLIAM JIEN HWA WU
XIA WU
ANDREW WU NG
WEIQI XIAO
YIJING XIAO
AOJI XIE
YING XIE
JUNWEI XING
HAN XU
KEITH DOUGLAS YANCEY
HAO GE YANG
XIAOXIA YANG
YANGZHAN YANG
YAO YAO
JIANAN YE
WENKAI YE
GUOLI YIN
MELVIN CHEE PENG YIN
YUE YIN
ALVIN YIU CHUN YU
DAN YUN YU
HAIBO YU
QING YU
XUANNIAN YU
ZENAN YU
WOJCIECH P. ZALISZ
COSMIN ZAMFIR
KANKSHA ZAVERI
CHRISTINE MARIE ZAYTSEV
PETER JOHN ZEBROWSKI
LANYIN ZHANG
LU ZHANG
MENGYUN ZHANG
MING ZHANG
PEI ZHANG
QUANFEI ZHANG
RICHARD TIANYANG ZHANG
SHUAI ZHANG
YOUTIAN ZHANG
YUN ZHANG
ZHIBIN ZHANG
ZHIGUANG ZHANG
JINGWEI ZHAO
STAN XI ZHAO
YUE ZHAO
ZIKANG ZHAO
CHAOLUN ZHENG
SONG ZHENG
YUANMING ZHENG
FAN ZHOU
ZI YOU ZHOU
HANQING ZHU
JIALING ZHU
PENGFEI ZHU
ANAN ZHUANG
LINSEY KATE ZWIEBELHOFER

IVAN ALLEN COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS
MASTER OF SCIENCE
APPLIED LANGUAGES AND INTERCULTURAL STUDIES
CAROLINA LYNN MAUSBERG
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
EMILY JANE AGADZANOVA
JANEL MARIE GALE
KAYLEIGH GEORGINA HASKIN
HANNAH JEANNE KITZMILLER
BRIAN CRAIG STEWART
GLOBAL MEDIA AND CULTURES
KESTRA JERI JAMES
XINYING LIN
CI SONG
JIALIN ZOU
ECONOMICS
MICHAEL ANDREW BOERMAN
PEIPEI DING
EMMA MARIE FRANCIS
STEPHANIE RENEE GAYSOWSKI
ANDREW JACOB GONZALEZ
SAVANNAH JO HORNER
BEILI LI
ZEHAO LIU
YUNQING LUO
ZIYOU ZHOU
NATHAN ANDREW MOEN
Yanru Wang
Zhiwei Zheng

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
Alexander B. Flack
Paige Rachel Meierhofer

PUBLIC POLICY
Snehal Niwas Kale

DIGITAL MEDIA
Takeria Samone Blunt
Xiangqi Liu
Rohit Puntambekar
Ziyin Zhang

College of Design
Master of Science

MASTER OF REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT
William Howerton Ballard
John Tyler Cooksey
Nicholas Ryan Ferran
Michael Larkin Green
Joseph Kenney
William Allen Morford
Douglas Lee Price
Antariksh Tandon
Douglas Chamberlain Tuller

GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
Soo Huey Yap

URBAN DESIGN
George Patrick Doyle IV

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY
Yongliang He
Tejas Manjunath
Pranav Swaroop B N

MASTER OF INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
Christina Westbrook Anderson
Evan Rose Fowler
Trevor Scott Jee-Hyun Hyman
Karan Muktesh Jain
Kim Yen Pham
Veronica G. Spencer

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION AND FACILITY MANAGEMENT
Alisa Baghdasaryan
Aditya Pradip Balkavde
Matthew Richard Cash
William Ross Dye
Errin Christopher Joe
Anthony Jerard Maddox
Samir Jaysukh Rajpara
Fenil Vipul Shah

ARCHITECTURE
Rana Al Rawi
Jayati Chhabra
Maria Anna Dabrowska
Nourhan Gamal Elsayed
Sandra Adel Lamie Iskander
Madison Quinn Prince
Deva Shree Saini
Zoey Zeyue Zhang

MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE
Kunal Deepak Chhatlani
Kathryn White Farrell
Michael Alexander Matty

MASTER OF CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
Audrone Vysniauskaite Durham
Corin Wayne Hooper
Qian Jiang
Jasmine Lanere Jones-Bynes
Jennifer Elizabeth Krieger
Deborah E. Postma
Zachary Warren Willis Starbuck
Kara Grace Todd
Soo Huey Yap

Ernest Scheller Jr. College of Business

Master of Business Administration

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION - GLOBAL BUSINESS
Subha Balasubramanian
Emojoy Rose Williams Brown
Julian Marcel Brown
Hariraha Krishnan Chidambaram Venkatesha
Shevawn Christian
Cornelius Trumaine Cook
Daniel Edward Corning
Dip Narayan Das
Ryan Gerard Delehan
Maira Braga Duque
Dana Pulliam Durham
Nancy Park Easterling
Mario Edwards
Lisa Favors
Mary Elizabeth Flournoy
Stephen Michael Forte Jr.
Jayakar Ray Gadde
Rajitha Gadipalli
Christopher Lee Griswold
Pamela Sue Hill
Jason Michael Hillman
Sente Johnson
Ashley Marie Jones
Jyoti Kumar
Cathy Love
Jesse Magana
Tsukasa Mashimo
Vasili V. Maslakou II
Guiomar Meaders
London L. Moulds
Eileen Bowen Nehbut
Nareen Punjani
Katherine Turner Rison
Don McKinley Roberts Jr.
Alexis Monet Roe
Angela Florence Rogers
Julia Salas
Holli Sanchez
Christopher Bradley Schultz
Pavani S. Talluri
David Earl Walker Jr.
William Earle Wilkerson
Craig James Williams
Janee Anela Wilson
Byoungmin Yu

William Henry Cabrera III
Madhumita Chandrashekhar
Marsha Michelle Charles
Anthony Justin Cinellaro
Christopher Wayne Daetwyler
Eric N. Darby
Mohankumar Devisagamani
Nadarajan
Eru O. Egbuwoku
Stephen Mackenzie Fausel
Garry L. Fielding
Charles Patrick Harden
Rachel Lauren Harkness
Thomas Stark Hayden III
Adil Samir Peter Karam
Lingbin Kong
Karthick Krishnasamy
Rajan Datta Kulkarni
Jordan Michael Lalor
Perry J. Lucas
Jason Hayward Mangus
Brandon Charles Mark
Sara Jean McElroy
Richard Paul Mckee
Trevor Jay Mcclouth
Mary Laura Anne Midgette
Nisha Damodaran Nair
Ryan Scott Nelligan
Lilian Nynaken
Lauren Marie Oyster
Shalima Kormath Pannikode
Myeonghun Park
Sabrina Songee Park
Jacob Robert Pilgrim
Nicholos Darell Pittmon
Clay Griffin Prickett
Donna M. Quinn
Sita Ranapraphan
Christian David Reich
Lauren M. Robitaille
Kenneth Saffold Jr.
Amir Hossein Saleh Taleghani
Carol Ann Valentini Sama
Daniel Zeeb Sierra
Shruti Singal
Simon Tabke
Martagus Depriest Terry
Casimir Ryan Turbak
Cihan Uzunpinar
Murilo Vicente Carvalho Farias Santos

* Honor ** High honor *** Highest honor • Co-op
Nathan Timothy Waters
Benjamin Scott Watson
Ashley Marie Wells
Timothy Reed Younkin

**MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION**
Christina Westbrook Anderson
De Navard S. Antoine
Hattie Anne Arnaud
Tarun Bakhru
James Theodore Baynum IV
LaVonda Nicole Brown
Constance Marie Carter
Madison Marie Chilton
Corey Hayes Conklin
David Kavanaugh Corbett
Soyire Marie-Annick Coulibaly
Katharine Ellen Creighton
Peter Cuomo
Bartlet Harrison Deprospo
Daniel Mauricio Diaz
Ian Ross Emerson
Martin E. Estes
Irina Floriana Fofiu
Evan Rose Fowler
Cynthia Ghaffar
Leonard Gjino
Anna Katherine Greene
Charlotte Madison Guest
Rachel Ann Hall
Richard Harold Henry
Katherine Ellison Hudson
Kory Hunter
Cerissa N. Joiner
Brendan James Keegan
Jordan Philip Kincaid
Anne Kathleen Miller
Michael Zachary Miller
Bob Morton III
Sarah Danielle Neville
Nhi Q. Nguyen
Daniel Kevin Nutt
Andre Luis Camarosano Onofre
Kathleen Lauren Price
Nathan Axel Randall
Maria Teresa Ray
Michelle Marie Rose
Nicholas Xavier Ruzicka
Silvia Segura
Mackenzie Grace Thomas
William Mark Vallotton
Alex Nelson Vibber
Mark David Willard
Junxiang Zhang

**College of Sciences**
**Master of Science**

**EARTH AND ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES**
Jay Thomas Loadholt III
Sara Elizabeth Tonks

**PSYCHOLOGY**
David Alan Ponce Grimm
Jon M. Starnes

**BIOLOGY**
Maria Catalina Granada
Yiling Hu
Gurnaj Singh Johal
Charles Ross Lindsey
Nicholas William Shea
Xuejie Wang

**BIOINFORMATICS**
Maria Ahmad
Courtney Alexandra Astore
Hyeonjeong Cheon
Shuheng Gan
Sonali Gupta
Ujani Hazra
Devisi Kesar
Shuting Lin
Aparna Maddala
Laura Maria Mora
Jessica R. Mulligan
Allison Nicole Rozanski
Rhiya Sharma
Shivam Sharma
Swetha Gowri Singu
Danielle Alexa Temples
Yuhua Zhang
Jie Zhou

**MATHEMATICS**
David Michael Harper II
Shashank Ganesh Markande
Luis Matos

**PHYSICS**
Eliza Anna Gazda

**CHEMISTRY**
Eric Christopher Gier

**College of Engineering**
**Master of Science**

**BIOMEDICAL INNOVATION AND DEVELOPMENT**
Samyukta Rangachari
Devarsh Rajesh Vyas

**SUPPLY CHAIN ENGINEERING**
Yogesh Mitthu Avhad
Justin Daniel Betancourt
Anirudhdha Chandrashekar
Neerajasi Chandrashekar
Kuldeep Chouhan
Alexis Francois Baptiste
Cotterlaz-Rennaz
Anish Gupta
Ashish Gupta
Qingyun Hu
Yuefan Hu
Chengqi Huang
Ayush Kumar
Hsuan-Yu Lai
Zhao Wei Li
Yahan Liu
Yiguo Liu
Caleb Edward Merritt
Marie Oluwakemi Hadiza Ozenua
Tangy Passini
Shubham Sanjay Patil
Maliks Rabot
Mukul Raghav
Yeashwant Rangaramanujam
Murali
Harshit Sabloe
Fan Wu Scarafoni
Pavlos Sepetas
Nakul Jatin Sheth
Rong Song
Roopini Sugumaran
Yingjia Tao
Yimeng Tu
Mingjun Wang
Sze Ting Wong
Yi Xiao
Siuye Yu
Lingxiao Zhang

**BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING JOINT WITH EMORY UNIVERSITY**
Skyler M. Canute
Esther Chen
Graham Calvin Collins
Jacob Dylan Davis
Benjamin Grant Stewart

**MEDICAL PHYSICS**
Matthew Stephen Andriotty
Greg J. DeFilippo
John Douglas Demoor
Andrew Clarke Grice

**HEALTH SYSTEMS**
Matthew Alexander Mendez
Shalini Sharadkumar Pandya
Megan Victoria Stevens
Xingjian Tao
Tanya Theranthanakorn

**NUCLEAR ENGINEERING**
Reed Alexander Herner
Coral Hannah Kazaroff
John Clark Stooksbury

**ENGINEERING SCIENCE AND MECHANICS**
Max Philipp May
Denis Smajic

**OPERATIONS RESEARCH**
Feaven Solomon Berhe
Margaret Elizabeth Black
Zaiwei Chen
Ellen Catherine Flood
Wu Hao
Jaden Thomas Johnston
Kimberly Lam
Jingze Li
Yunping Liang
Yifei Luo
Shiu Kee Mok
Mehran Navabi-Shirazi
Yuxuan Ren
Felipe Simon
Yuming Sun
Nevin Thomas
Jingyuan Wan
Jingjing Wang
Yinjie Xu
Zhuangbo Xu
Bo Yuan

** Undesignated
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AEROSPACE ENGINEERING</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hanyu Zhang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shimeng Zhang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daniel David Calderas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yu-Chieh Cheng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bria Lynn Garcia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Raneem Gashgari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hugo Jean Célestin Hamon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yu-Pao Hsu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jesse E. Kasmiskie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kai Li</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Xinyi Li</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kaustubh Kailash Loya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kaiwen Luo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hayley Green Nunnally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vidyyut Harish Rao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yan Sun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jianan Tang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kuo Yu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mengshi Zhang</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CIVIL ENGINEERING</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alexander Stephen Ostrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kevin Andres Pagan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kelsey Sabrina Wing-Yun Pepper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ammar Qaseem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Andrew Scott Rater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jose C. Sanchez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sara Elizabeth Schmidheiser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daniel Alexander Shalat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aayush Ramesh Sharma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Liam Jake Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Andrew Hartman Speirs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>John Franklin Stecker IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brennan Tyler Stewart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>William E. Stock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Johnie Edward Sublett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Michael Edward Szostak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ali Talaksi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rohan Thatavarthi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Allan Zining Zhang</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHEMICAL ENGINEERING</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kelly O’Quinn Grubbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Minsoo Kang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yuhgene Liu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Conan Stephen Perry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rupesh Rajendran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ashwin Sankara Raman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ramón Alfonso Sosa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kagho Nzengung Asongu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anand Dad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lan Gan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nissim Gore-Datar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shuo Huang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Manitha Jumili</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Abishek Sudarshan Kasturi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shihao Mi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Doyoung Park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Qinyu Wang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yifeng Wang</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alexander Stephen Ostrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kevin Andres Pagan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kelsey Sabrina Wing-Yun Pepper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ammar Qaseem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Andrew Scott Rater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jose C. Sanchez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sara Elizabeth Schmidheiser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daniel Alexander Shalat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aayush Ramesh Sharma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Liam Jake Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Andrew Hartman Speirs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>John Franklin Stecker IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brennan Tyler Stewart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>William E. Stock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Johnie Edward Sublett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Michael Edward Szostak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ali Talaksi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rohan Thatavarthi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Allan Zining Zhang</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ahmed Abdelqader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yousaf Abdul Salam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ajibayo Olugbenga Adeyeye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gnanaguruparan Aishvaryaadevi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Abeer Abdulrahman Alsagaf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Charles William Braddock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kaitlin Ann Burke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Runyu Cai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Siyao Cai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Xinyi Cai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Roopa Sri Chakravarthy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Muralidhar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Omar Basem Chbaklo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nathan Charles Arthur Cheek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>McKenzie Jay-An Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shuyu Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yingfei Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yiye Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yizhan Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yuhang Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ruei-Ting Chien</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ali Suheyd Coban</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>John Ivey Covert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mercy Jesulopeye Daniel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aguebor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nihar Dasari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kellen Howard Denny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hicham Derkaoui</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anjali Dhabaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Matthieu Yann Sebastien Divet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Louis Pierre *e Duret-Robert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Markus Seth Eaton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zaid Ibrahim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paul Louis Estano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Herbert Peter Fechter IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lixing Feng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Michael Edward Ferrans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dhaval S. Ganatra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Giselle Idaly Gardea-torres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tomas A. Garibay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anupam Golder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Michael Joseph Goldstein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cristian Gomez Peces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Minxiang Gong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Justin Robert Gray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anthony Joseph Gruszynski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pengyu Gu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jeremiah Jon Gutierrez-Jensen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Seunghyup Han</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Xiaomeng He</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yongliang He</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amoree Lynise Hodges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nicholas Jay Howarth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yue Hu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yehowsuha Uye-Abasi Immanuel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Avi Jain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Harold Robert Jarrett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Estelle Jezequel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Miguel Jimenez Aparicio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hui Jin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ahan Kak</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Undesignated**
Alha Aicha Kane
Amrit Kashyap
Preston Wilson Kemp
Mingyu Kim
Soobum Kim
Dehan Kong
Jakob A. Krzyston
Skylar Yien Lee
Jordan Paul Leiker
Joseph Michael Lennon
Andrew John Griggs Lewis
Difei Li
Kaijian Li
Zhouyu Li
Rongguo Liang
Zhiwei Liao
Zhuowen Lin
Huiye Liu
Shirley Liu
Gabriela Hilda Lopez
Manuel Alfonso Lopez Rodriguez
Jerett Curtis Lupoli
Kwondo Ma
Aniruddh Marellapudi
Vladislav Markov
Chams Eddine Mbollo
Corvin Lane McPherson
Aram Sadig Monawar
Namrata Nadagouda
Surendra Naiddoo
Anirudth Nambirajan
Robert Paul Neu
Christopher Austin O’connell
Derin Deniz Ozturk
Skanda Prasad Ponnathpur
Nagendra
Zihui Qian
Yu Jun Qin
Hunter Austin Rawson
Binbin Ren
David Keith Richardson
Kristine Lee Scott Richardson
Lucas Christopher Ruff
George Joseph Samo
Kartik Vishwanath Sastry
Shuyi Shen
Jingyu Shi
Shanwei Shi
Donghoon Shin
Dmitry Shribak
Wenyuan Song
Rakshith Sharma Srinivasa
Ashwine Subramanian
Alex Weston Swartz
Hakan Tegkul
Cheryl WeiLing Teo
Evgeniya Tsybina
Patricia Tutuani
Anshul Anand Vora
Punahamao A. Walker
Boyao Wang
Hao Wang
Sen Wang
Sicheng Wang
Tianhao Wang
Sushmita Shyamsunder Warrier
Tuwuh Sarwoprasojo Wibowo
Marshall Robert Williams
Devin Wade Wisdom
Kyle Matthew Wojciechowski
Mark Stephen Woodson
Derek Wu
Geyu Wu
Jaichen Wu
Lang Wu
Ruowei Wu
Hongzhao Xing
Angel Yam
Phillip Reza Yamin
Zhenyu Yang
Oguzhan Yilmaz
Chaerin Yoo
Fan Yu
Tianyu Zhan
Bihai Zhang
Junpeng Zhang
Yikai Zhang
Nicholas Sean Zhao
Jason Yu Zhou
Sisi Zhou
Haobo Zhu
Jincheng Zhu
Lingjun Zhu

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Pablo Ernesto Aguilar
Hamed Ziad Ammar
Valerie Andersen
Johnny Plutarch Bollash
Conor Scannell Briggi
Justin Robert Brothers
Kathryn Jane Bruss
Karli Marcell Cash
Jacob Austin Cloward
Nikhil Damle
Kendra Jean Davis
Carlos De La Camara Castillo
Ricardo Diaz Gutierrez
Andrew Thomas Disalle
Matthew Brian Dudon II
Alvaro Espejo Abela
Francis Jacob Fish
Daniel Jacob Foreman
Christian Scott Free
Dominic Salvatore Freeman
Jeremy Xiaoke Gan
Andrew Steven Garvey
Deanna Joan Gierzak
Jeremy Xiaoke Gan
Tyler A. Hiu
Alana Mitchell Homa
Youssef Idrissi
Shikai Jin
Patrick Volker Jung
Noor-Us-Saba Khan
Joon Woo Kim
Raymond S. Kim
Madelyn Alyce Kosednar
Pavel Kovalenko
John Robert Lacy
Hohyun Lee
Jonathan Fok Wai Leung
Jared Michael Li
Dehao Liu
Jose Antonio Lopez-Monis
Kyle Chang Ma
Gregory M. Mason
Christopher Josol Masuo
John Paul Metz
Jacob Paul Misch
Stuart Macrae Montgomery
Justin Richard Moore
Dakota Daniel Musso
Brenna Kathleen Naugle
Brandi Nicole Nevius
Lachlan Jeffrey Page
Dhaval Patel
William Fang-Yu Poh
Yingxin Qiu
Nicholas Dominick Rath
Mark H. Saad
Jordan Sabin
Sebastien Sequeira
Youngjun Son
Andrew Spano
Russell Louis Greason Sprouse
Divya Kiran Srinivasa
Trevor Scott Varney
Derek Martin Vaughan
Aayush Singh Verma
Shu Wang
Wenyue Wang
Yu-Cheng Wang
Carrie Ashton Wehmeyer
Haiqi Wen
Davira Prasintya Widianto
Xiaoliang Yan
Zulfiqar Haider Zaidi
Chuchu Zhang

∞ Undesignated
Fall Bachelor’s Degree Candidates

College of Computing
Bachelor of Science

COMPUTATIONAL MEDIA
Eugene Tae Sang Ahn***
Camille Cashmir Laraba
Atere-Roberts
DJ Baker**
Rachael Jodi Anne Bartolo**
Joseph David Bishop**
Jeremiah Barrett Dir
Fidel Ernesto Flores Caceres
Olivia Anne Jacobs**
Olivia Kate Lawson*
Alexandra Marie Marlette*
Christopher Neal Muse Jr.
Parinia Kamleshbhai Patel***
Aiza Aamer Shabbir**
Anthony Wayne Teachey II**
A Paula Torres-Wilcken*
Duo-Wei Yang***
Sunjith Achanta

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Zaeem Adjamjee*
Riya Agrawal***
Vadini Agrawal***
Tahira Ahmad***
Abrar M. Ahmed***
Chaudhry Muhammad Talha Ahsan***
Bradley Edward Allnutt***
Stephanie Ann Almeida***
Olivia Maria Amyette**
Aaron Michael Anderson***
Winagodwin Uwaniegwu
Anyanwu Jr.
Mohamed Yassine Attia**
Collin Matthew Avidano***
Austin Michael Ayers
Muddassir A. Bahri*
Wendell D. Baptiste
Kevin Xavier Barone
Inan Batra***
Vibhav Vinod Bhat***
Wiliam Monteiro Braga***
Michael Patrick Burke***
Quinnet Forrest Caliendo*
William E. Carty Jr.
Jasmine V. Chacko***
Mohak Singh Chadha***
Manas Chandra Chakka***
Kaushalya Chandraratna*
So-Ying Ester Chang****
Braden Graham Chapman***
Lavanya B. Chellam***
Lauren Jiaxi Chen***
Xiao-hong Chen***
Yanrong Chen***
Yi-Lin Chen* Pallavi Chetia
Heejo Cho***
Woongrae Cho***
Claudia Lichieh Chu***
Kacey Hana Chung***
Russell Joseph Conklin
Nicholas Stathis Cooke**
Joseph Simon Cooke III
Justin Michael Cozzone***
Kyle Matthew Cozzone***
TaViana Vania Crum*
Katie Dji***
Parker Bryant Davenport*
Joshua Philip-Anthony Davis
Ezekiel Gregory Day***
Vivian Bezerra De Sa Thiebaut**
Joseph Hetherington Deerin**
Ashley Michele Delventura***
Luka Calvin Derado*
Saurav Mehul Desai***
Neha Deshpande***
Arnab Dey***
Matan Bryan Diamond***
Uyen Dinh***
Michael Royce Ditto
Sheena Shripad Divan
Anunoy Siddharth Dussa***
Jayla Najee Ellis
Kyle Mikhail Evoy***
Zheheng Fan***
Shehab Farooqui
Yu Fu
Sanghavi Gaddam***
Kanav Garg***
Tarik Gasser
Ahmed Mohamed Gedi
Benjamin Lawrence Geier**
Elio Elie Gerges***
Rishabh Ghora***
Nadia S. Gidzova
Philip Cornelius Glover**
Riley Catherine Goodling***
Nathaniel James Gould***
Bianca Vivian Guerrero***
Alexander Ackerman Gurung***
Sameh Akram Hamadeh**
Alexander John Hammond***
In Kyu Han
Octavien Han**
Shon Han
Youngcho Han
Sophia Rose Handel***
Jamie Faye Hannukainen**
Henry Thomas Harris***
Andrew Daniel Hatcher***
Adam Cooper Hayward***
Kaci Nicole Hernandez Kluesner*
Bryan Herrera*
David Ho
Lane Helen Homrich***
Madison Elaine Hoover*
Thomas Christopher Horton*
Rubab Zahab Hossain***
Samantha Lindsey Hott***
Markian Volodymyr Hromiak***
Tiffany Hsieh
Yayun Huang
Rachel Elaine Hurst***
Zachary C. Hussin
Nicholas Hutchison***
Jin Hyung Park*
Zachary Tyler Panzarino***
Alayna Marciana Panlilio***
Nasir Panjwani
Thomas Olson
Sierra Janine Olson***
Rafael Augusto Okiishi Paulucci*
Christopher Jeffrey Obando***
Ruarai Eoin O’tighearnaigh***
James William O’connor***
Savyasachi Nemani
Achyutha Abhishek Mallemadugula***
Sophia Grace Way Marcus***
Armand Ryan Marino***
Anthony Michael Marshall
Mariana Matias***
Clayton James Maugthon***
Heba Maryam Mawad
Mitchell Alan McCurry***
Caeden Daniel Meade
Richard Zijie Meng**
Evan Mi***
Alice Ava Moh***
Garrett Forbes Monroe***
Soo Ah Moon***
Raymond Zachary Moser
Lee Edward Mracek***
Malisha Rahman Nabi***
Shounima Naem
Thomas George Napolitano
Eduardo Nava***
Sayasachi Nemani
James William O’connor***
Ruarai Eoin O’tighearnaigh***
Christopher Jeffrey Obando***
Rafael Augusto Okiishi Paulucci***
Sierra Janine Olson***
Thomas Olson
Nasir Panjwani
Alayna Marciana Panlilio***
Zachary Tyler Panzarino***
Jin Hyung Park*
Clayton Royce Parnell Jr.***
Arjun Nitin Patel
Devashru Praveen Patel***
Kunal Nilesh Patel***
Manan Y. Patel***
Rahil Mihir Patel
Rahul Mahendrabhai Patel***

* Honor ** High honor *** Highest honor • Co-op ∆ International Plan
Rahul Patel*
Robert Hill Pendley***
Jimmy Pham**
Aljon Joshua Bumanlag Pineda**
Rodrigo Deleu Lopes Pontes***
Saira Poonen***
Benjamin Perez Pooser***
Jessie Nicole Price**
Lauren Elise Prinn**
Sunny Jamie Qi***
Tian Ze Qi
Hang Qiu*
Matthew Quan***
Nikhil Rajan
Arvind Ramaswami***
Ashwin Gupta Rathie***
Matthew Seung-Hyun Rho
Rebecca Ann Robbins**
Madison Claire Roop***
Paula Margarita Ruiz***
Mehnaz Ruksana***
Chasse Alexander Rush***
Viren Mahesh Sabhnani***
Prem Sakala***
Dhruv Samdani**
Abhijeet Saraha
Holden Collins Schaffer***
Amada Marie Schmitt***
Thomas Lloyd Searcy
Advaith Rajith Sekharan
Sania Setayesh*
Harshil S. Shah***
Nirmil Shah***
Sayuj Shajith***
Samuel Charles Shapiro***
Ivan Allen College of Liberal Arts
Ashley Jessica Tan***
Abhay Tangella**
Gen Tanno***
Nitya Kannan Tarakad***
Rajan V. Tayal**
Daniel Hugh Taylor***
Tal Ngoc Tran
Christopher Taylor Truong**
Jason Tu*
Yash Raghavendra Vaidya***
Gregory Luke Varghese
Lewis Milton Vaughan IV
Tejas Vedantham***
Sterling Alejandro Velazquez Jr.
Jahziel Villasana-Espinosa***
Darren Zachary Vogel**
Tucker Maxwell von Holten***
Brandon Hoang Vu**
Jaleen Emmanuel Walker
Andrew Wang***
Gregory Christopher Waters
Gregory Keith Watkins***
Isaac Jason Weintrubh***
Daisha Atiba White**
Jerome Brian White***
Marcus Neal Wilder***
Emily Diane Wilson***
Jack Bishop Wolfard***
Sophia Worley
Zexiu Wu**
Michael Wen Xiao***
Jumshaid Yamin***
Sophia L. Yan***
Bojun Yang***
Chengkai Yang***
Matthew Jike Yang**
Yeong Joo Yoo
Andrew D. Young***
Dongjoo Yu**
Sangwon Yuh
Jefferson Zhan**
Anthony Junjie Zhang***
Jeffrey Zhang***
Lillie Zhou**
Marie Danielle Zimmerman***
APPLICATIONS AND INTERCULTURAL STUDIES
Winagodwin Uwadiegwu
Anyanwu Jr.
Nicholas Charles Lee
Abhita K. Moorthy***
Alexandrea Muenchen***
Keerthi Ramachandran***
Hannah-Marie Nikauli Weiser
PUBLIC POLICY
Ivey Elizabeth Fidelibus***
Ahliliya Nat***
HISTORY, TECHNOLOGY, AND SOCIETY
Chloe Elizabeth Alexander*
Rachel Ann Bonitatibus*
Rachel Anne Dekom**
Lucy Renee Groves***
Tytiana J. Harshaw
Kayla Marie McManus-viana***
Jeramie Mercado Paz***
LITERATURE, MEDIA, AND COMMUNICATION
Sarah D. Beaton***
Jack Bailey Becker
Jasmine Faith Brown**
Alexus Symone Clark
Abigail Katherine Coats***
Kathryn Grace Coveney***
Stephen Elijah Dolphus
Anna Grace Gaventa Folger***
Kathryn Anne Gibson***
Brittany Joan Guenter***
Aaliyah Simone Harris*
Katrina Marie Heitz***
Dana Shelby Hick***
Taylor Rose Jorgensen***
Lauren Marie Lambert***
Hannah Elizabeth Moon***
Nayla Mostafiz
Alexandrea Muenchen***
Delaney Eileen Murphy***
Emily Brianna Polanco**
Sonali Raghavan*
Keerthi Ramachandran***
Grace Ann Rigsbee
Autumn Siebold***
Jesse R. Waters
Deja Destiny Williams
Rita Cecilia Young**
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS AND MODERN LANGUAGES
MacKenzie Robert Fraser**
Meredith Michelle Furbish***
Nico Jiacinto Luzum***
Bonnie Cameron Watkins**
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
Raegan Allister***
Sarah D. Beaton***
Michael Anthony Bryan II
Zachary Allen Connolly***
Yeseul Heo***
Robert Emmett Miskell III***
Emilie Belle Mulkey***
Christopher Jordan Vinall***
ECONOMICS AND INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
Nicole Katherine Imhof***
Savannah Grace Little
Emily Belle Morgan
Carly Anne Schmitt***
Sanika G. Subhash
ECONOMICS
Patrick Wilcox Bonnie***
Elizabeth Boss
Eesh Singh Chawla***
Paula Andrea Cuadrado*
Jaimee Francis***
Katie Renee Garner
M. Cade Lawson***
Christopher Wills Leiper
Swati Mardia***
Juan Jose Morin***
Karl Dirac Sahadeo Patram***
Aastha Rai*
Blake Anthony Small
Samad Shamsuddin Virani
Muiz Khalid Wani***
Johnathan Marshall Whitmer***
William Yao
Weiqing Zhang***
College of Design  
* Bachelor of Science  
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY  
Lyn Cassandra Phan**  
ARCHITECTURE  
Abigail See-Kay Bauman***Δ  
Ashlee Lin Bryant*  
Sharon Nyuk Hong Chan***  
Avani Deenanath Harapanahalli***  
Josiah Matthew Jones  
Elisabelle Mwansa Kaputo***  
John Connors Knight*  
Lauren Elizabeth Marino***  
Elizabeth Y. Sit  
Francesca Lee Setka***  
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN  
Jackson Carter Bailey*  
Claire Wei Fealtman***  
Evan Victoria Boland***  
Sarah J. Kim***  
Kristine H. Park***  
Perry Katherine Schell  
Jack Vernon Walz III  
Ernest Scheller Jr.  
* Bachelor of Business  
Administration  
Bassem Jabr Americani***  
Oscar Samuel Appleton***  
Jaytlin A. Askew  
Jordan Taylor Boatriight**  
Sarah Lynn Boger**Δ  
Evan Victoria Boland***  
Samuel Elim Brown  
Ryland Chapman  
Kevin Chen***  
Sophia Hui Tian Chen***  
Amar Chinhoy**  
Jenny Jiwon Choi***  
Kenneth Wayne Cooper  
Valentina Correa***  
Thomas Rutherford Couch Coleman***  
Chase MacKenzie Crosby***  
Marshall Edwin Cua**  
Paula Andrea Cuadrado*  
Mary Bryce Daniels***  
Mackenzie Gillian Dare***  
Jack Defoor  
Summayyah Dhanani***  
Carlos Divar Saez  
Bridget Helen Doran***  
Rachel M. Dykes**  
Charles Thomas Feldner**  
Gabriel Joseph Ferrari  
Christy Lynn Fitzmaurice  
John Sumter Fiveash***  
Chandler Kurene Fletcher*  
Joshua Paul Forbes***  
Marc Adam Frankel***  
Hannah Brooke Franklin***  
Jack Davis Gibney***  
Neha G. Golakia  
Benjamin Stephen Goldenthal***  
Leah Nicole Goldstein***  
Diego Gonzalez Varela***  
Garrett Sanders Gooden  
Gracen Gordon***  
Kyle Edward Green**  
Travis Ryan Greene  
Nicholas Maron Gribble**  
Matthew Damon Grimes  
Benjamin Booth Gross***  
Melissa Elana Gurvitz***  
Divyesh Gatta***  
Robert Griffin Harris III***  
Rhaegan Ashley Henderson**  
Louis Hou***  
Sherry Sabrina Huang*  
Jon Russell Hudgins**  
Jacob Adam Jenkins***  
Griffin Marc Jolliff  
Jonathan Avery Jones***  
Seok Kon Jung  
Jeremiah Christopher Keith  
Chase Kelly***  
Gia Astrid Kim**  
Mary Katherine Klump**  
Samantha Maria Knapp***  
Grant Miles Knoechel**  
John Barrett Kulik***  
Amelia Madison Kyzer  
Rachel Madison Langston***  
Hannah Lee**  
Jahaziel Letroy Lee  
Mary Baldwin Ligon  
Lindsey Kathleen Linehan***  
Rachel Elaine Luckcuck***  
Ronnie Ari Ludwin***Δ  
Arbaz Ahmed Malik*  
Kellyann Martin Malone***  
Simmeon Mammo***  
Krimson Mani***  
Alexander James Marshall***  
Christopher Jamal Martin  
Alexandra Hope Martinez**  
Thomas Newell McKinstry***  
Amanda Katherine Miller***  
Michael Allen Minihan II  
Michael Connor Morgan***  
Emilie Belle Mulkey***  
Alisha Nahar  
Ahilya Nat***  
Abby Thi Ngo***  
Oanh Phuong Nguyen*  
Kayleigh Nortje***  
Tabias Alexander Olivier Jr.  
Keshav Sai Pandiri***  
Kirtan Mehul Parekh**  
Jonathan Edward Parker  
Janki Dipak Patel*  
Roshan Ketan Patel***  
Jessica L. Perry**  
Ollie (Sarah Olivia) Peterson**  
Ashley Marie Pitts***  
Asia Lee Pollitt***  
Rebecca Christine Prairie**  
Garrett James Prellberg***  
Zachary Cole Quinney  
Julian Christopher Raines  
Vignesh Ramani***  
Rhea Rawla***  
Maxwell Peter Rehberger  
Justin Tyler Reichel**  
Burke Edward Ritter  
Jordan Richelle Sanders  
Abigail Hannah Schwartz***  
Jennifer Ung Sei***  
Madeleine Ann Sewall**  
Arshi Mukhtar Sharif  
Carson Elizabeth Silbert***  
Avery Lynn Silva**  
Anthony Bradshaw Sito**  
Robert Christopher Solomon***  
Brantdl Dalton Stallings***  
Tyler Edwin Stracfaci**  
Sarah Grace Suh  
Ashley Nicole Suk***  
Joshua Dylan Suson-Mrak***  
Tre Patrick Swilling  
Lauren Elizabeth Terry***  
Christopher David Toledano***  
Lam Quang Truong**  
Saeed Uddin***  
Isabella Stefanie Wasserfuhr***Δ  
Austin James Whalen  
Christopher Joseph Wink***  
Peyton Jameson Woods***  
Christine Michele Yin***  
College of Sciences  
* Bachelor of Science  
NEUROSCIENCE  
Jacquelyn Marie Barrett*  
Nylah Akua Adjei Boone**  
Katherine Ann Bryant*  
Cassandra Alyse Lynn Bure***  
Caroline Ann Butler***  
Brooklyn Anne Crabtree***  
Yeseul Heo***  
Erik M. Humm***  
Marianna Ann Keith  
Noushinn Mannan  
Tobias Ernst Niebur***  
Campbell Maria Viersen*  
BIOCHEMISTRY  
Taylor Marie Blackburn**  
Kristen Michelle Gilbert  
Juliana Lauren McNiece***  
Joy Elizabeth Nish***  
Kodi Jeanne Nix  
Simran Pandit***  
Alaina Dixon Rosen***  
Christin Amara Unachukwu  
Campbell Maria Viersen*  
Booth Davis Vogel***  
Zongru Wen  
Nico Micah Zaubi  
EARTH AND ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES  
Christina Lu***  
Devon Vansever Robinson*  
Rachel Marie Walter***  
Alexis V. Wilson**  
BIOLOGY  
Dylan Scott Blohm*  
Gabriel Ross Dixon  
Jinyoung Eum**  
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Katherine Helene Evans***
Ivey Elizabeth Fidelibus***
Kathleen J. Imbach***
Joonas Anthony Koski**
Carol Lin
Gigi Marie Elliott McGaughey** A
Alexandria Anne Pierce Melnyk
Uma Patel
Shayaan Sajid*
Michael Kelton Southard***
Jonathan Bramley Stevenson**
Katherine Brooke Turrentine
Melanie Ann Valle*

PSYCHOLOGY
Miya Leshau Faniel
Madeline Hammond
Katie Harris***
Yuhuan Kung***
Jacob Thomas Miller
Yendi Abigail Neil***
Victoria Pham**
Caterina Alessandra Rossie**
Tanya Sharma***
Cattleya Tothanarungroj
Emma Kate Wilson

MATHEMATICS
Andrew Benjamin Alsup
Lanier Allen Freeman
Justin Kyaw Htay***
Malaikatu Mariama Kargbo
Flora Lee
Gerardo Andres Mora Arjona
Jaclyn Nicole Nichols
Bomm Shin**

APPLIED PHYSICS
Samuel L. Robison***

PHYSICS
Charles Andre Cardot***
Ricardo Paul Cerda
Brenden Mackenzie Davis*
Jessica Razia Jean Eskew
Carter Givens Gillenwater***
Robin Heather Glefke***
Matthew Henry Julien
Jon Kiernan Reising
Andrew Forrester Tuttle***
Samuel Charles Wiley**

CHEMISTRY
Hassan Asif***
Samantha Leigh Fraime**
Devon William Goldy
Juan Pablo Gomez***
Jasmine Consuelo Hopton Andrade
Gillian Sophia Moss
Kayla Renea Perry***
Noah Avery Robinson*
Monica Cam Tran***
Rebecca Kathryn Walde***
Yanni Demetrios Angelides***
Brian Daniel Barrett***
Edward James Bathe
Kristina Anne Bates***
Andres Alexander Begazo**
Vincente Enrique Blat*
Erick Jacob Bowen
Caroline Hughes Brown***
James Henri Butler***
Kate Margaret Chapman
Angia Xin Chen***
James Siu Tung Cheung***
Cassandra Mei Chu***
Mary Kathrynn Clark*
Sean Patrick Cody***
Futh Therese Colaguridi***
Brian Christopher D’Agostino***
Sofia De Cabanyes Galindo*
Anna Louise Dent***
Jonathan Patrick Dyar*
Lilian Grace Englander***
Bolatito Fatoki**
Rebecca Brooke Forry*
Gillian Lorraine Foster*
John Thomas Fowler Jr.***
Harrison Ray Fu*
Michael Anicattu Thomas
Gabrielle Sera Gershon*
Sharnali Ghoshdastidar*
Nisha Sarah Goddard***
Molly Sara Halprin***
Aubree Jordan Hand
James Louis Hankish*
Monica Guadalupe Hanon*
Zoey Brooke Hartman***
Jennifer Ann Harvey***
Christopher P. Hayes*
Jeremy D. Heit
Justin Thomas Holler*
Leila Magnolia Hollis***
Haden Langley Kelley*
Kristen Taylor Kenley
Ahmet Kerem Korkaya
Aditi Kumar*
Gayathri Kumar***
Anneliese Megan Leach***
Matthew Jordan Levy***
Yanet Lillehei*
Nathan Israel Luskey***
Megan Therese Manalo***
Maité Sophia Marin-Mera***
Derek James Matthews
Sydney Jade Matyczynski
Megan Elizabeth McDonnell***
Rachel Caroline McPherson***
Zahra Mousavi Karimi***
Godwin Peter Mouton
Mary Elizabeth Mulcahy***
Hope Lauren Mumme*
Jessica Hope Nicholson***
Caitlin Ann Nyicum*
Nathan Saki Odonkor***
Franco Julio Palhares Zapata
Dhruv Mhasukmar Patel***
Matteo Edward Pergami-Peries
Kaya Brady Peterson***
Lindsay Leann Petrissit***
Nastasia Porras***
Brianna Lee Prindle*
Nymisha Rameswarapu
Matthew Robert Reese***
Sara Lanier Reeves***
Caroline Elaine Rogers***
Jordyn Alexis Saks***
Lauren Christine Schuhler***
Abigail Lyn Schuyler***
Khara Rae Dawn Scrubb
Darshan Senthil***
Raleigh James Hudson Slynan***
Ladjri Moussa Soumahoro
Tianbo (Rose) Sun***
Lichao Tang*
Caroline Suzanne Tanzy***
Jennifer Tanya Ternullo
Kara Lan Thompson***
Grace Rebecca Trimpe***
Jaime A. Vera
Gabriela Maria Vogel***
Abigail Louise Wagner
Adeline Elsbeth Wagner***
Alexis Kaitlyn Webber***
Hannah Michele White***
Julia Lins Arrighi Woodall***
Fengyuan Xu***
Jinhan Zhao***

BACHELOR’S DEGREE CANDIDATES

College of Engineering
Bachelor of Science

ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
Caroline Elyse Akerley*
Jonathan Robert Beaver**
Alan Paul Bussolatti
Amy Robison Doneff***
Alison Ecker***
Kristine Nicole Ferguson***
Margaret Anne Guilfoyle***
Erin Mira Kowalsky*
Sarah Anne Lowry***
Elisabeth Jenna McDonnell
Elizabeth Winifred Moeseman*
Isabelle Musmanno***
Alex Peter Ponizhaylo
Tamara Ruba Renno
Fabin Soju
Felicitas Selina Schneider***
Kaylyn Johanna Sinisgalli***
Isabella D. Stubbs***
Ann Howell Thompson*
Jose A. Triana Jr.***
Jeffrey Roy Week
Laura Hyesung Yang***

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Asad Abbas*
Alexander Bijan
Abdollahzadeh***
Ariana Kiandra Adolphin
Kaize H. Ali
Akhil Daksheesh Amin***
Annaelea Qinan Anderson***

MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Samuel Patrick Bowie
Ian Richard Campbell***
Brendon Charles Darby***
Taylor Anne Fernandez*
Anna Adelaide Harris*
Abir Sharma***
Kweisi Nicquam-Iki Quimbley
Tara Lee Poteat***
Khoa Le Phan*
Shyam Kiritkumar Patel*
Shlok Chirag Patel*
Niket V . Patel
Manan Deepak Patel*
David Oygenblik
Ebitimi Gideon Orubina***
Ozioma Chinedu Orjioke***
Nicholas Dinh Nguyen***
Dylan Nektalov***
Joshua Allen Moore**
Carter Montgomery**
Jonathan L. Martin
Mitchell Lennon Marine***
Colton James Mack***
Jeonghoon Lee
Ron Kushkuley
Ania Jeanette Jordan
Christopher Michael Kennedy Jr.*
Saiharshith Kilaru***
Matthew Taesoo Kim
Siddharth Kotapati*
Ron Kuskuley
Jeonghoon Lee
Colton James Mack***
Mitchell Lennon Marine***
Jonathan L. Martin
Carter Montgomery**
Joshua Allen Moore*
Dylan Nektalov*
Nicholas Dinh Nguyen***
Joshua Michael Oldenburg***
Ozioma Chinedu Orjioko***
Ebitimi Gideon Orubina***
David Ogynblik
Manan Deepak Patel*
Niket V . Patel
Shlok Chirag Patel*
Shyam Kiritkumar Patel*
Khoa Le Phan*
Tara Lee Poteat***
Kweisi Nicquam-Iki Quimbley
Abir Sharma***
Sriharsha Singam***
Celeste Roberta Smith***
Alexander Joseph Sofet
Ethan K. Svitak
An Dung Tran
Gerrod Christopher Ubben***
Matoe John Villa***
Nicole Fran Wang*

** NUCLEAR AND RADIOLOGICAL ENGINEERING **

Karem Khalid Chaudhry
Jorge Deras**
Warren Charles Erling*
Mehnaz Haque*

*** INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING ***

Rami Abusaada
Thomas Alan Adams Jr.*
Sarah Akbar*
Ali Amirfazli***
Madison Rianne Astling
Mamadou Kadiatou Bah*
Prerna Balaji***
Lauren Bauer***
Natalie Clark Belt
Mauro Charles Bernard***
Valentina Betancourt***
Milanda Bezukenhout
Niloufar Bezyan***
Murli Manohar Bharadwaj***
Samantha Esther Bluth***
Jared William Borders***
Adam Robert Born***
Joy Anne Bullington
Elena Davis Buter***
Colleen Estrella Cabugason***
Claudia Campero
John Wages Carroll
Grant Tyler Champagne*
Daniel Shu Wei Chao
Eesh Singh Chawla*
Yuhe Chen***
Heejoon Cho
Yebin Choi***
Dain Deanna Chung
Savannah Reese Chunn****
Jonathan Howard Clarke***
Alexandra Leigh Colbert
Zachary Allen Connolly***
Jose Ricardo Correia Teixeira***
Vinay Rajendra Dalal**
Ishita Y. Date***
Trent Michael Davidson*
Bencao Capela Dikizeko Sr.
Tran Duyen Bao Dinh***
Andrew Scott Dripps***
Ashley Nicole Dye***
Ansyel Rae Dykes**
Elizabeth Hope Ellison***
Habiba Elshazly***
Efrain Anthony Eskenazi
Benjamin Todd Espy***
Ricardo Luis Estrada***
Simia F. Fahoury***
Emily Anne Faltemier*
Diego Fernandez Padron***
Griffin Charles Fletcher***
Andrew Lawrence Floyd*
Calvin LaRon Gadsden
Naman Garg*
Griffin Elliott Goggans*
Carly Elizabeth Gustafson***
Laura Elizabeth Hancher***
Molly Rachel Handel*
Eileen Patricia Hardy***
Stephanie Marie Harrison
Henry Cole Hart***
Kevin Joseph Henderson
Zachary James Hess
Alfredo Huerta
Daniel Ballard Huff*
Jai Jindia*
Lauren Ashleigh Johnson***
Anna Gyohyun Jung
Pooja Suhas Juvekar
Gia Astrid Kim**
Jean Young Kim***
Ji Won Kim***
Seungil Kim***
Austen Raymond Kim***
Nithya Naruna Koganti***
Austin Ray Kinney**
Seungil Kim***
Ji Won Kim***
Seungil Kim***

*** BACHELOR’S DEGREE CANDIDATES ***

Muiz Khalid Wani***
Kaitlin Paulane Vanwambeke**
Mitchell Barrett VanDalen***
Charitty Ann Tuttle***
Brawley York Thomas***
Alexis Eileen Thomann
Scott Fraser Swensen***
Erik Varg Naslund
Trevor Thomas Nazarov
Kaitlin Paulane Vanwambeke**
Muiz Khalid Wani***
BACHELOR’S DEGREE CANDIDATES

AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Sawyer Noel Cassidy Allen***
Carlos Read Baca*
Hyun Jo Bae**
Rubdul Hamid Bah*
Sebastian Gates Bianchi**
Keith Andew Biddiscombe
Muhamad Afiq Hazwan Bin Abd Manap**
Adam Jeffrey Binder***
Ryan Carter Bowers***
Evhan Christopher Brown***
Ashleigh Nicole Bunch**
Louie James Burnham
Christian Daniel-Leulliette Cerny***
Tanvi Rajkumar Chettiyar
Cameron Stark Cianciolo
Kyle Jacob Corrigan
Isaac Anthony del Valle***
Srinath Dhamodharan***
Kianmehr Ebrahizmadeshzhari***
Mitchell Preston Foster
Andrew Joseph Frank**
Daniel Sturgis Franklin
Carlson Fregosi**
John Thomas Gilbert
James Grayson Goble**
Andrew Ross Granger**
Jessica Faith Grimmett***
Anca Ioana Guvir
Shravan S. Hariraharan***
Eli Goldsmith Hendler*
Peter Angelo Hernandez Puentes**
Mohamad Haikal Hisham*
Jahedul Islam
Shreykumar Manishkumar Jain***
Jessica Rebecca Jourden***
Hwang Ju
Bayu Jaya Karnadi**
Abhishek Khandal***
Daniel Robert Kilgore***
Nicholas Stephen Kiratzi***
Elijah Christian Lambright
Daniel Christian Lee
Denny Hyengchul Lee*
Hyeon Seung Daniel Lee*
Zachary J. Lewis
Nicholas Dominic Liccini***
Nihad Ljubunic***
Kyle William Lundberg
Chase Timothy Lynch*
Abu Bakr Mawad
Jishnu Dev Medisetti***
Gerardo Andres Mora Arjona
Ariel Mordoch***
Hamidreza Nazemi***
Tanner Christian Neumann*
Chrisvan Phuong Nguyen
Jared Scott Nichols*
Ryan Jian Di Ong**
Pavan Mahendrakumar Patel***
Sahaj Patel***
Hamilton S. Payne**
Vishnu V. Pulavarthi***
Jacob Flannery Rankin
Daniel Francisco Reyes
Grant Michael Roeder*
Daniel Evan Rollings***
Matthew Irvin Rupert
Rodrigo Salas
Charles Theo Scarborough III***
Joshua James Sebastian
Jeremy Scott Segal
Jesse Tyler Selph**
Shanmurugan Selvaruurugan***
Brian Serrano Morales
Maxwell Fredrick Sowatzka**
Varun Srikrishnan***
Gen Tanno***
Chandler Rhys Thompson*
Joshua Ethan Tysor***
Ted Roumen Vlady***
Rebecca Jane Volk*
Daniel Wang***
Leon Himesha
Warnakulasuriya***
Taylor Hilton Wentzel***
Cole Lake Wilkerson
Brandon Michael Witmer***
Weiqing Zhang
Jacob Zexuan Zhong***
CHEMICAL AND BIOMOLECULAR ENGINEERING
Alexander Devlin Crombie
Matthew Richard Dalton***
Ana Sofia De Pereda Banda*
Harold Patrick Feininger***
Stewart Michael Frank***
Sarah Elizabeth Hall*
Christian James Heridge*
Aseyah Ambreen Islam***
Kaitlin C. Jacobson***
Mark Coleman Keenum***
Chan Ho Kim
Brynt Kyloone Lee***
Min Hsuan Lin
Shane Michael Nichols*
Brantley James Profitt***
Joshua Steven Randrup***
Lillie Fay Robinson
Michael Stephen Shealy Jr.*
Madison Grace Spillman*
Rachel M. Stammen***
Bless Hyun Suh
Monica Minh Tho Tran*
Triton Dev Wolfe*
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Malik Mohamed Abdulgader**
Douglas Murray Baird-Miller V
Amanda Elizabeth Barber
Trevor S. Beachboard*
Tara Gabrielle Bilodeau
Connor David Booth***
Haley Laine Callaway***
Josiah Daniel Chapman**
Bailey Anne Charles***
Jeffrey Parker Conn Jr.*
Thierry Ribeiro De Paula***
Eli Grant Derrington***
Mary Glenn Dillard
Brandon Keith Fuller**
Mary Glenn Dillard
Eli Grant Derrington***
Mary Glenn Dillard
Brandon Keith Fuller**
Gabrielle Audrey Gusmerotti
Alyssa Lynn Heinze***
John Winston Hillock III***
Matthew Anthony Hills*
Ronald William Knezevich***
Jimmy Ji Myung Ko***
Kofi Edem Kpetu***
Jennifer Ann Linville*
Alexandra Lan Lopez*
Diana Vadakumpadan Michael***
Serah Shirleen Wanaga Mungai*
Kai Murata***
Alexis Jo Nash
Sarah Theresa Parker
Alexis Lee Pawlak***
Joseph Thin Pham*
Kathryn Elizabeth Popp***
Onhan Lopes Ribeiro Muniz
Deaney Erin Rickles***
Andrew Davis Roth*
Olivia Noelle Schaitley***
Cameron Ley Smith*
Nicole Elisabeth Sokolowski*
Jarr Jacques Straydom
Connor H. Szeto***
Thomas Sasaki Teichmann
Oluwasanmi Oluwayinka Toyobo**
Nicholas Lam Vo
Jaya Glorious Washington
Aaron Michael Weil***
Timothy Weiler
Corey Austin Whitlock***
Andrew Russell Wilson**
William Edward Wolfe
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Rahil Ajani**
Caleb Scott Alexander***
David G. Andrews*
Justin Bang**
Griffin Allen Bonnett
Jonathan David Canady
Meredith Ann Caveney***
Eric William Chin***
Kombundit Chitranuwatkul***
Logan Matthew Cooen***
Alex Noel Cueto
Nicholas Howard Dabbittsa**
Lancina Farid Gilles Djibo**
Logan Jean Do*
Ryan Lamar Dobbs**
Abigail Biin Drun***
Mathew Xavier Earathu
Juan Antonio Elizondo-Villas***
Molly Elizabeth Emig***
Alexander Andre Robert Fache***
Rafael Rosario Figueroa III
Sophie Anne Finke***
Tyler Demmy French•
Aaron Samuel Green***
Dongyuan He***
Mason Harrington Heim
Charles Dean Hendrix IV***
Justin Kyaw Htay***
Michael Louis Isa***
Andre Jalal Jaberi***
Nathan Robert Jenkins??
Ethan James Jones***
Jamir Mekhi Jones
Jerrin Emmanuel Kakkanatt
Austin William Keener***
Myeonghyeon Kim
Dimitrios Christos Kosmakos***
Cory Wagner Larsen***
Andrew David Loftus***
Lillian Marie Long
Varun S. Madabushi***
Niko Andreas Maheras
Rohan Malik
Joseph Mackenzie Malone
Zachary Cleveland Mathews*
Brayton Davis Miles***
Allen Gregory Morinec Jr.**
Mohammad Hassan Mursalin
Tarun Ashwin Muthuchamy**
Benjamin William Newberg***
Richard Van Nguyen
Steven Tyler Nguyen
Tobias Ernest Niebur**
Moradeke Aderonke Olomogba
Michael Lindsey Ouy
Mukund Sai Pandiri***
Vandan Ripal Patel
Xushuai Qu***
Vignesh Raman***
Mohamad-Baasim Rehan***
Zachary J. Remick
Kyle Matthew Richardson***
Leith Oliver Storey Rogers
Ali Muhammad Rokarya*
Cameroon Grace Sherrard*
Yu Jin Shin***
Jacob Joe-Paul Smith***
Joshua Allen Smith***
Joseph John Spall IV***
Sebastian Eduardo Tapia***
Zachary Alan Thompson***
Justin Li Ting***
Million Haimilaram Tumisso**
Kyle Eric Turner***
Melesse A. Wajjino
Christopher J. Walds**
Zhiyun James Wang
Hao Yu Xiong**
Derek Yu**
Jixin Zheng
Qian Zhi***

**MECHANICAL ENGINEERING**

Andrew Tae Hyun Adachi*
Mohammed Mehrarazul Ahsan***
Okiemute Isaac Ajari
Andres Amundson***
Stephen Ellis Anderson***
Galo Arias
Michael Steven Autry
Benjamin Cole Baptist***
William Colton Barnard
William Christopher Alexander Barnes
John Paul Basilj***
Sukanya Basu
Jared Connor Bean***
Robert Frazier Beauchamp*
Nicholas Adam Bell
Michael Benben***
Emma Lanier Bivings*
Preston Richard Bohm***
Samantha Falyon Bordy***
Trey Darden Bourne***
Sophia Carrie Burdell*
James Kenneth Cahill
Kurt Calabretta***
Nicole Marie Catanzariti***
Anna L. Cenciarelli***
Gabriel Santiago Cervantes Bucheli***
Jonathan Pruh Chan
Samuel Benjamin Chaneles***
Stefanos Charalambos***
Owen Fletcher Chasteen
Zachary Brandon Strausberg Cloud**
Jonathan Scott Corno**
Nolan Edward Culhanee
Ian Thomas Cullen***
Dakarai Jamaal Cutts
Henry Van Dang
Shamari Xavier Davenport

Isaac Finn Davis
Ryan Kristopher Davison**
Guilherme Barros De Castro*
Selvadurai Delgado**
Jake Matthew DePierro**
Bhavik Janak Desai**
Royce Dias***
Sheila Marie Dolan***
Brendan Joseph Downing***
Evan Kirk Downs***
Peter Michael Dyson
Rachel Lily Eick**
Colin Richard Elliott***
Geraghty Anne Ellis***
Jordan Matthew Ellis***
James Phillip Erge III
Yi Yun Fei***
J. Auston Ferrarer
John Michael Fitton**
Eamon Yasui Flaherty***
William J. Flanagan***
William Henry Flentall
Levi Graham Fletcher
John David Flowers
Samantha Elizabeth Folio
Timothy Foster
Michael Leonard Fulton II
Mugdha Manoj Gangal
Maria del Rosario Garcia Chinchilla
Russell Philip Gardner*
Eyosas Gedin***
Joseph Genene*
Theunis Johannes Gerber***
Nathaniel Spencer Gillespie
Tamir Gonen Cohen***
James Stuart Graber***
Ryan Johnson Grigsby*
Emmanuel Jacob Haldopoulos
Joshua Keith Hammond*
Edward Sang Koon Han***
James H. Hazzard III**
Pierce Robert Heintzelman***
Isha Jaleel Henry***
Kristen Alexandra Hepler*
Taylor J. Joseph Hetrick
Jackson Dean Higgins
Aaron Wallace Highsmith
Martha Loren Hildreth
Christopher Keenan Hollis
Teja Chelsea Huggins
Aaron Hui***

Ryan Lee Huo**
Abdulrahman Darwish Hosam Idris*
Muhammad Anbus Iqbal***
Urvaksh Danesh Irani***
Devin Lawrence Jackson
Kavir Jaggermauth***
Jordyn Kaylon Jankiewicz
Muhammad Irfan Bin Johari***
Brandon Christopher Johnson
Landon Alexander Johnson***
Nicholas Andrew Jozwiak***
Saii Muntaser Kabariti***
Kameron JoAnn Kegler
Mija Erin Ann Kennedy
Andrew Bayley Kent**
Nabil Khan
Nabeel Noorali Khoja
Dong Jae Kim*
Jihoon Kim*
Harrison James Kollias*
Alice Nele Kramer***
Addison David Ku***
Roshan Santosh Kudva*
Sanjana Kumar***
Alissa Haley Kushner***
Nhatvu Hoang Le***
Dorian McKahl Lee*
Jeong Hun Lee***
James Keaton Lewis***
Philip Jingde Li***
William Todd Lindquist
Roosan Liyons***
James Richard Lowe***
Pedro Pablo Lozada*
Jennifer Lu***
Viren Mahesh Mahtani
Asamah Ifikhar Malik
Parth Abhijit Mandrekar**
Benjamin Mangel
Reagan Alexandra Matthews***
Chase Donovan McCord*
Aidan Seamus McGannon*
Matthew Bates McMullen*
Connor Ryan Meeds**
Ameen Isam Abubakr
Mohammed
Akash Jacob Mozhayal**
Juan Jose Morin***
Andrew Groth Morris***
Shinxay Jacob Munichna
Shashank A. Narayan***
Nachiketh Narreddy
Thanh H. Nguyen
Loucas Nicolaou-Griffin
Madison Nicole Novak***
Brendan Sullivan O’Brien
Paul Thomas O’connor III***
Ifanyichukwu Miracle Ofunne
Taeyoon Oh*
Tomas Guillermo Osses**
Lucas Victor Ovsyannikor**
Atman Manish Patel***
Harsh Jayesh Patel
Raj Mukesh Patel
Shivam Jay Patel***
Jianyuan Peng***
Felipe Andres Perez**
Victor Jose Perez***
Hannah L. Petit**
Benjamin Gia Bao Pham**
Jonathan Thomas Phelps*•
Ece Polat**
Nicholas Porcelli
Tristen Hubert Powell IV
Aditi Prashanth
Reed Garrett Purcell
David Nathaniel Ramsey***
Prithvi Bharat Rathaur***
Nathan Samuel Reese***
Daniel Reyes***
Samuel L. Robison***
Catherine McKenzie Rose*
Dustin William Roth***
Kevin Christian Rubio***
Jason Cole Russell
Justin Lee Sackett**
Kauri Kristian Fredrik
Salomvaara***
Bryan Emir Santana
Amiri J. Savage**
William Luke Schalch***
Teo Hays Scott
Brian Whitman Sears***
Matthew Michael Segler***
Maria Jose Serrato Gutierrez
Emaad Bilal Shamsi***
Hannah Jean Shapiro*
Aakanksha Sharma
Zachary Harrison Shear***
Joshua Michael Sheppard***
Steven Edward Shipley III***
Raynal Kamal Singh
Nuri Chalam Sinha**
Thomas Logan La Placa
Slattery***
Ira Soltis***
Rahul Srinivasan***
Lawson Cornelius Sumner**•
Lachlan George Suter
Jacob Durham Sutton**
Nicholas Karan Swaich***
Corson G. Teasley***
Austin Ward Thompson
James Dylan Thompson•
Andrew Thongsavath**
Emily Claire Toomer**
Alejandro Trevino Jr.
Tam Vu Quang Truong
Emma Ping Tsaur***
Oguz Unverdi***
Constantine Peter Venizelos***
Phillip Vo***
Jason Vratimos*
Khang D. Vu***
Shane Matthew Walker***
Yaoqing Wang*
Isaac Sidney Weinstein****
Joseph Knox Wilson*
Kirsten Rose Winters
Soowhan Yi
Benjamin Patrick Zabback***
Max D. Zegers**
Zhong Yi Zheng***
Ziwei Zheng***
Zhubo Zhou***
Unlike traditional art and design programs, the Georgia Tech College of Design focuses on technologies that enable better design. Then we use the design process to fuse technology with places, products, lifestyles, learning, and healthcare.

Students and faculty in the Schools of Architecture, Building Construction, City and Regional Planning, Industrial Design, and Music develop interactive products, robots, instruments, buildings, environments, and digital experiences. The College’s research initiatives encompass today’s most pressing human and built environment issues, from accessibility, sustainability, and smart cities to groundbreaking efforts in spatial analysis and music technology. More than 1,000 graduate and undergraduate students are enrolled in the College of Design. An additional 1,000 students from across campus — representing every major at Georgia Tech — enroll in music courses each semester.
Established more than a century ago, the Georgia Tech Scheller College of Business has a distinguished history as part of a world-renowned technological research university. Scheller College is strategically positioned at the intersection of business and technology, with a commitment to developing principled business leaders who use technology to create value, drive innovation, and improve the human condition.

Located in the heart of midtown Atlanta’s Technology Square — an area with the highest density of startups, corporate innovators, and academic researchers in the southeastern U.S. — Scheller College provides its students with unparalleled learning opportunities as part of a dynamic innovation ecosystem. Through top-ranked career services and expansive alumni networks, Scheller College is able to connect students and graduates to the world’s most innovative companies not just in Atlanta, but around the world.

Scheller College offers AACSB-accredited bachelor’s, master’s, and Ph.D. degrees in business administration, along with a number of interdisciplinary and dual degrees in computing, design, engineering, and medicine (in collaboration with the Morehouse School of Medicine). Scheller College is recognized year after year as one of the top 10 among public institutions by U.S. News & World Report, Bloomberg Businessweek, and the Financial Times, developing analytically skilled and entrepreneurially minded leaders who are uniquely qualified for success in a digital-first, tech-driven world.

From the opening of the Institute and the establishment of the School of Mechanical Engineering in 1888, the College of Engineering (CoE) has continually grown. Today, the College incorporates eight engineering schools with a full-time enrollment of more than 16,000 undergraduate and graduate students. The College consistently ranks among the top five elite engineering schools in the country. All undergraduate and graduate engineering programs are ranked in the top 10 nationally. CoE is the largest college of engineering in the country and is number one in the production of women and minority engineers. CoE has more than 100,000 alumni living in 120 countries around the globe. Alumni go on to careers across all walks of engineering, as well as in professions like law, medicine, business, and public policy. Prominent alumni include George W. Woodruff (1917), philanthropist; Ronald Wayne Allen (1964), former chairman and CEO, Delta Air Lines; President Emeritus G. Wayne Clough (1965), former secretary, The Smithsonian Institution; Michael T. Duke (1971), former president and CEO, Walmart Inc.; Philip M. Breedlove (1977), former Supreme Allied Commander of NATO; Walter G. Ehmke (1989), president and CEO, Waffle House; and NASA astronauts John W. Young (1952), Sandra Magnus (1996), Eric Boe (1997), and Shane Kimbrough (1998).

The College of Sciences leads Georgia Tech’s charge to create and discover fundamental new knowledge in the sciences and mathematics. Together, Sciences students and faculty boldly explore natural and artificial worlds, not only to reveal and underpin the technologies of tomorrow, but also to advance the quality of human life and elevate the human spirit.

The College nurtures students who are intellectually curious, inspiring them to build for themselves empowering foundations in the natural, mathematical, and behavioral sciences. They are transported to the frontiers of human understanding, and invited to participate in pushing those frontiers forward by undertaking high-impact research in collaboration with world-class faculty in state-of-the-art facilities.

College of Sciences graduates are well honed in thinking critically, testing hypotheses, and engaging with others to unravel complex problems. They draw conclusions, reach decisions, and make judgments about nature through the enthralling interplay of data, reason, and imagination. They are indispensable in ensuring that the basic knowledge pipeline for new technologies is full and flowing.

From exploring the bizarre quantum logic of ultra-cold atoms or the breathtaking grandeur of the stars and the galaxies, to deciphering the billion-year history of Earth’s oceans and atmosphere, the origins of life on Earth and elsewhere in the cosmos, or the workings of the human brain, Sciences students embody the value and rewards of scientific curiosity shaped by careful mentoring and deep respect for how much of the world we still must discover and understand.
GEORGIA TECH PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION

Nelson C. Baker
Dean, Georgia Tech Professional Education

Georgia Tech Professional Education (GTPE) is the global campus and lifetime education arm of the Institute, providing continuing education for more than a century and learning at a distance for more than 40 years. GTPE offers more than 600 courses and bootcamps, 63 professional certificate programs, and 13 online degree programs in tech, business, and industry-specific subject matter to meet the needs of working professionals and industry partners. These programs are offered worldwide both online and on-site and are designed to position professionals to deliver immediate workplace impact using knowledge and skills learned from Georgia Tech’s faculty experts and each other.

In addition to professional academic offerings, the division administers K-12 outreach and English as a Second Language programs and manages meeting and event facilities at the Georgia Tech Global Learning Center in Atlanta and at Georgia Tech-Savannah.

GEORGIA TECH LIBRARY

Leslie Sharp
Dean of Libraries

The Georgia Tech Library is recognized internationally for robust digital services, student engagement initiatives, transformation of physical spaces, and innovative programming and services. Millions of books, journals, technical reports, government documents, maps, videos, popular reading, science fiction, and other items are available via the Library.

The Library’s website features access to hundreds of databases and thousands of books, e-books, scholarly journals and e-journals, reports, electronic dissertations, discipline- and course-specific research guides, and much more. With more than 500,000 visits to the website, nearly 4 million searches and full-text content accessed, and more than 1 million on-site visits annually, the Library’s services and resources are heavily utilized by the Georgia Tech community.

For students, the Library is a 24/7 gathering place — cultivating intellectual inquiry, promoting academic discourse, and fostering knowledge. For faculty, the Library supports world-class advancements in teaching and research. The Library also manages the G. Wayne Clough Undergraduate Learning Commons, which is dedicated to student academic enrichment and innovative learning opportunities. Clough Commons is a popular destination for students, with more than 3 million visits annually.

OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT FOR RESEARCH

Chaouki T. Abdallah
Executive Vice President for Research

The Office of the Executive Vice President for Research provides leadership and strategic direction to Georgia Tech’s $1 billion research enterprise. The goals are to create transformative research opportunities, to strengthen collaborative partnerships, and to maximize Tech’s economic and societal impact across the research enterprise and around the world. Direct reporting units include 11 interdisciplinary research institutes, the Georgia Tech Research Institute (Tech’s applied research arm), the Enterprise Innovation Institute (the nation’s largest university-based economic development, technology transfer, and industry assistance organization), the Georgia Tech Research Corporation (an affiliated organization that oversees contracting and licensing), and the Office of Industry Collaboration (created to coordinate large company partnerships). The newly created position of Chief Commercialization Officer is leading the development of a thriving campuswide entrepreneurial ecosystem.
With more than 400 student-athletes across 17 varsity sports, Georgia Tech competes at the highest level of intercollegiate athletics as a member of NCAA Division I and the Atlantic Coast Conference, while also developing young people who will change the world. Georgia Tech has long been a leader in innovation in college athletics with the NCAA CHAMPS/Life Skills Program (known as the Total Person Program at Georgia Tech), commitments to athletic scholarships until a student-athlete graduates, and the use of virtual reality in recruiting, among the many concepts that originated on The Flats.

The Yellow Jackets have won five national championships during their illustrious history (four in football — 1917, 1928, 1952, and 1990; and one in women’s tennis — 2007), and made two appearances in the Final Four in men’s basketball (1990 and 2004) and three in the College World Series in baseball (1994, 2002, and 2006). Combining a world-class education with top-notch athletics, Georgia Tech has produced 85 Academic All-Americans.
The President’s Cabinet

Chaouki T. Abdallah
Executive Vice President for Research

Barrett H. Carson
Vice President for Development

Lynn M. Durham
Vice President for Institute Relations

Archie W. Ervin
Vice President for Institute Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion

Bonnie H. Ferri
Vice Provost for Graduate Education and Faculty Development

Kelly Fox
Executive Vice President for Administration and Finance

James Hudgens
Senior Vice President and Director of GTRI

Renee Kopkowski
Vice President for Institute Communications

Steven W. McLaughlin
Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs

Frank Neville
Senior Vice President for Strategic Initiatives and Chief of Staff

Ling-Ling Nie
General Counsel and Vice President for Ethics and Compliance

Colin Potts
Vice Provost for Undergraduate Education

Todd Stansbury
Director of Athletics

John M. Stein
Vice President for Student Life and Dean of Students
The Institute also wishes to thank the dozens of student, faculty, and staff volunteers who helped make today’s ceremony possible. Your contributions are absolutely vital, and your hard work and devotion to Georgia Tech are much appreciated.
Welcome to the Georgia Tech Alumni Association

CONGRATULATIONS!

You are now part of the Georgia Tech Alumni Association, an exclusive organization of more than 172,000 alumni worldwide.

We are with you for a lifetime — ready to provide professional development skills, to connect you with fellow Yellow Jackets in your local community and globally, and to welcome you back to campus.

Continue your pursuit of progress and service with us. Join in volunteer leadership and community service opportunities and help fund scholarships, state-of-the-art programs, and the legacy of the Institute with Roll Call, Georgia Tech’s Fund for Excellence.

We stand in proud support of you and invite you to stand next to each other in proud support of Georgia Tech. As you set out to change the world, stay in touch. Our Georgia Tech Connect online platform hosts lively discussions, houses job opportunities, and keeps you in touch with fellow graduates. Sign up at connect.gtalumni.org.

Jocelyn Stargel
IE 1982, M.S. IE 1986
Chair, Alumni Association
THE ALMA MATER

Oh, sons of Tech, arise, behold!
The Banner as it reigns supreme,
For from on high the White and Gold
Waves in its triumphant gleam.
The spirit of the cheering throng
Resounds with joy revealing
A brotherhood in praise and song,
In memory of the days gone by.
Oh Scion of the Southland!
In our hearts you shall forever fly.
We cherish thoughts so dear for thee,
Oh, Alma Mater in our prayer.
We plead for you in victory,
And in the victory we share!
But when the battle seems in vain
Our spirits never falter;
We’re ever one in joy or pain
And our union is a lasting bond.
Oh! May we be united
Till the victory of life is won.

Music by Frank Roman
Words by I.H. Granath

THE RAMBLIN’ WRECK

I’m a Ramblin’ Wreck from Georgia Tech, and a hell of an engineer
A helluva, helluva, helluva, helluva, hell of an engineer.
Like all the jolly good fellows, I drink my whiskey clear.
I’m a Ramblin’ Wreck from Georgia Tech, and a hell of an engineer.

Oh! If I had a daughter, sir, I’d dress her in white and gold,
And put her on the campus to cheer the brave and bold.
But if I had a son, sir, I’ll tell you what he’d do—
He would yell “To Hell with Georgia” like his daddy used to do.

Oh! I wish I had a barrel of rum and sugar three thousand pounds,
A college bell to put it in and a clapper to stir it ‘round.
I’d drink to all good fellows who come from far and near.
I’m a Ramblin’, Gamblin’, hell of an engineer.
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For from on high the White and Gold
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The spirit of the cheering throng
Resounds with joy revealing
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